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ABSTRACT

ENTANGLEMENT STRUCTURE
AND THE EMERGENCE OF SPACETIME

Matthew P. DeCross
Vijay Balasubramanian

We explore connections between macroscopic wormholes, quantum entanglement, quantum circuit complexity, and quantum chaos in the context of the anti-de Sitter / conformal
field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence. We first describe the construction of a singleboundary wormhole geometry in type IIB supergravity, which has a dual interpretation
in terms of entanglement between sectors of a Higgsed Super Yang-Mills theory. The
construction involves a CPT twist in the gluing of the wormhole to the exterior throats
that gives a global monodromy to some coordinates while preserving orientability. We
argue that the solution can be made long-lived by appropriate choice of parameters, and
comment on mechanisms for generating traversability. We also describe a construction of
a double wormhole between two universes. Motivated by the study of entanglement structures that support wormhole topologies, we study how the quantum circuit complexity in
field theory quantifies the difficulty of distributing entanglement among multiple parties.
We develop an Euler-Arnold formalism for computing complexity based on Nielsen’s geometrization of gate counting. Applying this formalism to Gaussian states of the harmonic
oscillator that possess a multiparty entanglement structure analogous to multiboundary
wormhole configurations, we find a scaling with entropy that resembles a result for the
interior volume of holographic multiboundary wormholes. We also study the complexity
of time evolution, which was recently conjectured to be related to properties of wormhole
interiors. This complexity grows linearly at early times until the minimal geodesic on the
unitary manifold encounters an obstruction in the form of a conjugate point or geodesic
loop. By explicitly locating these obstructions through analytical and numerical techniques, we demonstrate a complexity hierarchy: the complexity of time evolution is upper
√
bounded by O( N ) in free theories, O(poly(N )) in interacting integrable theories, and
O(eN ) in chaotic theories. We discuss the interpretation of these results in AdS/CFT,
where wormhole solutions demonstrate quantum chaotic behavior.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
‘Begin at the beginning,’ the King said gravely, ‘and go on till you
come to the end: then stop.’
—Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

Black holes have long captured the public imagination through their strange and
mysterious properties: the extreme warping of spacetime into a singularity that even light
cannot escape, the possibility of using their gravitational well to “time travel”, prospects
of a traversable wormhole to another universe behind their horizons, and more. Though
physicists understand the mathematical underpinnings of these phenomena well, black
holes nonetheless present a host of mathematical and physical puzzles that are challenging
to resolve even for practitioners of quantum gravity. Recent efforts to understand these
puzzles have uncovered a deep web of connections in which the geometry and topology of
spacetime inescapably emerges from quantum entanglement, quantum circuit complexity,
and quantum chaos. The central aim of this dissertation is to illuminate a corner of
this web using the remarkable tool called the anti-de Sitter / conformal field theory
(AdS/CFT) correspondence, in which complex gravitational systems like black holes and
wormholes admit dual quantum-mechanical realizations. We will work on both sides of the
correspondence, exploring both the geometric structure of wormholes and the properties
of quantum mechanics that give rise to this structure.

1.1

Information and black holes

The earliest connections between black holes and information theory originate in the 1970s
when calculations in classical general relativity showed that the areas of black hole event
horizons obeyed laws analogous to those of the entropy in classical thermodynamics.
For instance, the area of the horizon, when combined with the entropy of the black
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hole’s environment, never decreases in time [40, 122]. Furthermore, any physical process
inducing a change dM in a black hole’s mass was shown to cause a proportionate change
to the area dA [38, 39],
dM = T dA,

(1.1.1)

for a constant T depending on the size of the black hole, much like the first law of
thermodynamics dE = T dS. These observations led to Hawking’s discovery that black
holes were not, in fact, black, but rather emitted radiation at the constant temperature
T appearing in the first law [123]. Consequently, the analogy is not merely mathematical
– black holes are really thermodynamic systems, with entropy given by the BekensteinHawking formula,
S=

AkB c3
.
4G~

(1.1.2)

This formula is incredible in that it brings together ideas from many different fields of
physics, since kB is Boltzmann’s constant from statistical physics, c is the speed of light
from special relativity, G is Newton’s constant from general relativity and gravitation,
and ~ is Planck’s constant from quantum mechanics. This suggests that the BekensteinHawking formula is really something deep about the statistical mechanics of a relativistic
quantum theory of gravity.
This observation invites the following question: if black holes are somehow quantum
thermodynamic systems, what are their underlying microstates? The classical “no-hair”
theorems [74, 139, 140], which showed that mass, electric charge, and angular momentum
completely characterize a classical black hole solution, seemed to forbid the large number
of microscopic states Ω necessary for the black hole entropy’s interpretation as a Boltzmann entropy S = kB log Ω. This, however, presents a paradox of information theory:
if black holes have no hair, then the universe “forgets” the information about whatever
collapsed to form the black hole in the first place, which is impossible.1 Though this
argument shows that black holes must have microstates, another puzzle remains: if black
holes emit thermal radiation, then at the end of the evaporation process, only thermal
radiation remains. Perfectly thermal radiation contains no information about the body
that emitted it, so the information has still apparently been destroyed.
The Bekenstein-Hawking formula (1.1.2) for the black hole entropy also presents a
more general puzzle about how information is encoded in nature. As it requires energy
to carry information, attempting to fit too much information into a bounded region of
1

Classically, this violates Liouville’s theorem on the conservation of the phase space density under
Hamiltonian flow [113, 158], while quantum mechanically it is the simple statement that this is forbidden
by unitarity.
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spacetime will result in collapse into a black hole that obeys (1.1.2). Consequently, the
information entropy of a region of spacetime is limited; in fact, it cannot exceed the
area bounding that region [41]. This idea (and its covariant generalizations in [54] and
others) led to a more ambitious prescription called the holographic principle in [221, 229],
which claims that quantum gravity should, like a hologram, encode information about
the universe in fewer dimensions than the spacetime in which we live.

1.2

D-branes and AdS/CFT

Where does the information go in the Hawking radiation? What are the microstates of
the black hole? How is the holographic principle realized in quantum gravity? These
questions centered around information processing in black holes are resolved by placing
gravity in a quantum-mechanical framework, in the form of string theory. String theory
on its own is an immense and beautiful topic, the fascinating history and formalism of
which we will not do justice in the space of this dissertation. Suffice it to say that string
theory provides a perturbative quantum theory of gravity in terms of oscillations of onedimensional objects called strings. The theory includes both open strings, which are
topologically intervals, and closed strings, which are topologically circles; the vibrational
modes of the latter are what include the graviton in the spectrum. String theory cures
the problem of perturbative non-renormalizability in general relativity; in fact, string
scattering amplitudes are UV-finite.
String theory also includes extended higher dimensional objects such as D-branes
which can interact via exchange of strings. A coincident stack of D-branes provides a
classical solution of string theory that can source a black hole geometry or its higherdimensional generalizations (see [67, 94, 133] among many others). For certain special
cases, the number of microstates of D-branes is actually computable. In [218], this microstate counting was carried out and an exact matching with the black hole horizon area
was found. String theory therefore furnishes an explanation for black hole thermodynamics.
The study of D-brane dynamics led to the discovery of a profound duality within string
theory. In the lowest-order interaction between two branes, a closed string is emitted by
one brane and absorbed by the other. The worldsheet traced by the closed string during
this interaction is a cylinder, identical to the worldsheet traced by an open string traveling
in a circle with its endpoints attached to each brane. Indeed, one can compute the open
string one-loop vacuum amplitude and find exact equality with the lowest-order closed
string tree level amplitude term-by-term in perturbative string theory [199].2 This is a
2

These amplitudes actually vanish when the branes are at zero temperature due to the cancellation of
identical terms with opposite sign. However, these terms individually match in the open string and closed
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specific example of the general open-closed string duality in which interaction processes
involving open strings have an equivalent interpretation in terms of closed strings and vice
versa. The open-closed duality takes on a special importance by examining the effective
theory in the region close to the branes. In the closed string interpretation, the constant
energy density of the branes sources a region of constant negative spacetime curvature
characteristic of asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS) spaces, in which the closed string
propagates. In the open string interpretation, the dynamics of the string endpoints on
the D-branes is that of a conformal field theory (CFT) living in a flat spacetime on the
brane worldvolume, which has one less dimension than the ambient spacetime.
String theory therefore provides a realization of ’t Hooft and Susskind’s holographic
principle in quantum gravity in the form of the AdS/CFT correspondence, arising from
open-closed string duality in the presence of D-branes. Particular choices of D-brane
configurations lead to particular versions of the correspondence. For instance, one of the
original settings is the duality between N = 4 SU (N ) Super Yang-Mills theory and type
IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S 5 that arises from the dynamics near a stack of D3branes [172]. Since direct computations in the full quantum string theory are daunting,
one use of this correspondence is to understand quantum or stringy corrections to gravity,
which can be computed diagrammatically in perturbation theory in the weakly coupled
field theory. Conversely, often a particular low-energy limit of the correspondence is
studied in which strongly coupled dynamics in the CFT are dual to a weakly curved AdS
supergravity theory, so that geometric calculations in supergravity can be used to make
nonperturbative predictions about the strongly coupled field theory.

1.3

The von Neumann entropy

The AdS/CFT correspondence has long been generally regarded to solve the black hole
information problem, by virtue of the fact that the dynamics of the CFT are unitary.
Consequently, information must be preserved in the full quantum gravity theory as well.
However, this answer does not explain how the information is preserved in the Hawking
radiation. A more satisfying explanation would provide a complete computation of the
von Neumann entropy of the Hawking radiation as a function of time,
Srad (t) = −tr[ρrad (t) log ρrad (t)].

(1.3.1)

In Hawking’s computation, this entropy increases over the entire evaporation process,
since the radiation starts in a pure vacuum state and ends in a highly mixed thermal
state. If information is preserved in the black hole dynamics, however, the final value of
string calculations. The computation can also be done at positive temperature, in which case there is no
cancellation.
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the entropy is zero because the black hole + radiation system begins and ends in a pure,
factorized state. This means that at some intermediate time, the Page time, the von
Neumann entropy of the radiation must stop increasing and begin decreasing, so some
new phenomena must occur at this time scale. The overall shape of Srad (t) is called the
Page curve after it was predicted and described by Page in [191, 192].
The von Neumann entropy has been a celebrated entry in the AdS/CFT dictionary
since the discovery by Ryu and Takayanagi (RT) [204] that the von Neumann entropy of
subregions in a CFT encoded geometric information about the bulk AdS theory in the
form of the areas of minimal surfaces,
S(R) = min

A∼R

Area(A)
,
4G

(1.3.2)

where A is a bulk surface homologous to boundary subregion R in the CFT. This formula
is a remarkable generalization of (1.1.2) which goes beyond black holes to describe general
bulk spacetimes in terms of entanglement, since the von Neumann entropy of subregions
in the CFT arises from the entanglement with their complementary subregions. This
discovery is one of the underpinnings of the large research effort behind the geometrization
of information and entanglement carried out by the Simons It from Qubit collaboration.
In the past ten years a number of refinements of the RT formula have been discovered,
such as its covariant formulation [136], and the inclusion of the entropy of bulk quantum
fields [97, 99]. These generalized entropy formulas compute the von Neumann entropy
of the exact microscopic state in quantum gravity using a semiclassical approximation
for the bulk fields, that is, ordinary QFT on a curved classical background geometry.
In the past year it has been understood in a series of papers [3, 4, 197] that the Page
curve is correctly reproduced by these generalized entropy formulas in the semiclassical
background of an evaporating black hole when the surface A is modified to include a
disconnected component or “island”, thus effectively solving the information paradox in
AdS/CFT. Although this is a fascinating topic of current research involving exotic ideas
like Euclidean wormholes in the quantum gravity path integral, we will not discuss it
further in this dissertation.
Though the black hole information paradox may be resolved, studies of the von Neumann entropy have opened the gateway to many more questions regarding the emergence
of bulk geometry from quantum entanglement. Taking van Raamsdonk’s suggestion that
the classical connectivity of spacetime is engendered by the quantum entanglement of the
microscopic degrees of freedom in quantum gravity [234] as a starting point, one may ask
more generally how the specifics of the entanglement structure in CFT affect the bulk
geometry and topology. In fact, it is known that not all patterns of entanglement in
CFT lead to smooth semiclassical bulk geometries. This is because the set of inequalities
obeyed by the von Neumann entropy as encoded by the RT formula carves out a convex
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cone in the space of allowed entropies, the holographic entropy cone [35, 111, 202], that is
a proper subset of the entropy cone satisfied by general quantum theories. For instance,
for three subregions A, B, C, it is known that the entropies in a holographic theory satisfy
the monogamy of mutual information,
S(AB) + S(BC) + S(AC) ≥ S(A) + S(B) + S(C) + S(ABC).

(1.3.3)

A general interesting question also concerns whether more complicated and interesting bulk topologies are possible, such as AdS spaces with several wormhole “handles”
connecting distant parts of one or more asymptotic regions, and what kinds of patterns
of entanglement generate these topologies. In Ch. 2 we make progress towards answering
this question by constructing a single-boundary wormhole in type IIB supergravity and
describing its entanglement in N = 4 Super Yang-Mills theory.

1.4

ER = EPR

The relation between smooth spacetime connectivity and entanglement is also applicable
to the problem of understanding what happens at the horizon of a black hole. Calculations
in quantum field theory in curved spacetime show that smooth spacetimes with horizons
feature a large amount of entanglement across the horizon. In particular, explicit mode
expansions of fields in different wedges of the two-sided Schwarzschild black hole show
that fields across the bifurcation surface are entangled in the thermofield double state
[138, 233],
|TFDi =

X
i

e−βEi /2 |iiL ⊗ |i∗ iR ,

(1.4.1)

where the asterisk denotes CPT conjugation. This state is a two-party purification of
the thermal state, meaning that its reduced state on either exterior wedge is thermal,
ρL = ρR = Z1 e−βH .
In fact, this type of entanglement seems to be required in order for the classical geometry to be smooth in the vicinity of a horizon. If the fields on the x = 0 Cauchy slice
of the Schwarzschild geometry were instead put into a product state between the two
exterior wedges, the energy density on the horizon becomes extremely large—a firewall
waiting to annihilate any observer that crosses it, effectively disconnecting the geometry
[116]. Firewalls feature prominently in the black hole information problem [6, 7]: unitarity of the black hole time evolution demands that the late-time Hawking radiation is
close to maximally entangled with the early Hawking radiation, but smoothness at the
horizon demands that the late-time radiation is already close to maximally entangled
across the horizon. This seemingly presents a contradiction, as quantum systems do not
6

allow maximal bipartite entanglement with two systems simultaneously: entanglement is
“monogamous”.
The fact that entanglement across the horizon appears to be required to support the
smoothness of the geometry was expanded to the more general idea that geometric connectivity is macroscopic entanglement by Maldacena and Susskind in [163]. This idea was
called “ER = EPR” for Einstein-Rosen bridges (wormholes) and the Einstein-PodolskyRosen entangled state (a prototypical entangled state of two qubits). The motivation for
ER = EPR came out of the firewall paradox, and the related no-cloning paradox. In
the no-cloning paradox, the black hole spacetime is foliated into Cauchy slices so that
at late times the Cauchy slice includes the black hole interior as well as the radiation
emitted at early times. For a unitarily evaporating black hole, this is problematic as it
implies that the quantum information that was thrown into the black hole has been duplicated on a single Cauchy slice in the information stored in the early radiation, violating
the no-cloning theorem of quantum mechanics. The proposed solution to the no-cloning
paradox, called “black hole complementarity”, observes that no single observer can see
both copies of the information, suggesting that the interior modes of the black hole ought
to be identified with the early radiation: they are complementary descriptions of the same
information. If this is true, however, then an observer collecting Hawking radiation can
act on the Hawking radiation far away from the black hole to create a firewall behind
the horizon seen by an infalling observer, apparently violating the principle of quantum
field theory (and physics more generally) that interactions are spatially local. On the
other hand, if the interior is not identified with the early radiation, preserving locality,
then monogamy requires that there is a firewall anyway, as the late radiation and interior
are not entangled. Maldacena and Susskind observed that a resolution to the firewall
paradox avoiding the problem of nonlocality is the idea that entanglement and geometric
connection are one and the same: if the early and late radiation are entangled, then it
is as if there is a highly quantum wormhole connecting the two, so that any action on
the early radiation affects the interior locally. Using this idea, they gave a prescription
to create geometrically connected wormholes through the aggregation of a macroscopic
amount of entanglement between the early and late radiation, by collecting the early radiation and collapsing it into a new black hole prepared in the thermofield double state
with the original black hole.
Any wormhole prepared in this way is not really a “science-fiction wormhole”: assuming the black holes are made from ordinary matter with positive energy, the geometric
bridge connecting the horizons is spacelike and no causal observer can traverse the wormhole [108, 129, 183, 241]. Recent work, however, has introduced several possible sources
of negative energy [110, 167] that would allow a traversable wormhole, both in AdS/CFT
and in flat space. These solutions still respect causality, as any signal sent through the
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wormhole must take longer to reach the other side than if it were sent through the ambient space. Such traversable wormholes are particularly interesting in the context of
AdS/CFT, where sending information through the wormhole may have an interpretation
in terms of quantum teleportation [58, 109]. However, attempting to probe the interior
of the traversable wormholes by sending an observer through is typically difficult, as the
energy of that observer backreacts on the geometry, potentially destroying the delicately
prepared traversability.

1.5

Quantum computational complexity

The effort to understand wormhole interiors led to the study of quantum computational
complexity in AdS/CFT, which was originally discussed in the context of firewalls [119].
One proposal for circumventing the firewall paradox is that the operations on the early
radiation that create a firewall take too long: by the time you’re done distilling the
radiation, the black hole has completely evaporated and there is no horizon left to support
a firewall [59, 119]. Specifically, it will take order eS time to process the radiation, while
the black hole evaporates in O(S 3/2 ) [116]. This was the first appearance of ideas relating
quantum complexity to the black hole information problem: since there is a fundamental
bound on computation rate [160], the time to operate on the early radiation is equivalent
to the depth of the quantum circuit preparing that operation.
Applied to the ER = EPR scenario, this proposal led Susskind to formulate several
conjectures linking quantum complexity to the size of the black hole interior [60, 61, 217,
219, 222], via the volume or action of certain regions encompassing the interior. The
rough idea motivating these conjectures was that the procedure of creating a firewall in
the interior is equivalent to sending a signal by way of throwing a small number of quanta
through the wormhole, as the blueshifting of these quanta falling into the gravitational
well will create a firewall in the form of an energetic shock wave [210]. In AdS/CFT,
these quanta are created by the insertion of a light “precursor” operator W at a time
well in the past, which will then evolve as a Heisenberg operator W (t) = U † (t)W U (t).
The computational complexity of distilling the Hawking radiation is then related to the
complexity of time evolution U (t) in the black hole background. Susskind observed more
generally that even in the absence of such precursor operators, the interior size of twosided black holes grows linearly for a long time as expected of a complexity-based quantity,
while quantities related to the entanglement between the two sides stop changing at earlier
“scrambling” and thermalization time scales [120]. Evidence from computations of the
interior volume of geometries featuring multiple shock waves [216] also showed similar
behavior as expected from the complexity of multiple precursor operators [217, 227].
Classically, the wormhole interior grows linearly forever. Quantum mechanically, how8

ever, this cannot be the case, since quantum systems exhibit Poincaré recurrences at a
time doubly exponential in the entropy [52], so at such late times we expect a two-sided
black hole to approach the thermofield double state with zero interior size. Quantum
complexity theory suggests a much earlier breakdown, at a time singly exponential in the
entropy. The reason for this early breakdown is that the Solovay-Kitaev theorem guarantees that any unitary operator, the time evolution operator included, can be efficiently
approximated by a quantum circuit of at most singly exponential depth [86, 119]. This
suggests the general behavior of complexity of time evolution in a generic quantum system should be linear growth until exponential time, followed by small fluctuations until
recurrences occur at doubly exponential time.
Computing the complexity of a unitary operator even in finite Hilbert space—much
less in quantum field theory—is an intimidating task, as it involves optimizing over the
infinite-dimensional space of all possible quantum circuits producing that unitary. In a
series of seminal papers, Nielsen et al. [90, 188, 189] showed that this optimization could be
reformulated in Riemannian geometry as the problem of finding the shortest geodesic on
the unitary group manifold connecting the desired target unitary to the identity operator.
The complexity of a unitary operator then corresponds to the length of this geodesic, while
the complexity of a state corresponds to the complexity of the simplest unitary operator
preparing that state from a reference.

1.6

Chaos in quantum gravity

Even with Nielsen’s formalism, computing the complexity of time evolution in quantum
gravity using the exact microscopic Hamiltonian is generally intractable. A more fruitful
direction of pursuit is to consider time evolution in a black hole background as a specific example of a general quantum chaotic Hamiltonian. Black holes have been shown
to demonstrate a number of properties that are typical of quantum chaos and thermalization. For example, they saturate the chaos bound [169] on the growth rate of certain
out-of-time-order four-point correlation functions (OTOCs) which correspond to classical Lyapunov exponents [155]. Two-point correlation functions in thermal states also
exponentially decay at late times with a time scale determined by the classical Ruelle
resonances, computed in the bulk as the black hole quasinormal modes [51, 131]. This
decay represents the thermalization of perturbations to a black hole system.
These properties have motivated a number of general quantum chaotic models for
the black hole time evolution. For instance, the original arguments for the complexity
of decoding the Hawking radiation from [119], recently revitalized in [144], are based in
the idea that Hawking radiation must look like a pseudorandom pure state that can be
prepared by a random unitary quantum circuit. Such a pure state appears thermal to
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“light” semiclassical probes [28] while respecting the unitary dynamics. Another popular
toy model is the Haar ensemble of random unitary operators [82, 83, 127, 134, 190, 210].
These models use randomness as a proxy for the quantum chaotic nature of black holes.
One toy model particularly relevant to this dissertation will be the SYK model introduced in [148, 170]. This is a model of N interacting Majorana fermions with all-to-all
random couplings, first introduced as a pure quantum mechanics model putatively dual
to AdS2 dilaton gravity. The SYK model has many properties that make it useful as a
simple model for holography: it shares the same effective “Schwarzian” action with dilaton gravity, it has an approximate conformal symmetry in the IR, it is exactly solvable
at large N , and it saturates the chaos bound. Most importantly, it presents a tangible
example of a finite-dimensional quantum system in which we can compute properties
of the quantum complexity, and which can be tuned between integrability and chaos to
demonstrate properties of quantum gravity that are due to its chaotic nature. Several
known exact models of holography share this property of integrability in special limits,
such as the D1-D5 CFT dual to type IIB string theory on AdS3 × S 3 × T 4 at its “orbifold
point” [26, 156, 208], or the N = 4 SU (N ) Super Yang-Mills theory in the planar limit
[181, 230]. In Ch. 4, we will use the SYK model and random matrix models to compare
the behavior of complexity in the integrable and chaotic regimes and provide evidence
that the complexity of black hole time evolution grows linearly until exponential times.

1.7

Multiparty entanglement and multiboundary wormholes

Quantum systems may generally consist of more than just two parties, so it makes sense to
extend the connection between entanglement structure and wormhole topology to the case
of multiple wormhole boundaries. In gravity such multiboundary wormhole geometries
were constructed in 2 + 1 spacetime dimensions in [9, 55, 56, 65, 152, 153, 213] and
their holographic quantum information properties were examined in [33, 107, 173, 195].
These geometries are analogous to Einstein-Rosen bridges with more boundaries, featuring
causal horizons near each boundary shielding a connected interior region. A natural
question in this context concerns what types of entanglement structures in the CFT
lead to the emergence of connected multiboundary wormhole geometries in the bulk.
Actions like invertible local operations made by an observer at one boundary or time
evolution acting disjointly on the separate boundaries do not generate entanglement, so
any classification of entanglement structure should be invariant under such operations.
In quantum mechanics such a classification has been well-studied and is known as the
stochastic local operations and classical communication (SLOCC) classification, in which
two states are SLOCC-equivalent if they can be interconverted with positive probability
via a combination of local quantum operations combined with the ability to send classical
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bits between parties.
For the simple case of two qubits, the SLOCC classification is simple: either the two
qubits are entangled, or they are not. If they are entangled, they are SLOCC-equivalent
to a Bell pair |Φi = √12 (|00i + |11i) [161]. For three qubits, the situation is much richer.
In the case of three qubits, there are two inequivalent SLOCC classes [77, 96], with
representative states
1
|GHZi = √ (|000i + |111i)
2
1
|Wi = √ (|001i + |010i + |100i).
3

(1.7.1)
(1.7.2)

The GHZ state is sometimes regarded to be more genuine three-party entanglement, since
the reduced state on tracing out any party is separable, in contrast to the W state, which
is maximally entangled on every bipartition. In the case of four or more qubits, or for
Hilbert spaces of higher dimension, the classification becomes rapidly more complicated,
with a large number of continuous families of equivalence classes [239]. Nonetheless, one
can define a much rougher classification into “W-like” and “GHZ-like” states analogous
to the three-party case simply by asking if a given state tends to retain entanglement
on tracing out any party. It is widely believed that classical multiboundary wormhole
geometries must correspond to W-like states [111, 220] to avoid having singular interior
regions behind their horizons. This picture is further substantiated by the “bit threads”
derivation of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula (1.3.2) [102], by which the microscopic origin
of geometric entanglement derives wholly from bipartite correlations between subregions
in the CFT, as well as the fact that generalized GHZ states violate the monogamy of
mutual information inequality (1.3.3). In Ch. 3 we strengthen the connection between
W-like entanglement and connected multiboundary wormholes by proving relationships
between the wormhole interior volume, quantum computational complexity, and measures
of W-like entanglement such as entanglement negativity
Multiparty entanglement structure also arises naturally in AdS/CFT even with a single boundary, in the context of quantum error-correcting codes. The general idea of
quantum error correction is that the space of logical states which carry information is embedded into a much larger Hilbert space of “physical states”, spreading the information
nonlocally across many qubits. Certain kinds of errors like qubit erasure or spin-flips can
then be corrected, since the information is retained nonlocally in the unaltered qubits.
The reconstruction of the bulk geometry in the boundary CFT is known to behave like a
quantum error-correcting code in this regard, as local bulk operators admit multiple possible boundary reconstructions on sufficiently large subregions in the CFT [5, 117, 194].
Generically these properties require encoding the logical states onto special multiparty
entangled states in the physical Hilbert space. Applied to the black hole information
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problem, recent work has suggested that the black hole interior is encoded in the early
Hawking radiation by such an error-correcting code [23, 127, 235, 236, 237], furnishing
an explanation for why exponentially complex operations may be required to destroy the
interior by creating a firewall [144]. This fact demonstrates resoundingly the profound interconnection between multiparty entanglement, quantum complexity, and the wormhole
interior.

1.8

Contributions

This dissertation represents work that has made substantial progress on several of the
open questions discussed in this introduction. Ch. 2, reproduced from [32], advances
our understanding of how boundary entanglement relates to bulk geometry and topology
by constructing an entangled state in Super Yang-Mills theory that is dual to a singleboundary AdS wormhole. Ch. 3, reproduced from [30], introduces a new formalism for
computing quantum circuit complexity of operators and states, and applies this formalism
to harmonic oscillator states that are built from the Euclidean path integral to resemble
multiboundary wormhole states. In this context, we also relate the complexity to more
traditional multiparty entanglement quantities, and compare the behavior of complexity
to that of the interior volume of multiboundary wormholes, finding some qualititative
agreement. Lastly, in Ch, 4, reproduced from [29] and building on earlier work in [31],
we substantially develop our formalism for computing quantum circuit complexity and
apply it to more general free, integrable, and chaotic quantum systems. Our results
include providing an explicit Hamiltonian that fast-forwards free fermion time evolution,
and establishing bounds on complexity that indicate that the complexity of black holes
in AdS/CFT grows linearly for exponential time.
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Chapter 2

Knitting Wormholes by
Entanglement in Supergravity
2.1

Introduction

In the AdS/CFT correspondence, the entanglement structure of the boundary CFT encodes the geometry and topology of the bulk AdS space [33, 163, 164, 173, 234], albeit in a
complicated and nonlocal way. We consider the dual of a state in the N = 4 SU (2N ) Super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in a Coulomb phase where the infrared modes are thermally
entangled. We argue that this system should correspond to an asymptotically AdS5 × S 5
geometry with a single boundary and a long-lived interior wormhole. In this chapter, we
construct this wormhole and describe its properties.
The simplest connection between wormholes and entanglement involves two copies of
a CFT entangled in the “thermofield double” (TFD) state, a two-party purification of the
thermal state on each factor:
X
|TFDi =
e−βEi /2 |ii ⊗ |i∗ i .
(2.1.1)
i

where |i∗ i indicates the CPT conjugate of |ii. This system is dual to the eternal black
hole, i.e., a wormhole between two asymptotically AdS universes [164]. To construct a
wormhole between distant regions of a single universe, we will study a state in the Coulomb
branch of the N = 4 SYM theory [84, 149], where the SU (2N ) gauge symmetry has been
partially broken down to S(U (N ) × U (N )). In type IIB supergravity, the low energy
effective theory dual to N = 4 SYM, this configuration corresponds to a multicenter
solution sourced by two stacks of N D3-branes [121, 247]. The procedure for constructing
this geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. We will begin with a two-centered BPS [95]
harmonic function solution as originally found in [133], corresponding to two stacks of N
extremal D3-branes in (9+1)D Minkowski space and controlled by a parameter L. These
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stacks of D3-branes are separated by a distance Λ, corresponding to the Higgs scale. In
the limit that L  Λ, there will be an AdS5 × S 5 geometry outside the region containing
the two stacks of branes, which splits into two smaller AdS5 × S 5 regions as one nears
either stack. Taking the limit α0 → 0 with the ratios of the five-sphere coordinates to
α0 held fixed decouples the AdS regions from the asymptotically flat space, leaving a
geometry which is asymptotically AdS [172].

𝛼′ → 0

𝐿≫Λ

corrections

gluing with inversion

Figure 2.1: Perturbative construction of an AdS wormhole solution in a single asymptotic
space by taking the decoupling limit of two stacks of D3-branes and correcting for the
finite temperature caused by the thermofield double entanglement structure below the
scale Λ. Figure inspired by the near-horizon limit as depicted in [81, 176].

Now we heat up the solution by entangling the degrees of freedom living on each brane
(in each SU (N ) sector of the Higgsed SYM) up to the Higgs scale Λ in an approximate
thermofield double state. This has the effect that in the IR of the field theory, i.e. the
deep bulk, the approximate thermofield double state will be dual to the two-sided planar
AdS-Schwarzschild black brane [164] plus corrections due to the multicenter nature of the
exterior solution. No known solution exists for the multicenter black brane geometry at
nonzero temperature, so we solve for these corrections in perturbation theory. Matching
these corrections in different coordinate patches glues together the wormhole solution.
We will find that this gluing must introduce a global monodromy that inverts some spatial directions between the two throats in order to respect flux conservation. However,
the full ten-dimensional spacetime remains globally orientable. The complete solution is
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unstable, as finite temperature breaks the supersymmetry of the BPS solution and turns
on an effective potential for the scalar fields that break the SU (2N ) symmetry [154, 186].
Supergravity wormhole solutions have been previously studied e.g. in [11, 44, 165], but
only in the case of connecting two different asymptotic spaces.

𝑉
𝐼𝑉
𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼

𝐼

Figure 2.2: Region I: Perturbatively corrected black brane glued with inversion to the
rest of the geometry. Region II: Linearized perturbations to vacuum AdS. Region III:
Perturbatively corrected throat solution. Region IV: The (extremal) two-throat solution.
Region V: Far from both throats, vacuum AdS with larger radius.
In Fig. 2.2 we have labeled the different regimes in which a different coordinate patch
or limit will be used to describe the solution. In region I, the solution is approximately
the two-sided non-extremal black brane. Far from the horizon, in regions II and III, the
effects of non-extremality are small and the solution is close to vacuum AdS5 × S 5 . In
this region, the perturbative corrections from the nonzero temperature and from the two
throats can simultaneously be treated as linear corrections to the vacuum AdS5 × S 5
background, and therefore they linearly superpose. The leading corrections from the
left throat are monopole corrections and do not break spherical symmetry around the
right throat, which defines region II. However, we can include multipole effects from
the left throat as linearized corrections, and these will be dominant over nonlinearities
up to fourth order in the multipole expansion. This captures effects of the left throat
breaking the spherical symmetry around the right throat, which defines region III. We
will also be able to present solutions which are valid in regions I, II and parts of III
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simultaneously. These will be linearized perturbations of the finite temperature black
brane geometry. These solutions show that leading multipole effects remain small near
the causal horizons, but we find that they grow in the interior towards the singularity.
Therefore the singularity in this wormhole is not of the AdS-Schwarzschild type. Finally,
region IV is where both throats have non-perturbative effects, but their non-extremality
is negligible and the solution is approximately the multicenter BPS solution, which in
region V approaches that of pure AdS5 × S 5 with a larger AdS radius.
Entanglement between disconnected non-interacting boundary theories gives rise to
wormholes where the boundaries are separated by causal horizons [108]. A large body of
recent work has also been directed towards finding mechanisms that can create and send
signals through traversable wormholes in the context of AdS/CFT. In general, supporting a traversable wormhole requires that one violate the averaged null energy condition
(ANEC) [108, 129, 183, 241], meaning that there exists an infinite null geodesic with
tangent k µ and affine parameter λ such that [110]3
Z ∞
k µ k ν Tµν dλ < 0 .
(2.1.2)
−∞

Consequently, in order to build a traversable wormhole, there must be a negative source
of stress-energy in the bulk. Several suggestions for introducing this negative stressenergy include inserting explicit double-trace couplings between the boundaries of the
wormhole [104, 110], incorporating the perturbative gravitational back-reaction of bulk
quantum fields [105, 174], including the Casimir energy of bulk fields running in noncontractible cycles [12, 167], and nucleating and supporting wormholes via cosmic strings
[106, 132]. A particularly productive setting has been the correspondence between the
SYK model and AdS2 Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity [109, 166, 168, 171], which, while not an
exact duality, has provided further support that explicit boundary couplings may render
the bulk geometry traversable and provided an experimental setting by which probing
wormhole traversability may be possible in the lab [21, 58].
These constructions use the fact that the eternal AdS-Schwarzschild wormhole is
marginally non-traversable in the sense that the null energy vanishes along the causal horizons, so arbitrarily small negative energy perturbations render the wormhole traversable.
We will find that the leading classical corrections coming from the global structure of our
single-boundary geometry preserve this marginal non-traversability.4 This motivates us to
describe a mechanism by which our single-boundary wormhole may become traversable
by the presence of a natural “double-trace” type operator in the IR of N = 4 SYM
3

The authors of [11] argued that this condition could be avoided for supersymmetric traversable wormholes connecting two asymptotic AdS universes in the context of pure gauged N = 2 supergravity in four
dimensions.
4
We thank Simon Ross for discussions regarding this point.
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generated by the Wilsonian RG flow [13], although the presence of bulk fermions in the
supergravity spectrum implies that other mechanisms mentioned above may also be a
possibility depending, e.g., on the final sign of cancellations between Casimir energies.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.2 we explain the pattern of
symmetry breaking in the field theory and describe a particular entangled state in the IR.
In Sec. 2.3 we solve for the metric and five-form of the wormhole solution in perturbation
theory in type IIB supergravity and describe its global structure. In Sec. 2.4 we use the
DBI action to estimate the instability timescale of the wormhole, and show that it is controlled by the same ratio of scales that governs the thermal effective potential in the SYM
theory. We also show that it is unlikely that the wormhole could be stabilized by adding
rotation. In Sec. 2.5 we discuss a mechanism for rendering our wormhole traversable, and
in Sec. 2.6 we explain how to use our results to construct a double wormhole between
two asymptotic universes. We conclude in the Discussion with comments and remarks for
future directions of study.
Conventions
We work in “mostly-plus” signature for Lorentzian metrics. The convention for five-form
components is that F = 5!1 Fµαβγδ dxµ ∧. . .∧dxδ = Ft123r dt∧. . .∧dr+Fθ1 ...θ5 dθ1 ∧. . .∧dθ5 (all
other components will be zero throughout this chapter). The notation and combinatorial
factors used in symmetrization of indices are for example A(µ Bν) = 2!1 (Aµ Bν + Aν Bµ ).
The indices of all perturbative geometric quantities are raised with the background metric.
In general this means index raising and lowering does not commute with perturbative
variation. The action of the Hodge star on the components of p-forms in d spacetime
√
dimensions is (∗F )ν1 ...νd−p = p!1 −gν1 ...νd−p σ1 ...σp g µ1 σ1 . . . g µp σp Fµ1 ...µp where µ1 ...µn is
the Levi-Civita symbol and 01...(d−1) = 1.

2.2

Description in Super-Yang Mills

The Lagrangian of N = 4 SYM in terms of component fields is [57]

X
θ
1
µν
a µ
F
F̃
−
i
λ̄
σ̄
D
λ
−
Dµ φi D µ φi
L0 = tr − 2 Fµν F µν +
µν
µ
a
16π 2
2gY M
i

2
X
X
X
g
+ gY M
Ciab λa [φi , λb ] + gY M
C̄iab λ̄a [φi , λ̄b ] + Y M
[φi , φj ]2 ,
2
a,b,i

(2.2.1)

i,j

a,b,i

where Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ + i[Aµ , Aν ] is an SU (2N ) gauge field, Dµ · = ∂µ · +i[Aµ , ·] is
the covariant derivative on fields in the adjoint representation, λa are four adjoint Weyl
fermions, φi are six adjoint real scalars, and the Ciab are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
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that couple two 4 representations of the SU (4)R symmetry to the 6 antisymmetric representation. The diagonal elements of the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the adjoint
scalars φi in the AdS/CFT correspondence map to the positions of D3-branes in tendimensional flat space, while the off-diagonal elements are excitations of open strings
stretching between the branes [89].
At zero temperature, any diagonal configuration of φi gives rise to a vanishing commutator in the potential for the scalars, so there is a large moduli space of stable vacua.
In the dual gravity theory, this is equivalent to the statement that an arbitrary number
of D3-branes can be superposed at any location in space without any force between them.
We choose a vev that will correspond simply to separating two stacks of N D3-branes in
a single transverse coordinate by distance Λ, by expanding
φ1 → ψ + ϕ1

(2.2.2)

with the background ψ given by
√
√
1
diag(Λ N , Λ N , . . . , 0, 0, . . .) ,
(2.2.3)
ψ=
0
2πα
√
where the eigenvalue Λ N is repeated N times and the vevs of all other φi are zero.
√
We introduce an explicit factor of N to appropriately normalize the gauge-invariant
classical observable tr ψ 2 . In detail, we would like the classical value of the observable
tr φ21 , after proper normalization, to have a finite O(1) expectation in the large N limit so
that there is a well-defined classical gravitational dual. Next we observe that tr ϕ21 scales as
O(N ), since the components of ϕ1 are O(1), so its connected two-point function scales as
htr ϕ21 tr ϕ21 i ∼ O(N 2 ). But we know from large-N index counting that if the expectation
value of a classical observable is taken to be O(1), then the connected component of
the two-point function of its quantum fluctuations should be O(1/N 2 ). Therefore, the
observable tr φ21 requires an overall normalization proportional to N −2 . Consequently, to
make the properly normalized value N −2 tr ψ 2 of the classical observable O(1) in the large
√
N limit, a factor of N should be included in ψ.
The factor of α0 = `2s is required by dimensional analysis since the field φ1 has mass
dimension one in four spacetime dimensions. This should be understood as a scale coming
from open string theory, since it provides the energy cutoff such that the massless excitations of the open string endpoints moving on the D-brane world-volumes are described
by N = 4 SYM5 . The effective Lagrangian for fluctuations about this background is,
rescaling the gauge field Aµ → gY M Aµ to canonically normalize its kinetic term,

L = L0 + tr 2igY M [ψ, Aµ ]∂ µ ϕ1 + gY2 M ([ψ, Aµ ]2 + 2[ψ, Aµ ][ϕ1 , Aµ ])
The N = 4 SYM does not include α0 as a parameter. We introduce α0 in order to set the dimensions
of ψ correctly as a fiducial scale where we expect the SYM description to break down, anticipating the
correspondence with the supergravity description to be discussed later.
5
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+ gY M

X

C1ab λa [ψ, λb ] + gY M

a,b

X

C̄1ab λ̄a [ψ, λ̄b ] + gY2 M

i

a,b


i
1 i
+ 2[ψ, φ ][ϕ , φ ]) ,

X
([ψ, φi ]2
(2.2.4)

where ψ should be treated as a classical source.
To understand this effective Lagrangian, it is instructive to expand the commutator
of the vev ψ with an arbitrary Hermitian matrix
! M in the adjoint of SU (2N ), which may
MA MB
be written in block form as M =
where each block is N × N :
MB† MC
√
Λ N
[ψ, M ] =
2πα0

0
−MB†

MB
0

!

√
Λ N
=
MAO .
2πα0

(2.2.5)

We have labeled the final matrix MAO for the “antihermiticized off-diagonal” piece of
2
M . Note that tr MAO
is strictly negative, which is required to give the correct signs
below. Armed with this knowledge we further rewrite the commutators in the effective
Lagrangian to make the dependence on the coupling Λ clear, defining the ’t Hooft coupling
λ = gY2 M N [230]:

√
λΛ
λΛ2 2
1
µ 1
tr
Λ
A
+ 2 √ Aµ,AO [ϕ1 , Aµ ]
λ
A
∂
ϕ
+
L = L0 +
µ,AO
2πα0
2πα0 µ,AO
N
√ X
√ X ab
a b
+Λ λ
C1 λa λb,AO + Λ λ
C̄1ab λ̄ λ̄AO
a,b

+

λΛ2

2πα0

X
i

a,b

(φiAO )2


λΛ X i
1 i
+ 2√
φAO [ϕ , φ ] .
N i

(2.2.6)

The off-diagonal pieces of the gauge field, scalars, and fermions have acquired a mass
√
Λ λ/(2πα0 ) = Λ λ/(2πα0 ).6 The diagonal blocks of the adjoint fields remain massless,
so the background ψ has Higgsed the theory SU (2N ) → S(U (N ) × U (N )). The extra
terms remaining in (2.2.6) coupling the gauge field to the scalar ϕ1 are typical of those
that appear in spontaneously broken non-Abelian gauge theories; we expect that there is
a gauge choice which is an analog of the unitary gauge [242] where these terms vanish.
In the symmetry-broken phase that we have chosen, low-lying excitations above the
vacuum are local to only one of the SU (N ) factors of the gauge group. This is because,
as we have shown above, the off-diagonal degrees of freedom can be made very heavy by
√
choosing a large Higgs scale Λ λ/(2πα0 ). Therefore, at energies below the Higgs scale,
the Hilbert space of the theory approximately factorizes into that of two separate SU (N )
gauge theories, each of which is dual to an AdS throat in the 10D supergravity. Following
√

6

This tree-level mass defines the Higgs scale at weak coupling. At strong coupling, the dependence on
λ may be different and we comment on this at the end of this section.
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the ER=EPR conjecture, a state in SYM that possesses the appropriate entanglement
between the O(N 2 ) light degrees of freedom in each SU (N ) factor should be dual to
two AdS throats connected by a wormhole in the bulk [163]. Specifically, we build the
approximate thermofield double state7 coupling the energy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
for the effective IR fields in each SU (N ) sector
|TFDΛ i =

EX
i <Ec
i=1

e−βEi /2 |iiL ⊗ |i∗ iR ,

(2.2.7)

where the sum runs over eigenstates of energy less than a cutoff energy scale Ec set
√
by the Higgs scale Λ λ/(2πα0 ), and the subscripts L and R refer to each of the two
SU (N ) factors in the symmetry-broken theory. When the thermal energy density is
much smaller than the cutoff energy density, we expect this state to be very close to the
exact thermofield double state. In the deep bulk, this state is approximately dual to the
planar two-sided AdS-Schwarzschild black brane which at fixed times describes a spacelike
wormhole or “Einstein-Rosen bridge” between two asymptotically AdS regions. However,
in the ultraviolet of the field theory, the state (2.2.7) is embedded in a single SU (2N )
SYM theory, so in fact the wormhole begins and ends in the same asymptotic region.
Let us be a bit more precise about how close (2.2.7) is to the thermofield double. The
dominant contribution to (2.2.7) comes at energies where the Boltzmann factor offsets
the growth coming from the number of states. At low enough temperatures we can think
of the individual SU (N ) theories as being conformal and therefore their canonical energy
density and entropy are fixed by scale invariance and dimensional analysis8
hEiβ /V = 3cβ −4 ,

Sth /V = 4cβ −3 ,

(2.2.8)

where c is a constant proportional to the central charge and V is the spatial volume. The
contribution of a canonical window of states at the cutoff energy Ec /V = 3cβc−4 is then
estimated to be
−4
eSc −βEc ≈ eV cβc (4βc −3β) ,
(2.2.9)
i.e. we have an exponential suppression of these contributions if β > 4βc /3. We take the
√
cutoff temperature to be set by the Higgs scale βc−1 . Λ λ/(2πα0 ).
Reducing |TFDΛ i onto the Hilbert space of either SU (N ) factor yields a state which
looks approximately thermal in the infrared (up to corrections of order (2.2.9)), with a
temperature β ∼ r0−1 that corresponds to a black brane of horizon radius r0 in the gravity
dual. In finite temperature field theory the supersymmetry of the SYM Lagrangian is
7

In the UV it is not possible to factorize the Hilbert spaces due to the SU (2N ) being gauged, but it is
approximately possible below the Higgs scale.
8
These relations are derived from log Z = cV β −3 .
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Ueff

ψi

Figure 2.3: The shape of the effective potential at finite temperature (orange) vs. zero
temperature (blue). At zero temperature, the potential is flat and the components of the
scalar background vev ψ i are free, while at finite temperature, the only stable configuration
has all ψ i = 0.9
broken and in particular the effective potential for the scalars φi is modified so that the
only stable vacuum configuration is the one where the vevs of all the φi sit at the origin
in moduli space. See Fig. 2.3 for a schematic depiction of the effective potential at finite
temperature. Consequently, an initial configuration of the form (2.2.3) is unstable and
the vev will roll down the potential towards the origin. In the bulk dual, this has the wellknown effect that nonextremal D-branes exert a nonzero attractive force on each other.
Parametrically, at weak coupling λ the thermal effective potential is controlled by the
0
2πα
√ = . The weak coupling
perturbatively small ratio of the thermal and Higgs scales, βΛ
λ
effective potential cannot be directly compared with the dual semiclassical gravity, since
the latter is only valid when the field theory coupling is strong. Nonetheless, in Sec. 2.4
we will estimate the timescale of the instability from the gravity dual using the DBI action
of the underlying branes. In terms of bulk quantities in the gravity dual, the perturbative
parameter controlling the thermal effective potential at small ’t Hooft coupling is
√
2 r0
.
(2.2.10)
=
λ Λ
At strong coupling in SYM, where the bulk dual admits a semiclassical description
in supergravity, quantities computed at weak field theory coupling are often rescaled by
9

It may be surprising that the effective potential at zero temperature for the scalars is flat since the SYM
theory is dual to the asymptotically AdS geometry that remains after the decoupling limit, and radially
separated branes in asymptotically AdS space are subject to a potential barrier at infinity. However, the
geometry sourced by two stacks of branes is a full ten-dimensional geometry that only approximately fibers
into an AdS5 and an S 5 close to each stack and near infinity. From the perspective of the asymptotic
S 5 , the branes are located at opposite poles and are not radially separated in the AdS space, so the AdS
potential barrier does not apply.
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functions of λ (see [92] for a concrete example). Therefore, away from weak coupling we
expect that the perturbative parameter that will control the bulk geometry in supergravity
(and therefore parameterize the instability timescale of the wormhole) will take the form
√
2 r0
 = f (λ)
,
(2.2.11)
λ Λ
for some function f (λ). In the limit of large coupling λ we will see that f (λ) ∼ λ, so that
the perturbative description of the classical geometry is naturally controlled by  ∼ r0 /Λ,
which is independent of the string scale. It would be interesting to see if the function f (λ)
can be determined as an exact function of the coupling λ using integrability techniques.

2.3

Wormhole geometry in supergravity

In subsequent sections, we will write down the detailed solution to the equations of motion
in each region. Our starting point for the construction, following [199], is the action of
type IIB supergravity in string frame, restricted to the metric, dilaton, and five-form10 :


Z
√
1
1
d10 x −g e−2φ (R + 4∂µ φ∂ µ φ) −
Fµνρστ F µνρστ ,
(2.3.1)
SIIB = 2
4 · 5!
2κ10
where 2κ210 = (2π)7 α04 gs2 . The asymptotic value of the dilaton has already been scaled
out so that eφ = 1 at infinity. We work in the strongly coupled limit of the field theory,
gs N → ∞, such that classical supergravity is valid. The background values of the various
fermions of type IIB are taken to be zero self-consistently.
Taking as an ansatz that the dilaton will be constant everywhere so that we can drop
terms involving its gradient, the classical equations of motion are
1
1
1
gµν Fαβγδ F αβγδ +
Fµαβγδ Fν αβγδ
e−2φ (Rµν − Rgµν ) = −
2
8 · 5!
4 · 4!
√
∂µ ( −gF µνρστ ) = 0 ,

(2.3.2)
(2.3.3)

to be supplemented by the self-duality constraint F = ∗F , and with eφ = 1 everywhere.
Due to the self-duality constraint, Fαβγδ F αβγδ ∼ F ∧ ∗F = F ∧ F = 0 since the wedge
product is antisymmetric on five-forms. A straightforward computation by taking traces
and using this identity shows that R = 0. Consequently, (2.3.2) simplifies to
Rµν =

1
Fµαβγδ Fν αβγδ .
4 · 4!

(2.3.4)

In subsequent sections we will write down perturbative corrections to solutions to the
background equations of motion. We add these perturbative corrections at first order to
10

The reviews [93, 196] and textbooks [10, 142, 146] provide compact and relevant introductions to
D-brane solutions to type IIB supergravity that may be useful for subsequent sections.
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the metric and five-form, gµν → ḡµν + hµν and F → F̄ + δF , where the bar indicates
quantities at background order, i.e. that solve (2.3.3) and (2.3.4). The perturbative
equations of motion are
1
1
1
∇λ ∇(µ hλν) − ∇µ ∂ν h − ∇λ ∇λ hµν =
(δFµαβγδ F̄ν αβγδ + F̄µαβγδ δFν αβγδ ) (2.3.5)
2
2
4 · 4!

√
h
(2.3.6)
∂µ −ḡ F̄ µνρστ + δF µνρστ = 0 ,
2

where h = ḡ µν hµν is the trace of the metric perturbation and ∇µ is the covariant derivative
with respect to ḡ. These equations must be supplemented with the self-duality constraint
at all orders, such that F̄ + δF = ∗(F̄ + δF ), a nontrivial constraint since the Hodge
dual involves the metric perturbations. The derivation of (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) can be found
in Appendix A. In the following sections, we will exhibit solutions to the background
equations of motion (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) and to their first-order variation in (2.3.5) and
(2.3.6). Although we have labeled the regions of the geometry I - V in order of the flow
from the IR to the UV in the field theory, we will describe the solutions below in a different
order that will be more convenient for intuition.

2.3.1

Region IV: two-center harmonic solution

The general two-center solution at nonzero temperature is not known even in perturbation
theory, so we will first write down the background solution to (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) without
perturbations in this region. We begin with the solution corresponding to two stacks
of N extremal D3-branes placed at a separation Λ in 10D Minkowski spacetime. The
coordinates t, x1 , . . . , x3 extend parallel to the brane worldvolumes; we label the other six
directions transverse to the branes as r1 through r6 . Without loss of generality let the
two stacks of branes be displaced in the r1 direction. The solution in asymptotically flat
space is BPS and the metric and five-form are given by [95, 133]
ds2 = H −1/2 (−dt2 + d~x2 ) + H 1/2 δij dri drj
1

2

3

F = (1 + ∗)dt ∧ dx ∧ dx ∧ dx ∧ dH

−1

(2.3.7)
,

(2.3.8)

where H is a two-center harmonic function:
H =1+

L4
L4
+
.
~ 4
r4
|~r ± Λ|

(2.3.9)

~ = (Λ, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and r2 = P (ri )2 . The choice of sign fixes the direction of
Here Λ
i
displacement of the stacks of branes.
The flux through the five-sphere jumps discontinuously when the radius of the fivesphere around one stack of branes crosses through the other stack. When the radius is
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smaller than Λ, the charge of a single stack is, by Stokes’ theorem,
Z
1
L4
Q= 2
∗F = 2
.
2κ S 5
2gs (2π)4 (α0 )4

(2.3.10)

The normalization comes from the normalization of the kinetic term for the five-form in
(2.3.1) [199]. By the BPS condition, the charge is equal to the number of branes N times
the tension of a single extremal brane, τ = (2π)−3 (α0 )−2 gs−1 , so
Q = N τ =⇒ L4 = 4πgs N (α0 )2 .
We now take the decoupling limit α0 → 0 keeping fixed Λ/α0 and ri /α0 [81]. Fixing Λ/α0
amounts to fixing the Higgs scale of (2.2.3) in the dual theory. To write a non-singular
metric, we rescale L2 → α0 L2 , ri → α0 ri , and Λ → α0 Λ. The harmonic function becomes
!
4
4
L
L
H = α0−2
.
(2.3.11)
+
~ 4
r4
|~r ± Λ|
Lastly, we nondimensionalize coordinates by the rescaling
r
= r̃,
r0

r0 t
= t̃,
L2

r0 xi
= x̃i .
L2

(2.3.12)

Here r0 is the wormhole horizon radius, to be introduced in subsequent sections. This
nondimensionalization will be convenient in other regions where it removes the length
scale r0 . We introduce the parameter  = rΛ0 . The full wormhole solution will only be
valid in the limit   1 where the horizons of the two stacks of branes are well-separated.
Given these definitions, the full solution in region IV is
1 2
ds = L2
α0



1
1
+
4
r̃
|~r̃ ± ~−1 |4

−1/2

(−dt̃ + d~x̃2 ) +
2







1
1
+
4
r̃
|~r̃ ± ~−1 |4

1
1
1
F = L4 (1 + ∗)dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ d 4 +
02
α
r̃
|~r̃ ± ~−1 |4

−1 

,

1/2

i

δij dr̃ dr̃

j



(2.3.13)
(2.3.14)

where ~−1 = (−1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
It is convenient for subsequent sections to expand this solution close to the stack of
branes at the origin, ri  Λ. In this limit the (nondimensionalized) harmonic function
becomes simply
H=

1
+ 4 .
r̃4

(2.3.15)

That is, all dependence on r1 is subleading, so spherical symmetry about the stack of
branes is valid in this limit. Furthermore, this expansion is valid around either stack
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provided the radial coordinate is defined appropriately. Defining the hyperspherical coordinates
r1 = r cos θ1
r2 = r cos θ2 sin θ1
r3 = r cos θ3 sin θ2 sin θ1

(2.3.16)

r4 = r cos θ4 sin θ3 sin θ2 sin θ1
r5 = r cos θ5 sin θ4 sin θ3 sin θ2 sin θ1
r6 = r sin θ5 sin θ4 sin θ3 sin θ2 sin θ1 ,
and series expanding H ±1/2 yields
 




1 2
1
1
dr̃2
2 2
4
2
2
4
2
~
ds = L r̃ 1 − (r̃) (−dt̃ + dx̃ ) + 1 + (r̃) ( 2 + dΩ5 )
α0
2
2
r̃


1
F = 4L4 r̃3 1 − 2(r̃)4 dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
α02
4

3

2

(2.3.17)



+ sin θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 .

(2.3.18)

In this form, the linearized corrections to vacuum AdS5 × S 5 deep within a single throat
are apparent. These corrections will be useful in subsequent sections.

2.3.2

Region V: asymptotics

In the region far from both stacks of branes, we take the limit ri  Λ, by which the
harmonic function H simplifies to
H=

2L4
r4

(2.3.19)

Writing L4∞ = 2L4 , taking the decoupling limit, rescaling, and nondimensionalizing, the
solution in region V is


1 2
dr̃2
2
2
2
2
2
~
ds
=
L
r̃
(−d
t̃
+
d
x̃
)
+
+
dΩ
(2.3.20)
∞
5
α0
r̃2

1
4
F = 4L∞ r̃3 dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
α02

4
3
2
+ sin θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 .
(2.3.21)
This solution is vacuum AdS5 × S 5 with AdS length L4∞ = 2L4 . The charge is
Q=

L4∞
,
2gs2 (2π)4 (α0 )4
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(2.3.22)

leading to
L4∞ = 4πgs (2N )(α0 )2

(2.3.23)

from the flux quantization condition. At infinity, the flux sees both stacks of branes as if
they are at the origin, as expected. This region corresponds to the UV in the field theory
where the SU (2N ) symmetry is unbroken.

2.3.3

Region I: black brane

In region I, the solution is the geometry of the two-sided black brane with perturbative
corrections coming from the second throat in the full geometry. In this region, the solution
will describe the geometry close to one of the two stacks with the origin of coordinates
placed at the location of the stack, that is, in the limit ri  Λ of Sec. 2.3.1. The solution
preserves the SO(3, 1) × SO(6) isometries induced by the brane locations. Following
the conventions of [196], the metric and five-form of the asymptotically flat solution are
[93, 95, 133]
ds2 = H(r)−1/2 (−f (r)dt2 + d~x2 ) + H(r)1/2 (dr2 /f (r) + r2 dΩ25 )
r
r4
F = 1 + 04 (1 + ∗)dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dH −1 ,
L

(2.3.24)
(2.3.25)

r4

4

with H(r) = 1 + Lr4 and f (r) = 1 − r04 . As the horizon radius r0 → 0 one approaches the
extremal limit of the brane solution. The five-form can be written explicitly in coordinates
as
r

r04
4L4
dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dr
F = 1+ 4 5
L r H(r)2

4
4
3
2
+ 4L sin θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 .
(2.3.26)

Consequently, the charge is
1
Q= 2
2κ

Z

L4
∗F = 2
2gs (2π)4 (α0 )4
S5

r

1+

r04
.
L4

(2.3.27)

The charge remains equal to the number of branes N times the tension τ of an extremal
brane, so
r
1 4
1
4
Q = N τ =⇒ L = − r0 + (4πgs N (α0 )2 )2 + r08 .
(2.3.28)
2
4
We now take the decoupling limit α0 → 0 keeping fixed ri /α0 and r0 /α0 , rescaling L2 →
α0 L2 , r0 → α0 r0 and r → α0 r. The resulting solution has the same form as (2.3.25) with
26

H = L4 /r4 , no overall scaling on the five-form, and f (r) unchanged. Nondimensionalizing
following (2.3.12) it can be written as


1 2
1
dr̃2
2
2
2
2
2 ~2
+ dΩ5
(2.3.29)
ds = L −r̃ (1 − 4 )dt̃ + r̃ dx̃ + 2
α0
r̃
r̃ (1 − r̃14 )

1
4 3
F = 4L r̃ dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
α02

4
3
2
(2.3.30)
+ sin θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 .
This is the background solution in region I. Note that the finite temperature factor has
dropped out of the five-form after the decoupling limit. Consequently, the charge in the
decoupling limit is simply
Q=

L4
.
2gs2 (2π)4 (α0 )4

(2.3.31)

This leads to the extremal quantization condition for the black brane in AdS,
L4 = 4πgs N (α0 )2 .

(2.3.32)

In Sec. 2.3.5 we will describe the perturbative corrections to (2.3.29), (2.3.30) coming
from the second throat, though we first describe the general structure of the multipole
expansion that gives rise to these perturbative corrections in Sec. 2.3.4.

2.3.4

Regions II-III: linearized regime

Regions II and III are the intermediate regimes far from the horizon and sufficiently
deep within a single throat such that the corrections to vacuum AdS5 × S 5 both from
the throat and from the wormhole can be linearized. These regions are defined by r̃ ∼
O(−1/2 ), where the background is empty AdS and corrections to this coming both from
the harmonic function and the blackening factor are O(2 ). Since both of these corrections
can be treated as linearized and the equations of motion are linear in the perturbations,
the full solution can be written simply as the linear superposition of the two,

 


r04
1 2
1 δH(r, θ1 )
−1/2
2
2
ds = H0 (r)
1−
− 1 − 4 dt + d~x
α0
2 H0 (r)
r





r4
1 δH(r, θ1 )
+ H0 (r)1/2 1 +
dr2 1 + 04 + r2 dΩ25
(2.3.33)
2 H0 (r)
r



1
δH(r, θ1 )
1
2
3
−1
F = (1 + ∗)dt ∧ dx ∧ dx ∧ dx ∧ d H0 (r)
1−
,
(2.3.34)
H0 (r)
α0 2
where H0 (r) =

L4
r4

and

δH(r, θ1 ) =

L4 4L4 r cos(θ1 ) 2L4 r2 (3 cos(2θ1 ) + 2)
+
+
Λ4
Λ5
Λ6
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+

4L4 r3 (3 cos(θ1 ) + 2 cos(3θ1 ))
+ O(Λ−8 ) ,
Λ7

(2.3.35)

and the Hodge star must be applied so that in the result we linearize both in δH and r04 .
This solves the linearized equations of motions simply because it is the sum of two linear
perturbations of AdS5 × S 5 , one defined by expanding (2.3.7) in δH with H = H0 + δH,
and the other by expanding (2.3.29) in r04 /r4 . Note that the leading nonlinearity from
the two centered harmonic function comes at (δH)2 ∼ Λ−8 and therefore we can keep the
multipole expansion (2.3.35) up to O(Λ−7 ) in the linearized regime.11
We define region II as the patch where spherical symmetry around the throat is approximately unbroken and hence we can stop in the multipole expansion of δH(r, θ1 ) at
monopole order. This means keeping only the L4 /Λ4 term in (2.3.35). In this case the
solution explicitly reads in nondimensionalized coordinates





(r̃)4
1
(r̃)4
1 2
2
2
2
2
ds = L −r̃ 1 −
− 4 dt̃ + r̃ 1 −
d~x̃2
α0
2
r̃
2





1
(r̃)4
1
(r̃)4
+ 2 1+
+ 4 dr̃2 + 1 +
dΩ25
r̃
2
r̃
2
(2.3.36)


1
4 3
r̃ 1 − 2(r̃)4 dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
0 2 F = 4L
α

4
3
2
+ sin θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 .
(2.3.37)

In this regime, the equations of motion can be solved by hand; see Appendix B. The
procedure involves several undetermined constants and an undetermined function as a
consequence of a residual diffeomorphism freedom.

2.3.5

Joint solution in regions I-II: monopole contribution

Now, we solve (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) for the perturbations to the metric and the five-form
in the backgrounds of (2.3.29) and (2.3.30), i.e. the non-extremal black brane. In this
subsection we deal with the case when spherical symmetry is intact, that is, we solve for
the monopole contribution of the far throat down the near throat. We begin with an
ansatz for the perturbations consistent with the SO(3, 1) × SO(6) symmetry

1
1 2
2
ds = L −r̃2 (1 − 4 )(1 + δgt̃t̃ )dt̃2 + r̃2 (1 + δgĩĩ )d~x̃2
α0
r̃
11

After nondimensionalizing, the multipole expansion is controlled by powers of , so the leading nonlinearity is at O(8 ).
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+

dr̃2
(1 + δgr̃r̃ ) + (1 + δgΩΩ )dΩ25
r̃2 (1 − r̃14 )


1
4 3
r̃ (1 + a(r̃))dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
F
=
4L
α0 2
4

3



2

(2.3.38)



+ (1 + b(r̃)) sin θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 , (2.3.39)
where the metric perturbations are all functions only of the radial coordinate r. In terms
of the perturbations, the Maxwell equations and self-duality constraint reduce simply to
2a − 2b − 3δgĩĩ − δgt̃t̃ − δgr̃r̃ + 5δgΩΩ = 0

0
0
2a0 − 3δgĩ0ĩ − δgt̃0 t̃ − δgr̃r̃
+ 5δgΩΩ
= 0.

(2.3.40)
(2.3.41)

The geometric equations of motion are:
 0
 00
− r̃ r̃4 − 1 δgΩΩ
− 16r̃3 (b − 2δgΩΩ ) = 0
1 − 5r̃4 δgΩΩ
− 16r̃3 a + 24r̃3 δgĩĩ + 8r̃3 δgt̃t̃ + 3(r̃4 + 1)δgĩ0ĩ + 6r̃4 δgt̃0 t̃

0
0
− (r̃4 + 1)δgr̃r̃
+ 5(r̃4 + 1)δgΩΩ
+ (r̃5 − r̃)δgt̃00t̃ = 0

− 16r̃3 a + 24r̃3 δgĩĩ + 8r̃3 δgt̃t̃ − 4(2r̃4 − 1)δgĩ0ĩ − (r̃4 − 1)δgt̃0 t̃

0
0
+ (r̃4 − 1)δgr̃r̃
− 5(r̃4 − 1)δgΩΩ
− (r̃5 − r̃)δgĩ00ĩ = 0

0
− 16r̃3 a + 24r̃3 δgĩĩ + 8r̃3 δgt̃t̃ + 3(3r̃4 − 1)δgĩ0ĩ + 3(r̃4 + 1)δgt̃0 t̃ − 2(2r̃4 − 1)δgr̃r̃

00
0
= 0.
+ 5(r̃4 + 1)δgΩΩ
+ 3(r̃5 − r̃)δgĩ00ĩ + (r̃5 − r̃)δgt̃00t̃ + 5(r̃5 − r̃)δgΩΩ

(2.3.42)

Note that we are in the region r̃ > 1 outside the horizon at all times. We solve the
equations of motion by the ansatz that the perturbations will be equal to the near-horizon
corrections of the two-throat solution given in (2.3.17) and (2.3.18). This ansatz turns
out to be correct provided that we include an additional contribution to the five-form
perturbations a(r̃) and b(r̃). The full perturbative solution in region I is

1
1
1
1 2
2
ds
=
L
−r̃2 (1 − 4 )(1 − (r̃)4 )dt̃2 + r̃2 (1 − (r̃)4 )d~x̃2
α0
r̃
2
2

2
dr̃
1
1
4
4
2
+ 2
(1 + (r̃) ) + (1 + (r̃) )dΩ5
2
2
r̃ (1 − r̃14 )

(2.3.43)
 

1
4
4 3
r̃ 1 − 2(r̃)4 +
dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
0 2 F = 4L
2
α

4
+ (1 + ) sin4 θ1 sin3 θ2 sin2 θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 .
2
(2.3.44)
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In this regime, we are close to the horizon, so r̃ ∼ O(1) and the perturbative corrections
are O(4 ). When r̃ gets large, this solution matches onto (2.3.36) in the linearized regime,
region II.
The physical interpretation of the leading monopole contribution from the presence of
the other throat is to create a small region of flat space around the black brane. This can
be seen by noting that (2.3.43) can be obtained by linearizing in 1/Λ4 the non-perturbative
solution (in dimensionful coordinates):

−1/2  

r04
L4 L4
2
2
− 1 − 4 dt + d~x
+ 4
r4
Λ
r
!

 4
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4
r04
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+
dr 1 − 4
+ 4
+ r dΩ5
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Λ
r
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 4
−1
L
L4
1
r04
1
2
3
(1
+
∗)dt
∧
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∧
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∧
dx
∧
d
+
,
1
+
F
=
Λ4
r4
Λ4
α0 2

1 2
ds =
α0



(2.3.45)
(2.3.46)

which is obtained by truncating the multipole expansion at monopole order but keeping
the nonlinear dependence on the harmonic functions, as well as the blackening factor. It
is easy to see that this solution is just a single non-extremal black brane in asymptotically
L
flat space, in rescaled coordinates t0 = Λ
x0 = Λ
x, r 0 = Λ
r. This rescaling puts the
L t, ~
L~
L
r0 .
solution (2.3.45) in the form (2.3.25) but with a rescaled horizon radius r00 = Λ

2.3.6

Joint solution in regions I-II-III: dipole contribution

It is interesting to ask if we can capture the leading effect of spherical symmetry breaking
on the wormhole. The above solutions contain the monopole contribution from the presence of the other throat. At next order, there is a dipole contribution from the harmonic
function


1
r cos θ1
1
4
+
+4
+ ··· ,
(2.3.47)
H=L
r4 Λ4
Λ5

We look for a solution including dipole effects in all three regions I-III, that is, we keep
the blackening factor exact. We take a general ansatz where the harmonic functions Hg
in the metric and HF in the five-form are allowed to be different,
1 2
ds = Hg (r, θ1 )−1/2 (−f (r)dt2 + d~x2 ) + Hg (r, θ1 )1/2 (dr2 /f (r) + r2 dΩ25 )
α0
1
F = B(1 + ∗)dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dHF−1 ,
α0 2
r4

(2.3.48)
(2.3.49)

with f (r) = 1 − r04 /r4 and B = 1 + 2Λ04 . Similarly, we take a general ansatz for Hg and
HF whereby both must be asymptotically equal to (2.3.47) as r → ∞,


hg (r) cos θ1
1
1
4
Hg = L
+
+4
+ ···
(2.3.50)
r 4 Λ4
Λ5
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HF = L

4



1
1
hF (r) cos θ1
+ 4 +4
+ ···
4
r
Λ
Λ5



,

(2.3.51)

that is, hg ∼ hF ∼ r as r → ∞. Requiring the rθ1 component of the curvature equation
of motion (2.3.4) to vanish at order 1/Λ5 gives
hF (r) =

2r4 − r04
hg (r) .
2r4

(2.3.52)

Imposing this, it turns out all the remaining components of (2.3.4), as well as the only
non-vanishing component of Maxwell’s equation, (dF )rθ1 ...θ5 = 0 are proportional to the
equation
− 5r3 hg + (r4 − r04 )(5h0g + rh00g ) = 0 .
(2.3.53)
This is a second order equation with two initial conditions. One is fixed by hg (r → ∞) →
r. The other is fixed by requiring the solution to stay real in the interior of the wormhole,
r < r0 . It turns out that the latter condition translates into hg (r0 ) = 0, so that the
location of the horizon is not affected by the perturbation. The solution is then
 4
r
hg (r) = r0 Q 04 ,
(2.3.54)
r
 8x3/2 Γ( 45 )Γ( 94 )

1 5 5
5
1
1
2 F1 4 , 4 ; 2 ; x
2 F1 − 4 , − 4 ; − 2 ; x + 3Γ − 1 Γ 3
( 4) (4)
Q(x) =
,
(2.3.55)
x1/4
and is analytic at r = r0 (x = 1) due to the cancellation of the branch cuts starting at
x = 1 that are separately present in the two hypergeometric functions.
It would be interesting to further analyze this solution. It seems like it is not possible to
have a perturbation that decays towards the singularity r → 0. Instead, the perturbation
decays towards the horizon, i.e. it is decaying in tortoise coordinates. So the presence of
the other throat appears to have a significant effect on the interior, where the perturbation
√
2 2πx
. The
becomes large again as we approach the singularity, since Q(x → ∞) ∼ Γ −
( 14 )Γ( 34 )
singularity inside this wormhole is therefore not of the AdS-Schwarzschild type. The S 5
does not factorize, so the geometry is really a full ten-dimensional wormhole.

2.3.7

Global structure and flux conservation

Here we discuss how regions I-II-III (the wormhole) should be glued to regions IV-V (the
two throats in a single spacetime) so that the five form flux is conserved.12 The gluing
procedure leads to some interesting global properties of the wormhole. We will show that
the spacetime has a moduli space coming from the freedom to add a certain amount of
twisting during gluing.
12

We thank Juan Maldacena for raising this point.
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In the geometry that we have described, both AdS throats have a positive net fiveform flux towards infinity, so that there are 2N units of flux near infinity and N near each
throat. This presents a puzzle: if there are no sources in the wormhole, flux conservation
demands that the flux should thread through the wormhole and close in the outside,
giving zero net flux far away from the throats rather than 2N . Our setup is analogous to
the circuital law for a magnetic field in two dimensions, where the closed line integral
must be conserved if there are no sources for the curl. This is illustrated for a 2D
wormhole in Fig. 2.4a, where again, the wormhole without sources has zero line integral
for the magnetic field on a loop enclosing both throats. However, one may support a nonvanishing line integral on such a loop purely by modification of the geometry, without
adding sources. This is achieved by cutting open the wormhole, and gluing it back to
the ambient space while twisting to invert the angular coordinate. This results in a
sourceless “Klein-bottle” wormhole, which is a non-orientable surface that supports a
nonzero circuital flux at infinity. This is shown on Fig. 2.4b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Spacetime wormholes with orientable (a) and non-orientable (b) Cauchy slices.
In the orientable wormhole, conservation of circuital flux demands that the flux reverses
direction at the second throat relative to the first throat, while in the non-orientable
wormhole the flux at both throats points the same direction.
The way that flux conservation works in our supergravity wormhole is very similar,
although there are some technical differences because the flux comes from a five-form
and lives in ten dimensions. In particular, the Cauchy slices of the wormhole will remain
orientable. We illustrate on a spacetime diagram in Fig. 2.5 the two throats and the
wormhole before we glue them together, and the orientation of the coordinate differentials.
The left and right throats share a time coordinate tg and three spatial coordinates xig which
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are globally defined with the same orientation in the ambient space outside the throats.
i at the left throat do not
However, the natural radial and angular coordinates rL and θL
i at the right throat. This is because
coincide with the corresponding coordinates rR , θR
the geometry only fibers into AdS5 × S 5 near each throat, so the two five-spheres are
centered at different points.

Figure 2.5: Spacetime diagram of gluing the wormhole to the throat regions. In the
middle we have the Penrose diagram of the eternal black brane, and the sides represent
the throat regions. We show the orientation of the coordinate differentials dr, dt, and
dθ1 . The dθ1 differential points out from the plane of the figure in the left throat and
in the wormhole, but it points inwards in the right throat. The three differentials must
always form the same right handed system.
For the following discussion, by the electric part of the five-form we refer to the term
proportional to dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dr and by the magnetic part we refer to the term
proportional to dVolS 5 . Now, both electric and magnetic parts of the five-form are oriented
in the same direction in the ambient spacetime, so deep in each throat, both have the
same expression in local coordinates: dtg ∧ dx1g ∧ dx2g ∧ dx3g ∧ dr(L/R) for the electric part
and dVolS 5 (L/R) for the magnetic part. At the left side of the wormhole, we choose the
exterior Schwarzschild coordinates in the left wedge of the Penrose diagram to match the
i
direction of local coordinates of the left throat: dt = dtg , dxi = dxig , dr = drL , dθi = dθL
13 . In the right wedge, the radial coordinate points outwards towards the right throat, and
the Schwarzschild time coordinate runs downward, in the opposite direction as the left
wedge. However, we would like to glue the throats to the wormhole so that time points
up on both sides. This is what we expect from the field theory, since after Higgsing the
13

The equalities that describe the “gluing” between the left/right throats and left/right exterior wedges
should be understood to be specifying the transition functions on the wormhole manifold in the coordinate
patches where they are defined.
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SYM Hamiltonian looks like HL + HR in the IR, which generates upwards time evolution
on both sides. Therefore, in the right wedge, we must take −dt = dtg and dr = drR .
The gluing of the rest of the coordinate directions at the right interface is determined
by requiring the five form to be continuous. Consider starting with the five-form in the
left throat and continuing into the left exterior wedge and across the wormhole to the right
exterior wedge, where we must glue the geometry back to the right throat. On Fig. 2.5 we
show the orientation of the coordinate differentials that are changing during this process.
The rest of the coordinate differentials, dxi , i = 1, 2, 3 and dθi , i = 2, . . . , 5 are oriented
the same way throughout the figure. In the Schwarzschild coordinates, the five-form has
the same solution in both the left and right wedges. But note that in the right exterior
wedge of the wormhole, both dr and dt are flipped in Schwarzschild coordinates relative to
the left exterior wedge. Since both of these are flipped, the electric part of the five-form,
F5 ∼ dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dr actually keeps its orientation throughout the wormhole
region. The same applies for the magnetic part, since the S 5 approximately factorizes in
the wormhole.
1 are flipped
On the other hand, in the right throat, the basis differentials drR and dθR
relative to the left throat. However, the solution for the five-form looks the same in terms
of these coordinate differentials in both throats. So the orientation of both the electric
1 ∧ dθ 2 ∧ dθ 3 ∧ dθ 4 ∧ dθ 5 of the
part dtR ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ drR and the magnetic part dθR
five form appear reversed compared to the right wedge of the wormhole for the purpose
of gluing them.14 So a direct gluing would lead to a discontinuous five-form. However, we
can follow the idea from Fig. 2.4b and perform the gluing by twisting the xi coordinates
(parallel to the brane) and the θ1 coordinate by an inversion at the gluing surface.
In terms of transition functions between the right wedge and the right throat, this
works as follows. First we align the basis of coordinate differentials on the two sides by
introducing new coordinates t0 = −t and (θ1 )0 = −θ1 in the right Schwarzschild wedge.
In this properly aligned basis, there is an explicit sign difference in both the electric and
magnetic components of the five form compared to the right throat. Then in order to make
the five form components continuous, we glue with the transition functions tR ≡ tg = t0 ,
1 = −(θ 1 )0 . This way, in the electric part we make up for the sign by
xiR ≡ xig = −xi and θR
inverting xi in the gluing function, while in the magnetic part we invert the θ1 direction.
This makes the complete five form continuous. Note that since the total determinant of
this twist is positive, the Cauchy slice remains orientable, as opposed to the 2d example
of Fig. 2.4b.15
14

What we mean here is that tracking the global five-form from the left throat to the right throat on
the outside results in five-forms that point in opposite directions in the left and right throats if we draw
them as in Fig. 2.5.
15
The total spacetime is also orientable since there exists a globally defined “upwards” time, which in
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Note that this twisted gluing results in a smooth geometry, because the O(3) symmetry
of the xi subspace is unbroken by the configuration of two throats, so nothing will depend
on these coordinates even in the fully nonlinear time-dependent solution that we have
not written down. Similarly, there is an unbroken O(5) subgroup of the O(6) acting
on the ri coordinates, where the O(5) fixes r1 , the direction in which the throats are
separated. The θ1 twisting is an inversion of the r2 , . . . , r6 coordinates, which is an
element R ∈ O(5) ⊂ O(6) of this unbroken symmetry with det R = −1.
Now we briefly discuss the moduli space of solutions. Note that the only restrictions
on the spatial twisting at the right gluing surface are that (i) it is from the subgroup which
remains a symmetry of the solution, (ii) it reverses the orientation of both dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3
and dVolS 5 . This gives a freedom in picking the group element with which we twist the
gluing, resulting in a moduli space. In addition to the spatial twisting, as pointed out in
[238], one may introduce a constant time shift in the identification of Schwarzschild time
with the global time in the throat, which gives an extra real parameter (the difference
between constant time shifts between left and right). Therefore, the total moduli space
of single boundary wormholes is
R × ISO(3) × SO(5).

(2.3.56)

Here, ISO(3) denotes the group of (orientation-preserving) rotations and translations of
the xi coordinates.
Finally, let us comment on the field theory interpretation of the gluing twisted by
inversions. The inversion of Schwarzschild time and the parallel coordinates xi correspond
to time reversal and parity (TP) in the right IR N = 4 SYM factor. The inversion on
the S 5 corresponds to inverting the R charges in the field theory, so it is natural to think
about it as the action of charge conjugation C. Therefore, from the field theory point of
view, the right IR field theory factor is “glued back” to the UV field theory by an action
of CPT. This is natural for the following reason. As discussed before, the state in the IR
looks like the thermofield double state. The TFD state is defined from the square root
of the thermal density matrix ρ1/2 , which is an element of H ⊗ H∗ , where H∗ denotes
the dual Hilbert space, where bra vectors live. In order to define the thermofield double,
which lives on a doubled Hilbert space H ⊗ H, one needs to turn the bra vectors into ket
vectors with an anti-unitary symmetry. There is one such anti-unitary transformation
that is a symmetry in any quantum field theory, which is CPT.
the wormhole region is just Kruskal time.
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2.4
2.4.1

Instability of the solution
Instability timescale

The wormhole solution we have described is not an extremal (BPS) solution of type IIB: its
mass is larger than its charge. Consequently, it suffers from an instability: the attractive
gravitational (NS-NS) force is larger than the repulsive five-form (R-R) force between
the underlying branes, so that at late times the wormhole disappears as the two stacks
of N branes collide and form a single stack of 2N branes at nonzero temperature. We
can compute the time scale of this instability by examining the tree-level effective action
governing the dynamics of one stack of branes in the background of the other stack. The
full action is the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action describing the geometric dynamics of the
branes and their coupling to open strings, plus the coupling of the branes to the five-form
[112]:
Z
Z
p
S = −T dp+1 ξ −det Gab + µ dp+1 ξ C4 .
(2.4.1)

Here the ξ i are coordinates on the world-volume of a brane, T is the tension of the stack
of branes, µ is the charge density coupling to the five-form, Gab is the pullback of the
background metric gµν to the brane, and C4 is the pullback of the potential for the fiveform. Evaluating the DBI action using the classical metric and five-form gives the effective
action at tree level where we have taken the backgrounds for the antisymmetric two-form
and the gauge field on the brane to be zero.
In order to study the dynamics of one stack of branes as a probe, the backreaction of
the probe on the background geometry should be negligible. However, this is not the case
in the full two-center geometry, as each stack of branes sources its own independent AdS
throat. Moreover, each of the stacks have a field that is the size of the AdS radius, and
since they are separated in the asymptotic S 5 directions which have comparable size, we
cannot treat the two stacks as point-like objects interacting via weak fields. Nevertheless,
we may obtain a lower bound on the timescale of the instability by considering the motion
of an extremal probe brane located halfway between the two stacks of branes, where we
heat up one stack slightly and leave the other extremal. We may think about the extremal
probe as being separated from the extremal stack. Such a brane experiences a higher
acceleration than a brane located deep in the AdS throat of the extremal stack, where
it is further from the thermal stack. We will show that the temperature and separation
of the branes can be chosen so as to make this lower bound on the instability timescale
arbitrarily high, i.e. the wormhole is long-lived.
The extremal probe brane starts at a point in the geometry which can be approximated
by the flat-space region of (2.3.45), (2.3.46), far from both the horizon of the thermal
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branes and the AdS throat of the extremal branes. To compute the pullback of the
metric and four-potential, we use spacetime Lorentz transformations and world-volume
reparameterizations to work in “static gauge” in which the world-volume coordinates are
parallel to the spacetime coordinates.
ξ 0 = t,

ξ i = xi ,

(2.4.2)

where i = 1, 2, 3. The pullback of the potential to a brane sitting at distance r from the
thermal stack is then
r

−1
r04 L4 L4
C4 = 1 + 4
+ 4
dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 .
(2.4.3)
Λ
r4
Λ
In spherical coordinates, the probe brane moves only in the radial direction, so the pullback of the metric is given by
G00 = g00 + ṙ2 grr ,

Gii = gii ,

(2.4.4)

and all other components are zero. Consequently, the effective action experienced by the
probe brane is, defining M = T V and Q = µV as the effective mass and charge of the
R
probe brane where V = d3 ξ i is the (regularized) brane world-volume,
s


Z
q
r4
r04
L4 (r4 + Λ4 )
Λ2
2
4
2
4
−M Λ 1 − 4 − ṙ 4 4
+ Q r0 + Λ .
(2.4.5)
S = 4 dt 4
L
r + Λ4
r
Λ (r − r04 )
This expression should be expanded at large radius compared to the horizon r0 , but keeping r/Λ fixed since r ∼ O(Λ) at the scale of the dynamics. Therefore, we introduce the
dimensionless radial coordinate r̂ = r/Λ that we imagine to be order one, and dimensionless time t̂ = rL02t as before. Since we take the probe to be extremal, we set Q = M , and
all dimensionful quantities then scale out in front of the action,
s

p
 2 4
Z
M Λ4
r̂4
4
dr̂
r̂ + 1
4
2
dt̂ 4
1+ − 1− 4 −
,
(2.4.6)
S=
r0 L2
r̂ + 1
r̂
r̂4 − 4
dt̂
where  = r0 /Λ as before. We may now expand in  and take dr̂/dt̂  1, the Newtonian
slow-moving approximation for the probe16 , to find at lowest order
!
 


Z
M Λ2 r0
1 dr̂ 2 2 6 1
S=
dt̂
+
+
− 1 + ... .
(2.4.7)
L2
2 dt̂
2
8 r̂4
16

The speed dr̂/dt̂ is O(3 ) in this expansion, coming from balancing the orders of the leading potential
and kinetic terms and/or from the equation of motion.
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This is motion in a flat space attractive Coulomb potential which scales as O(r̂−4 ) as
expected for a charged object of codimension six in ten spacetime dimensions, in agreement with what would have been found from the tree-level closed string exchange. The
resulting dynamics are simply
d2 r̂
1 6
=
−
,
2 r̂5
dt̂2

(2.4.8)

and so the acceleration can be made small by making  = r0 /Λ small. In terms of the
2
2 3
∼ β−3 , where β = πL
is
original time coordinate, the instability timescale is t ∼ LrΛ
4
r
0
0
the inverse temperature of the black brane. That is, taking the thermal branes to be very
cold or the stacks of branes to be widely separated, the wormhole solution can be made
arbitrarily long-lived.

2.4.2

Stabilizing with rotation

One may wonder whether our wormhole can be stabilized by making the throats spin
around each other in the transverse ri directions. We will not attempt to perturbatively
construct such a spinning solution in the present work. On the other hand, we can repeat
the DBI analysis above for the case where the extremal probe brane rotates around the
non-extremal black branes. We parameterize the brane trajectory in a circular orbit
around the equator θ1 = . . . = θ4 = π/2 by r(t), θ5 (t). In this case, the G00 component
of the pullback of the metric is
G00 = g00 + ṙ2 grr + θ̇52 gθ5 θ5 .

(2.4.9)

Using the same coordinates as the previous section, the DBI action for the extremal probe
constrained to the equator is
p
Z
r̂4
M Λ4
S=
dt̂ 4
1 + 4
r0 L4
r̂ + 1
v
"
u
 2

 #
u
1
dr̂
1 dθ5 2
4
t
2
4
− 1 − 4 −  (r̂ + 1) 4
+ 2
.
(2.4.10)
r̂
r̂ − 4 dt̂
r̂
dt̂
Expanding in  and taking the slow-moving approximation yields
!
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M Λ2 r0
1 dr̂ 2 1 2 dθ5 2 2 6 1
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dt̂
+ r̂
+
+
− 1 + ... ,
L2
2 dt̂
2
2
8 r̂4
dt̂

(2.4.11)

the same result as previously with the Newtonian rotational kinetic energy added. The
radial equation of motion, assuming the existence of a solution with a constant rotational
5
velocity dθ
= ω̂, is
dt̂
d2 r̂
6
2
=
r̂ω
−
,
2r̂5
dt̂2
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(2.4.12)

and therefore we can obtain circular orbits of radius r̂c when the rotation speed is
3
ω̂ = √
.
2r̂c3

(2.4.13)

Therefore, the angular speed needed to obtain circular orbits is ω ∼ 3 /β, the inverse of
the instability time scale. In dimensionful coordinates, this speed is
ω=√

r04
.
2L2 rc3

(2.4.14)


We can check if the circular orbit radius r̂c = (√2ω̂)
1/3 leads to stable or unstable orbits. For this, we examine the effective potential written in terms of conserved angular
2
5
,
momentum ` = r̂3 dθ
dt̂


1
`2
6 1
.
(2.4.15)
V (r) = 
−
+
4 4r̂4 r̂2
We see that the circular orbit corresponds to a maximum, i.e. it is unstable. The reason
this happens is that the centrifugal piece in the effective potential dies off slower than the
attractive force, which is the opposite of the situation in normal 4D Kepler motion. Based
on this analysis, it is unlikely that the wormhole solution can be stabilized by rotation,
unless nonlinear effects conspire to stabilize a circular orbit.
We can also try to solve (2.4.10) for circular orbit frequencies directly without series
expanding by taking the circular orbit as an ansatz. In that case the equation of motion
reduces to the algebraic equation

r̂10 ω 2 8 + 4r̂6 ω 2 8 + 3r̂2 ω 2 8
!
r
4 + 1) (r̂ 6 ω 2 8 − r̂ 4 + r 2 ω 2 8 + 4 )
(
− 24 − 4 + 24 = 0 .
+ r̂4 4 −
r̂4

(2.4.16)

We find an additional solution in this case with angular speed at leading order in 
given by
√
2 2r̂c
ω̂ = 4
,
(2.4.17)
(r̂c + 3)
4

√

2 2rc
or ω = Λ
in dimensionful coordinates. This solution did not appear previously
L2 (rc4 +Λ4 )
from perturbing the action around small  simply because it is inversely proportional to
 and therefore not perturbatively slow-moving17 . This value of ω̂ supports two different
possible radii,
√
3ω̂
2
r̂c = √
and
r̂c =
,
(2.4.18)
(ω̂)1/3
2 2
17

One might worry that ω exceeds light-speed, even if it does not diverge. One can check that the
3/4
maximum value of ω is 3√2LΛ2 which is certainly small as L  Λ, and that this occurs at the reasonable
radius rc = Λ/31/4 .
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or in dimensionful coordinates,
3L2 ω
rc = √
2 2

and

rc =

√

2



Λ4
ωL2

1/3

.

(2.4.19)

We can study the stability of these circular orbits by linearizing around the solution. One
finds that the (dimensionless) frequency-squared of the radial oscillation, to leading order
in  is


4 5r̂c8 + 12r̂c4 − 9 r̂c2 r̂c4 − 1 + 4 r̂c12 − 5r̂c8 − 33r̂c4 + 5 r̂c2
2
,
(2.4.20)
Ω =
2 (r̂c4 + 1)3 (r̂c4 + 3)2
that is, the orbit is stable when r̂c & 1.281 and unstable when r̂c . 1.281. In the extremal
limit, these circular orbits rotate with a finite angular velocity, as ω does not depend on r0 .
These orbits are not directly relevant for stabilizing our wormhole, which is a perturbation
to a non-rotating solution. This is because for self-consistency we would want the rotation
in the circular orbits to be perturbatively small in  = r0 /Λ, while we saw that the rotation
persists even in the extremal limit. One may therefore wonder if there exists a rotating
version of the extremal two-center solution that is perturbatively stable. An exact solution
is likely not possible due to gravitational and five form radiation, but we really just want a
long-lived rotating binary black hole. This would provide a starting point for a wormhole
solution stabilized by rotation.

2.5

Traversing the wormhole

The two throats in our wormhole are separated by causal horizons, so it is not possible
to traverse through it. Near the horizons, the wormhole looks like a perturbation of the
planar AdS-Schwarzschild black brane, which is a marginally non-traversable solution in
the sense that it can be made traversable by a small negative energy perturbation [110].
Here we wish to analyse if the perturbation of the geometry near the horizon spoils this
property. In two-sided null Kruskal coordinates U, V (which exist for both the eternal
black brane and for our wormhole geometry) the requirement to violate the ANEC is
R
written dU TU U < 0 along V = 0. In the absence of any stress-energy, TU U = 0, null
rays along V = 0 pass through the bifurcation surface and asymptote to infinity in either
direction. Consequently, any negative perturbation will pull back the horizons and create
traversability.
We will now evaluate the ANEC for the monopole- and dipole-corrected EinsteinRosen bridges of Sec. 2.3.5 and Sec. 2.3.6. The monopole corrections (2.3.43) do not
affect the marginal traversability since TU U vanishes along the horizon. This follows
because as noted at the end of Sec. 2.3.5, this correction can be obtained by linearizing
(2.3.45), which is the asymptotically flat black brane in rescaled coordinates. The dipole
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contribution (2.3.48) is more complicated to analyze because the t − r plane is no longer
decoupled from the θ1 angle, so the near-horizon geometry is effectively three-dimensional.
Regardless, the location of the horizon stays at r = r0 since the location of the zero of
the blackening factor is not affected. Moreover, the null geodesics comprising the horizon
remain on the t − r plane at fixed θ1 . This can be seen by examining the θ1 component
of the geodesic equation,
 
r2 sin (θ1 ) hg (r) ṙ2 L4 r4 + ṫ2 r4 − r04 2
d 2˙

,
(2.5.1)
(r θ1 ) = −
dλ
L2 Λ5 r4 − r04

where dot indicates derivative with respect to affine parameter λ. We have hg (r) =
20π 3/2 (r−r0 )
+ · · · around r = r0 , so in order to have θ¨1 = 0 at the horizon, we need that
2
Γ(− 14 )
ṙ vanishes at r = r0 . Examining the condition gmn x˙a x˙b = 0 around r = r0 one finds
√
that ṙ ∝ r − r0 θ˙1 . Therefore, ṙ = θ˙1 = 0 and ṫ = const is a null geodesic at r = r0
for any fixed θ1 (and the rest of the seven coordinates fixed as well). Therefore, t also
R
affinely parameterizes the null worldlines, so the ANEC quantity can be written dt Ttt .
We identify the stress-energy tensor from the right-hand side of (2.3.4) as
Tµν =

1
Fµαβγδ Fν αβγδ .
4 · 4!

(2.5.2)

Applying this to the solution (2.3.48) we find that Ttt = 0 at r = r0 up to O(1/Λ6 )
corrections. Therefore, at the order O(Λ−5 ) of the dipole corrections, spherical symmetry
breaking does not affect the marginal non-traversability of the single-boundary wormhole.
As in [110, 168], one mechanism to generate negative contributions to the ANEC
that allow traversability is to introduce a nonlocal coupling between the two throats of
the wormhole by adding a double-trace type interaction in the field theory. In fact, the
field theory symmetry breaking SU (2N ) → S(U (N ) × U (N )) that we have described
already generates couplings between the two SU (N ) effective subfactors in the IR from
the Wilsonian RG flow [13, 137]. At leading order, these include single-trace interactions
of the form gI VI , where VI is proportional to


1
µν 2
νρ
σµ
,
(2.5.3)
VI ∝ tr Fµν F Fρσ F − (Fµν F )
4
and I = 1, 2 are the two U (N ) factors. The couplings gI are dynamically determined
by abelian singleton degrees of freedom in the other CFT factors (i.e., the Goldstone
modes associated to the moduli of branes in the other stack(s)). Of more interest to us
with respect to traversability are the double-trace interactions that are generated. These
directly couple the IR factors in the CFT:
VIJ ∝ trI (Fµν F µν ) trJ (Fµν F µν ) .
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(2.5.4)

Q
When the full UV CFT is genuinely a product of n individual subfactors CFT = ni=1 CFTi ,
the dual bulk geometry generally consists of n different asymptotic universes. In this case,
the single-trace terms trI F 2 that comprise the operator (2.5.4) are dual to the bulk dilaton in component I [34, 246]. In our setting, the components tr1 F 2 and tr2 F 2 are dual to
the bulk dilaton in the vicinity of the first and second throats, as these deep bulk regions
correspond to the IR of the CFT where the approximate factorization into two SU (N )
gauge theories holds. Therefore, the double-trace interactions V12 are structurally of the
form h12 φ1 φ2 required to generate negative contributions to the ANEC as shown in [110].
This indicates that the natural operators that arise from the Wilsonian RG flow in the IR
of the symmetry-broken theory are of the correct form to generate traversability, albeit
possibly weak traversability. However, in the Gao-Jafferis-Wall protocol, only one sign
results in a traversable wormhole, while the opposite sign lengthens the wormhole. It
would therefore be interesting to determine the sign of the coefficient of (2.5.4) as generated by the Wilsonian RG, at least in perturbation theory. In fact, in our setting, there
are various other double-trace operators that can be generated by the supersymmetry
transformations of (2.5.4). A full analysis should understand the net effect of all such
RG-generated double-trace operators on the sign of the null stress-energy.
In [110], the double-trace interactions are taken to be relevant deformations of the
Hamiltonian so that they are renormalizable and there is no backreaction at the AdS
boundary. The term V12 generated by the RG flow is an irrelevant deformation; nonetheless, this is not a concern as we know that the theory is UV-complete, since above the
Higgs scale it flows to the SU (2N ) N = 4 SYM theory. Furthermore, [110] take the deformation to be a quench, turned on after some time t0 . Since our solution is perturbatively
unstable, we also expect the coupling strength to be time-dependent, although we have
not analyzed this in detail. Lastly, [110] takes the boundaries to be connected with the
same time orientation by taking the deformation to be structurally h(t)φ1 (t, ~x)φ2 (−t, ~x).
This is because the asymptotic time on one boundary of the eternal black hole runs in
the opposite direction on the other boundary. In our setting, the wormhole resides in a
single universe and we have taken time to run upwards on both sides, so there is a unique
asymptotic time t and we need not flip the time orientation between the two throats.
In addition to the terms that are naturally generated by RG-flow, we can try, like [110],
to add by hand some deformation that generates traversability in the IR wormhole. This
should be a relevant operator in order for it not to destroy the UV SU (2N ) N = 4 SYM
theory. The lightest single trace operators in a single factor of SU (N ) N = 4 SYM are the
∆ = 2 scalars in the 20 of the SO(6) R-symmetry. They are of the form Oij = Trφ(i φj) .
ij kl
The possible deformations OL
OR therefore furnish 20×20. These are marginal to leading
order in 1/N due to large N factorization. In order to work out the effects of deforming
by these operators (with either sign of the coefficient) we would need to understand their
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RG flow and the 1/N corrections to their dimension. The corresponding single-sided
ij kl
double-trace operators (i.e. an operator in one of the low energy SU (N ) factors) OL
OL
are well understood in the strong coupling regime [17], and they all have either vanishing
or negative anomalous dimensions. The negative anomalous dimensions are intuitively
understood as binding energies coming from the attractive nature of the bulk interaction
between two particles. The same intuitive reasoning applies to the two-sided operator
ij kl
(i.e. an operator connecting the two low energy SU (N ) factors) OL
OR , which suggests
that these operators should be marginally relevant at strong coupling, and one should be
able to use them to make our single boundary wormhole traversable.

2.6

A double wormhole between universes

The solutions we discussed in Sec. 2.3 capture certain effects of two non-extremal throats
living in a single asymptotically AdS spacetime, and in Sec. 2.3.7 we explained how to join
these throats so that we end up with a wormhole in a single universe. There are also other
ways to join the solutions of Sec. 2.3 to get interesting new wormhole configurations. For
example, one could duplicate the spacetime with two throats and join them in a way shown
in Fig. 2.6. In this case, the global time runs in opposite way in the two asymptotic regions
and no twisting is required to enforce flux conservation (see Fig. 2.6). This spacetime is
patch-wise described by the same solutions that we have discussed in Sec. 2.3, but the
patches are glued together differently.
In the dual field theory we now start with two copies of N = 4 SU (2N ) SYM, and we
Higgs each copy. Let us label the two theories A and B, while the low energy factors are
called L and R. Then, the low energy Hilbert space is
HA,L ⊗ HA,R ⊗ HB,L ⊗ HB,R ,

(2.6.1)

and we expect a wormhole configuration like Fig. 2.6 to be approximately dual in the IR
to a tensor product of two thermofield double states
|TFDiA,L;B,L ⊗ |TFDiA,R;B,R .

(2.6.2)

We can embed this state in the UV Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB as explained in Sec. 2.2, that
is, we must take the temperatures of the thermofield doubles to be much smaller than the
Higgs scale.

2.7

Discussion

In this chapter, we constructed an asymptotically AdS5 × S 5 single boundary wormhole
solution by matching a two-center extremal black brane solution to a two-sided AdS
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Figure 2.6: A double wormhole between two asymptotically AdS universes. This geometry, which can be constructed from the solutions in the text, is dual to a pair of Higgsed
Yang-Mills theories, with IR factors entangled pairwise between them.
black brane in perturbation theory. Preserving continuity of the five-form in the solution
required a global monodromy in some of the coordinates, although the total geometry
remains orientable. The small parameter in the problem is the horizon radius compared to
the separation of the throats, r0 /Λ. We argued that the solution is dual to an approximate
thermofield double state in a single copy of N = 4 SYM, where the gauge group is Higgsed
into two copies of SU (N ), which are entangled. In the field theory the small parameter
is the ratio of the thermal scale to the Higgs scale.
Thermal effective potential and R charge
Our wormhole is non-extremal, and consequently has to be unstable. This instability
is dual in N = 4 SYM to the scalar vevs developing an effective potential at finite
temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. We have argued that the wormhole can be made
parametrically long lived by making r0 /Λ small.
Another possibility is to stabilize the wormhole by making the throats rotate around
each other. In Sec. 2.4.2 we found that an extremal probe brane can be put on a stable
circular orbit around a non-extremal black brane. This is surprising since planetary
orbits are unstable in more than four dimensions, and is possible here due to the fiveform interaction. The stable orbit we find has finite angular velocity in the extremal limit,
so it is not possible to add this effect perturbatively to our solution. Nevertheless, this
finding suggests that in the dual theory one can create a local minimum in the effective
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potential of the scalar vevs away from the origin by adding R charge. This should lead to
long-lived states with finite temperature symmetry breaking. The states are only longlived, since from the supergravity picture, we expect them to decay due to gravitational
and five form radiation. This is consistent with the expectation that all symmetries must
be restored at sufficiently high temperatures: see [75] for a recent discussion in the case
of global symmetries. It would be interesting to understand this effect better.
Global monodromy and moduli space
As emphasized in [238], gluing the two sides of a wormhole to a single asymptotic region
breaks the two-sided boost-like Killing symmetry of the eternal black brane geometry
and correspondingly, there is a one-parameter family of wormholes labeled by the “monodromy” of Schwarzschild time as one goes between the two throats on the outside. In
addition to this, we have found that there is a freedom of introducing a global monodromy
consisting of rotating and translating the parallel spatial directions to the brane, and also
rotating by the unbroken SO(5) subgroup of the SO(6) symmetry of the S 5 . Therefore,
there is a moduli space R × ISO(3) × SO(5) of locally equivalent but globally different solutions. It would be interesting to understand the interpretation of this in the dual N = 4
SU (2N ) SYM theory. It is tempting to speculate that it is related to some ambiguity in
embedding the IR state (2.2.7) into the UV theory, which possibly includes an ambiguity
in the implementation of the energy cutoff in the state (2.2.7).
Making the wormhole traversable
We have showed that corrections coming from the two throats being in the same spacetime
in the first few orders in perturbation theory do not spoil the marginal traversability of the
R
wormhole, in the sense that the ANEC quantity dU TU U remains zero along the causal
horizons. It would thus be interesting to see if the wormhole can be made traversable
using the ideas in [110]. This requires a double trace coupling between the two SU (N )
factors in the Higgsed N = 4 SYM theory.
We have pointed out that such couplings are naturally generated in RG due to the
fact that in the UV the two SU (N ) factors are part of the total SU (2N ). It would require
a careful analysis to account for the net effect of all these double trace interactions and
to see if the resulting sign makes the wormhole traversable. This is beyond the scope of
the present chapter but is certainly an interesting problem.
One may also try to make the wormhole traversable by adding a double trace coupling
by hand. This would have to be a relevant double trace operator, otherwise the theory
will no longer flow to a single SU (2N ) N = 4 SYM in the UV (or to a wormhole in a
single spacetime). We have argued that such relevant double traces can be formed from
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the ∆ = 2 scalar operators of the theory, though it would also be useful to check that the
ij kl
two-sided operators OL
OR have negative anomalous dimensions.
In [167] negative contributions to the ANEC were generated by negative Casimir-like
vacuum energies coming from the lowest Landau levels of the bulk fermion running in a
cycle threading their wormhole solution. In our solution, there are various fermions in the
spectrum of type IIB supergravity which have vacuum fluctuations, though we have set
their classical backgrounds to vanish. These fermions, and the bulk bosonic fields, should
similarly provide Casimir-like vacuum energies in our setup. The sign of the total Casimir
energy is important, as before; so it is important to check which contributions ultimately
win out. There is potentially the possibility that the underlying supersymmetry enforces
a vanishing total Casimir energy. In any case, the vacuum energies provide another
potential mechanism for traversability in competition or collusion with the other effects
that we have discussed.
Probing the monodromy through the wormhole
As we discussed, continuity of the five-form requires a twisted gluing of the interior
AdS-Schwarzschild geometry to the two-center ambient spacetime, although the complete
spacetime remains orientable. An interesting way of probing the resulting monodromy is
to send a giant graviton through the wormhole. Giant gravitons are spherical D3-branes
localized on the S 5 in the geometry, and are supported by their angular momentum and
by interactions with the five-form flux [175, 184]. These brane states are created by determinant and subdeterminant operators in the field theory [24, 25, 80]. To use these branes
to probe the wormhole in the field theory, we would want to construct such operators in
the light infrared factors after Higgsing. On the gravitational side, we could explicitly
test what happens to the corresponding giant gravitons as they are moved through the
wormhole, expecting them to emerge with inverted θ1 .
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Chapter 3

Binding Complexity and
Multiparty Entanglement
3.1

Introduction

The importance of quantum computational complexity in computer science became apparent after Shor [211] proved that the quantum circuit model could solve integer factorization
in polynomial time. The typical notion of quantum computational complexity counts the
minimal number of simple unitary operations needed to reach some target state from a
specific initial state. For instance, one may be interested in how hard it is to prepare the
(generically entangled) ground state of a given Hamiltonian starting from an initial state
which is factorized across all degrees of freedom. This prompts the related question of
whether there is a relation between the strength and structure of the entanglement between degrees of freedom in a quantum state and the complexity of preparing that state.
In this work, we answer this question in the affirmative for a type of complexity we call
binding complexity that counts the number of quantum gates acting on multiple parties
simultaneously.
A motivating example that the binding complexity might be connected to the strength
of entanglement comes from examination of the two inequivalent classes of multiparty
entanglement between three qubits [96], the GHZ and W states, and their n-party generalizations:
1
|ψGHZ i = √ (|00 . . . 0i + |11 . . . 1i)
2
1
|ψW i = √ (|00 . . . 01i + |00 . . . 10i + . . . + |10 . . . 00i) .
n

(3.1.1)
(3.1.2)

The GHZ states are separable upon tracing out any subset of the parties, whereas the W
states are not. In this sense, the W states can be thought of as possessing more robust
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entanglement. We can understand the structure of these states better by computing
the entanglement entropy of one qubit with the rest, as the number of qubits n grows
large. We would normally understand this quantity as a diagnostic of the strength of
entanglement between parties.
In more detail, the entanglement entropy corresponding to a partition (A, Ā) of degrees
of freedom in a quantum state is defined as the von Neumann entropy of the reduced
density matrix on A: SA = −Tr(ρA ln ρA ). For the GHZ states, we find that entanglement
entropy of a single qubit with the rest of the system is
S1,GHZ = ln 2,

(3.1.3)

which is constant, nonzero, and independent of n. By contrast, for the W states the single
qubit entropy is


n−1 n−1 1 1
ln
+ ln
→ 0 as n → ∞.
(3.1.4)
S1,W = −
n
n
n n
It is tempting to conclude from (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) that the GHZ states possess “stronger”
entanglement, at least for large n, since there is always maximal entanglement between
even a single party and the rest. This seems to be in qualitative tension with our conclusion
above that the W states have a more robust pattern of entanglement.
However, one should reinterpret these equations using the principle of monogamy of
entanglement [77]: although S1,GHZ is constant, tracing out one party removes all of the
entanglement as the remaining state is separable. Conversely, S1,W is small because as the
number of parties grows large, tracing out one party only removes a very small amount
of entanglement: nearly all of the entanglement remains tied up between the remaining
n−1 qubits which are still approximately in a W state. We would like to define a quantity
that captures this sort of “robustness” of entanglement: it is distributed between several
parties and is difficult to destroy.
Correspondingly, let us consider quantum circuits preparing the GHZ and W states,
and the binding complexities associated to them. To compute complexity we must fix a
set of allowed gates that we may use to prepare states. Here, we take the gate set to be
the set of all one-qubit or two-qubit unitary operators, although typically we will want
further restrictions on which unitaries are allowed.
In the case of the GHZ states, it is very easy to explicitly write down a circuit that
prepares a generalized GHZ state from the factorized state |0i⊗n (Fig. 3.1). This circuit
uses n gates, n − 1 of which act on multiple parties. The binding complexity, i.e. the
number of gates acting on multiple parties at once, is simply n−1. It is easy to understand
that one cannot write a more efficient circuit to construct a GHZ state because a minimum
of n − 1 two-party gates are required simply to couple all of the qubits; otherwise, the
state will factorize across some partition.
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Figure 3.1: Quantum circuit diagram preparing the GHZ state from the factorized state
|0i⊗n . The box labeled H indicates the Hadamard operator, a particular unitary onequbit gate, while the symbol connecting lines refers to the CNOT operator, a unitary
x and H = |+ih0| + |−ih1|.
two-qubit gate. Here CNOT = |0ih0|A ⊗ 1B + |1ih1|A ⊗ σB
In the case of the W states, it is not simple to write down a circuit, and there is no
proof of minimality. However, [88] gives a deterministic construction of arbitrary W states
that requires 12 n(n + 1) − 2 ∼ O(n2 ) two-qubit gates. To our knowledge no asymptotically
more efficient construction has been found. In fact, we should expect that none exists –
intuitively, since the W state is not separable upon tracing out any number of parties, it

is as if n2 ∼ O(n2 ) gates have been used to entangle all pairs of qubits. Consequently, at
least in the qubit context, we see that the binding complexity is a natural diagnostic of the
robustness of entanglement – the minimal number of gates required to entangle different
parties naturally controls how entangled the parties become in the final state. Indeed,
we will demonstrate bounds relating binding complexity to other measures of robustness
such as entanglement negativity, which quantifies non-separability of quantum states.
We will study binding complexity in a toy model of a free scalar field [141], which
reduces to a system of harmonic oscillators. Binding complexity is defined as the minimum
number of gates acting on multiple parties that is needed to prepare the state starting
from a specified reference. In Nielsen’s geometric approach [90, 188, 189] to complexity,
one places a Riemannian metric on the space of unitaries, so that complexity is measured
by the geodesic distance between the identity and the unitary operator that makes the
state of interest. We choose a metric that is infinitesimal in directions that act only on a
single party, so that the geodesic length measures the binding complexity that we want
to study.18
18

The Nielsen approach was previously extended to free fermion fields in [115, 143], coherent states of
free scalar fields in [114], states in φ4 theory in [50], applied to the study of complexity growth following a
quench in [8, 68], and used to study the complexity of Hamiltonians and quantum phase transitions in [253].
An axiomatic study of the Finsler geometry in the Nielsen approach and comparisons to the holographic
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A key step in the computation of circuit complexity is the choice of the gate set.
The vacuum wavefunction for a coupled oscillator system is a Gaussian of the schematic
T
form e−~x Ω~x . In [141], the gate set acting on such states was chosen to change the
components of Ω. We will divide the oscillators into “parties” defined by block structure
in Ω. We want to compute the binding complexity of states that are entangled between
these parties. Essentially, this involves only counting the gates from [141] that act across
parties – we will call these the relevant gates. To calculate binding complexity we employ
the Euler-Arnold approach to simplify the geodesic equation using the Lie algebra of the
gate set.19
It has been suggested that entanglement in quantum field theory can be holographically realized by wormholes between otherwise disconnected regions of spacetime [33, 163].
In these contexts complexity in field theory has been conjectured to be dual to the volume
or action of an interior region of the wormhole [62, 217, 222, 223, 227].20 It is also possible in 2+1 dimensions to construct wormholes that connect multiple asymptotic regions
[9, 55, 56, 152, 153, 213]. Recently these geometries were used to study multipartite holographic entanglement [33, 107, 173, 195]. Since binding complexity measures the difficulty
of entangling the wavefunctions of multiple otherwise disconnected parties, we conjecture
that it is related to the interior volume of multiboundary wormholes, i.e.,
Binding Complexity = Volume of Wormhole Interior.
Here the volume is computed within the “stretched” horizons of the wormhole interior.
The “stretching” means that we include a thin region just outside the horizons in the
volume computation. We address this conjecture by computing the binding complexity
for a natural class of multiparty entangled states in our toy model, and showing that it has
a linear dependence on entanglement entropy like the interior volume of the multiboundary
expectation in thermofield double states and their time evolutions was undertaken in [145, 248, 249, 250].
Other approaches to field theory definitions of complexity include complexity from distance between states
as measured by the Fubini-Study metric [76], complexity from optimization of the Euclidean path integral
[48, 71, 72, 85, 182, 231], and complexity from the geometry of the space of Euclidean sources that create
states [42, 43]. Current work has taken first steps towards understanding the Nielsen complexity in CFT
and connecting it to the path-integral complexity [73, 162]. Most recently, it was argued that the Nielsen
complexity is superior to several of the other methods as only the Nielsen complexity displays the correct
behavior under certain forward- and backward- time evolutions [2].
19
Nielsen suggested applying the Euler-Arnold equation in [90], which was originally explained in [15].
A nice review can be found in [232].
20
Binding complexity is distinct from the the notion of state complexity that appears in the volume
conjectures. Our new quantity represents a finite piece of the total complexity that does not grow with
local unitary time evolution. By contrast, state complexity does grow with time evolution, a fact that is
proposed to be reflected in the growth over time of the thermofield double wormhole interior. We return
to this point in the Discussion.
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wormholes of [33, 152, 213]. The CFT states dual to these wormholes were prepared by
the Euclidean path integral on a branched bulk topology [33]. Consequently, we consider
states in our toy model which are prepared by the Euclidean path integral on certain
branched graphs with wormhole-like structure.21 We find that such states have binding
complexity and entanglement structure that are (a) similar to properties of the wormhole
interior volume, and (b) reminiscent of the bit thread perspective on holographic states.22

3.2

Lower bounds

To begin, we will demonstrate some elementary lower bounds on binding complexity in
terms of other measures of the entanglement structure of a state, such as the entanglement
entropy, separability, etc. For simplicity, we will focus on a gate set G consisting only of
one and two-party gates, although our arguments can be generalized to k-local gates.
We begin with the simplest example. Imagine that our Hilbert space can be decomposed into two tensor factors:
H = HA ⊗ H B ,
(3.2.1)
where A consists of NA parties and B consists of the remaining NB parties. Let ψ be a
state in this Hilbert space, and consider a unitary quantum circuit which builds ψ from
the reference state |00 . . . 0i
|ψi = U1 U2 · · · UM |00 . . . 0i,

(3.2.2)

where the Ui are one and two party gates which are allowed within our gate set. Of these
gates Ui , those which act within A or B do not contribute to the entanglement between
A and B; only the two-party gates which act across this partition will contribute to the
entanglement. Let nAB be the number of such gates which act across the partition. As
discussed in the introduction, the binding complexity of the state ψ with respect to the
partition HA ⊗ HB is equal to the minimum value nAB in the set Mψ,G of all the quantum
circuits which construct ψ using the gate set G:
Cb (A, B) = minMψ,G (nAB ).

(3.2.3)

In order to study the entanglement structure of ψ given such a quantum circuit in
Mψ,G , we introduce the concept of “cutting a gate” (see Fig. 3.2). Any two-party gate
21

A graphical representation of multiboundary wormholes was similarly put forth in [213], although their
graphs were used purely to represent geometric data regarding how to sew various boundaries together.
22
Motivation for considering graphs of different topology also comes from the recent work [107] which
examined complexities of formation for wormholes of arbitrary internal topology.
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Figure 3.2: We can “cut” a two-party gate (denoted by the red dashed line) by using its operator
Schmidt decomposition into a sum of products of one-party operators.

can always be written in the form
U=

J
X
a=1

(a)

(a)

s a O1 ⊗ O 2 ,

(3.2.4)

(a)

where sa are positive real numbers, the {O1/2 } are a basis of (not necessarily unitary)
operators on the first/second party, and J is called the operator Schmidt rank of U . This
is referred to as operator Schmidt decomposition [187]. Some examples of the operator
Schmidt decomposition of two-qubit gates are:
x
CNOT = |0ih0|A ⊗ 1B + |1ih1|A ⊗ σB
,

SWAP =


1
y
y
z
z
x
x
+ σA
⊗ σB
.
⊗ σB
1A ⊗ 1B + σA
⊗ σB
+ σA
2

(3.2.5)
(3.2.6)

a2
a1

a3

Figure 3.3: A sample piece of a unitary quantum circuit. The red lines denote the subsystem A
and the blue lines denote the subsystem B. We have “cut” all the two-party gates acting across
the bipartition by using their operator Schmidt decomposition into sums of products of one-party
operators.

Turning to our original state ψ in (3.2.2), we repeatedly employ operator Schmidt
decomposition to cut all the two-party gates which act across the partition HA ⊗ HB ,
while leaving all other gates untouched. This allows us to rewrite the state in the form
(see Fig. 3.3)
X
p~a |ψ~aA i ⊗ |ψ~aB i.
(3.2.7)
|ψi =
~a

where ~a = (a1 , · · · anAB ). If we denote by JG the maximum operator Schmidt rank of any
gate in the gate set G, then the above formula shows that the rank of the reduced density
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matrix on A (or B) will be upper bounded by JGnAB . Therefore, the entanglement entropy
between A and B satisfies the upper bound23
SA ≤ ln(JG ) nAB .

(3.2.8)

While this upper bound is satisfied by every quantum circuit which constructs ψ from
the given gate set G, the bound will be the tightest for the circuit which minimizes nAB .
Therefore, we conclude that
SA ≤ ln(JG ) Cb (A, B),
(3.2.9)
or equivalently
Cb (A, B) ≥

1
SA .
ln(JG )

(3.2.10)

This bound shows that the binding complexity of the state with respect to a bipartition is
lower bounded by the entanglement entropy. Intuitively this is clear, because if we are to
build a state with a certain amount of entanglement, then we will need sufficiently many
gates to achieve this.
We can easily generalize this bound to multipartite systems. Consider for example a
tripartite system HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC consisting of NA , NB , and NC qubits respectively. Then
by cutting arguments similar to those used above, we obtain
SA ≤ ln(JG ) (nAB + nAC ), SB ≤ ln(JG ) (nBA + nBC ), SC ≤ ln(JG ) (nCB + nCA ),
(3.2.11)
which gives
(SA + SB + SC ) ≤ 2 ln(JG )(nAB + nBC + nCA ).
(3.2.12)
For the tripartite system, the binding complexity is defined as the minimum value of
(nAB + nBC + nCA ) across all circuits in Mψ,G , and therefore we obtain
Cb (A, B, C) ≥

1
(SA + SB + SC ) .
ln(JG2 )

(3.2.13)

Similarly, the n-partite generalization of this result is
Cb (A1 , · · · , An ) ≥

1
(SA1 + SA2 + · · · + SAn ) .
ln(JGn−1 )

(3.2.14)

So far, we have focused on bounds involving the entanglement entropy. However, as
we discussed in the introduction, the entanglement entropy is not always sufficient to
probe the fine-grained multiparty entanglement structure of the state. For this purpose,
23

There is of course the trivial bound on this entropy SA ≤ ln min(dim HA , dim HB ). However, in
general this bound scales with the system size, and will be much weaker than the one in terms of the
number of cuts in the quantum circuit.
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it is useful to consider other information theoretic concepts such as separability. Let us
consider a tripartite quantum system H = HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC . If we trace out A, then the
reduced density matrix on BC is called separable if and only if it can be written in the
form
X
ρBC =
pi ρiB ⊗ ρiC ,
(3.2.15)
i

ρiB/C

where
are density matrices on B/C, and pi are positive real numbers which sum up to
1. In this case, we interpret ρBC as having no quantum entanglement, i.e., tracing out the
subsystem A has destroyed the quantum entanglement between B and C. On the other
hand, if ρBC is not separable, the state retains quantum entanglement despite tracing
out A. A necessary (but not sufficient) criterion for separability is the Peres-Horodecki
positivity of partial transpose [130, 198, 240]. Here, we are instructed to construct the
partial transpose ρΓBC of the density matrix, which is defined as:
hjB , jC |ρΓBC |j̃B , j̃C i ≡ hj̃B , jC |ρBC |jB , j̃C i,

(3.2.16)

where |jB , jC i and |j̃B , j̃C i denote basis vectors for HB ⊗ HC . If ρΓBC has any negative
eigenvalues, then this necessarily implies that the density matrix ρBC is not separable. We
can therefore quantify the amount of non-separability of ρBC by the number of negative
eigenvalues of the partial transpose ρΓBC . We will denote as EA|BC the logarithm of one
plus the number of negative eigenvalues of ρΓBC . Another measure of the non-separability
is the entanglement negativity NA|BC , which is defined as
NA|BC =

||ρΓBC || − 1
,
2

(3.2.17)

√

A† A is the trace norm.
where ||A|| = Tr
Going back to our state ψ ∈ HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC , consider once again some unitary
quantum circuit in Mψ,G which builds the state from the chosen gate set. By cutting all
the two-party gates which act across the tripartition, we can now express the state in the
form
X
C
|ψi =
p~a,~b,~c |ψ~aA,~c i ⊗ |ψ~aB,~b i ⊗ |ψ~b,~
i,
(3.2.18)
c
~a,~b,~c

where as before ~a = (a1 , · · · anAB ), ~b = (b1 , · · · bnBC ) and ~c = (c1 , · · · cnCA ). It is clear from
this expression that if we trace out A, then the number of negative eigenvalues of ρΓBC
will be upper bounded by the maximum allowed rank of ρBC minus one (there needs to
be at least one positive eigenvalue so the trace can be one), i.e., (JGnAB +2nBC +nCA − 1).
Therefore,
EA|BC ≤ ln(JG ) (nAB + 2nBC + nCA ) .
(3.2.19)
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Using the same argument by in turn tracing out B and C, we obtain

EA|BC + EB|CA + EC|AB ≤ ln(JG3 ) (nAB + nBC + nCA ) .

(3.2.20)

Once again, the tightest bound is obtained for the circuit which minimizes the right hand
side, from which we conclude
Cb (A, B, C) ≥


1
EA|BC + EB|CA + EC|AB .
3
ln(JG )

(3.2.21)

At least in the case of qubit systems, the same bound is also true for the (logarithmic)
entanglement negativity, i.e., if we replace E → ln(1+2N ) in all the terms above. This follows from the fact that the magnitude of all negative eigenvalues is always upper bounded
by 1/2 [201]. However, the bound is tighter when stated in terms of E. The bound in
equation (3.2.21) shows that the binding complexity is a much more fine grained probe of
the entanglement structure than the entanglement entropy, and in particular is sensitive
to multiparty entanglement measures such as separability.

3.3

Computation of the binding complexity

To begin, we review the definition of complexity as a geodesic length in the space of
unitary operators and explain how the group structure of this space simplifies the geodesic
equation. We will keep all sums explicit below as some repeated indices will not be
summed. Let us consider a general quantum system with Hilbert space H. We start by
fixing some base state ψ0 , such as a completely factorized state. Now consider some other
pure state ψ of the entire system, which we wish to study – for instance, ψ could be the
ground state of some interesting Hamiltonian. Let U be the space of all unitary maps on
H, and let {OI } be a basis for its Lie algebra u:
X
fIJ K OK .
(3.3.1)
[OI , OJ ] = i
K

We may think of OI as generators of the elementary unitary gates at our disposal (thus
eiOI are the elementary gates). Let U ∈ U be an operator such that
|ψi = U |ψ0 i.

(3.3.2)

In order to define the complexity of U , we need a notion of distance on the group manifold
U. One possibility is the standard bi-invariant metric which is obtained from the CartanKilling form KIJ on the Lie algebra u, defined in terms of the structure constants as24
24

P
P
The Cartan-Killing form satisfies N fIJ N KN M = − N fIM N KN J , which is simply the statement
that it is invariant under adjoint action of the group, i.e., Trad ([Z, X]Y ) + Trad (X[Z, Y ]) = 0 for any three
elements X, Y, Z of the Lie-algebra.
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25

KIJ = Trad (OI OJ ) =

X

fIM N fJN M .

(3.3.3)

M,N

If we allow gates that can act on any number of qubits at the same time, arbitrarily
complex operations could be done in a single step. Thus, it is necessary to restrict the
gate set to be “local” in some sense. We will require gates to be “bilocal”, acting on no
more than two qubits at the same time.
So far our discussion has been general, but now we wish to specialize the notion of
complexity to study multiparty entanglement. To this end, let us consider a system which
has a natural tensor factorization of the form
H = H1 ⊗ H 2 ⊗ · · · H N .

(3.3.4)

In order to study the multiparty entanglement structure (with respect to the above partition) of a state in this Hilbert space, we define the binding complexity as the minimal
number of gates, required in a quantum circuit construction of U , which act on more than
one factor at a time, i.e., they act across the chosen partition. Gates which act within a
tensor factor do not add to entanglement, and as such are treated as irrelevant. However,
gates which act on two or more factors do contribute to the entanglement between various
parties, and as such will be regarded as relevant. We wish to optimize over the number
of relevant gates in building the unitary U .
To accomplish this we can define a different inner product GIJ on the Lie algebra,
which assigns a different “cost” for gates acting on one vs. multiple parties. We define
the inner product by the metric
GIJ =

cI + cJ
KIJ ,
2

(3.3.5)

where the cI are the cost factors for the operators OI . We can then construct a rightinvariant metric g on U as follows: if X = dU
dt is a tangent vector to U at some point
U , then we can define a corresponding Lie algebra element XU −1 . Then the metric is
defined by
gU (X, Y ) = G(XU −1 , Y U −1 ).
(3.3.6)
To define the cost factors, let us split our generators OI into Oα ∈ R and Oᾱ ∈ R̄,
where Oα are the relevant generators which simultaneously act on multiple factors, while
Oᾱ are irrelevant and act within individual factors. Then we can simply take the metric
25

We have defined the Cartan-Killing form up to overall sign and normalization here, since our main
goal is using it to construct a right-invariant Riemannian metric whose normalization is fixed by “cost
factors” (see (3.3.5)).
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GIJ to be of the form in (3.3.5) with the cost factors given by

2 ,
OI ∈ R̄,
cI =
1,
OI ∈ R,

(3.3.7)

where  is a small parameter that will be taken to zero at the end. We now define the
Nielsen binding complexity (or simply binding complexity, for brevity) Cb of a unitary U
as the minimal distance between U and the identity with respect to the above metric,
in the limit  → 0. Many different unitary operators may prepare the same state – e.g.,
we can always multiply one such unitary by others that rotate the part of the Hilbert
space that is orthogonal to the reference state. Consequently, the complexity (binding
or otherwise) of a state as opposed to an operator is defined as the complexity of the
simplest unitary operator preparing that state. In the examples we study it will turn out
that there is a unique operator preparing each state, so we can avoid this subtlety.
From this perspective the binding complexity Cb of a unitary operator is its minimal
geodesic distance from the identity in the metric (3.3.6) [90, 188, 189].26 For group
manifolds with right-invariant metrics of the form discussed above, the geodesic equation
takes a simple form, often referred to as the Euler-Arnold equation (perhaps familiar from
−1 ∈ u be the
rigid-body dynamics). Let U (s) be a geodesic on U, and let v(s) = dU
ds U
velocity vector pulled back to the identity. Then the Euler-Arnold equation is
X

GIJ

J

X
dv J
=
fIM L GLN v M v N .
ds

(3.3.8)

L,M,N

There is a slightly different way to express this equation, which will be convenient at
P
times. Let us define a matrix IJI such that GIJ = M KIM IJM . If we assume that the
P
Cartan-Killing form is invertible, then we get IJI = M K IM GM J . In terms of I, the
Euler-Arnold equation reads
X
J

II J

X

dv J
=
fM N I v M I N L v L .
ds

(3.3.9)

L,M,N

where we have used the invariance property of the Cartan-Killing form, explained in
P
P
footnote 24. Alternatively, if we define L = I,J IJI v J OI , and v = I v I OI , then we
obtain
dL
= [v, L] .
(3.3.10)
i
ds
Note that it is crucial that the structure constants mix generators with different cost
factors for the term on the right to survive. In order to obtain the geodesics, we must
26

It was shown in [188] that Nielsen’s geodesic approach provides a lower bound on gate complexity for
an appropriate choice of the inner product GIJ . Here we are adopting this approach to compute binding
complexity.
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solve equation (3.3.9) for the velocity v I . We then use this to obtain the geodesic, which
satisfies
X
dU
(s) = i
v I (s)OI U (s),
(3.3.11)
ds
I

and implement the boundary conditions U (0) = 1 and U (1) = U , where U is the unitary
whose complexity we wish to study.

3.3.1

Complexity of Gaussian states

Our starting point is the toy model of [141], which takes a system of harmonic oscillators
as an approximation to a free scalar field theory on an n-point lattice. Since we are
interested in using this as a setting for the study of multiparty entanglement, we partition
the oscillators into m groups of N oscillators each, so that n = N m. We will refer to each
group of oscillators as a “party”. The operator content of the theory are the “position”
and “momentum” operators φ̂i and π̂ i at each site, with i = 1, 2, . . . , n and canonical
commutation relation [φ̂i , π̂ j ] = iδ ij . We consider Gaussian states of the form:
|Ψi =



det Ω
πn

1/4 Z

1

T Ω~
ϕ

d~
ϕ e− 2 ϕ~

|~
ϕi,

(3.3.12)

where d~
ϕ = dϕ1 . . . dϕn , |~
ϕi = |ϕ1 i⊗. . .⊗|ϕn i with |ϕi i an eigenstate of φ̂i , Ω a symmetric
matrix with positive-definite eigenvalues, and the coefficient out front is for normalization.
The vacuum state has a specific Ω.
We will determine the binding complexity of such states with respect to a reference in
which Ω is diagonal. The gate set for measuring complexity will consist of the Hermitian
operators:27
Ô(A) =

1X
Aij (φ̂i π̂ j + π̂ j φ̂i ).
2

(3.3.13)

i,j

A is an arbitrary n × n matrix, so A ∈ gl(n, R). It is straightforward to check that


Ô(A), Ô(B) = −iÔ([A, B]), so the Ô(A) operators form a representation of gl(n, R).
Choosing as generators of gl(n, R) the elementary matrices (Mij )k` = δik δj` , we correspondingly define the generators of the gate set:
1
Ôij = Ô(Mij ) = (φ̂i π̂j + π̂j φ̂i ).
2
27

(3.3.14)

This gate set is universal, i.e. can prepare any state, when we restrict ourselves to the subspace of
Gaussian states (3.3.12). However, it is not sufficient to prepare arbitrary states, for which we would need
to supply additional gates.
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(That is, ei
constants

P

i,j

ij Ôij

are the gates we use.) A short computation gives the structure

fij,k` mn = δi` δkm δjn − δkj δim δ`n .

(3.3.15)

To be clear, the Ôij are the OI in the discussion above (3.3.1), where now I = ij is
a double-index since we are working with a matrix Lie group. A unitary operator that
prepares the general Gaussian state (3.3.12) from the reference state can then be reached
from the identity by a continuous sequence of unitary operators, described by the pathordered exponential


Z s
X
Û (s) = P exp i
ds0
V ij (s0 )Ôij  ,
(3.3.16)
0

i,j

where s parameterizes a trajectory in the space of unitary operators and the V ij (s)
describe the instantaneous direction in the tangent space gl(n, R), i.e., “velocity” in the
space of unitary operators. We pick the boundary condition so that Û (1) is the unitary
operator that prepares the desired state.
To define binding complexity we follow the geodesic formalism described above. In
terms of the non-degenerate metric on the space of generators (3.3.5), GIJ ≡ Gij,k` ,
operator complexity is defined as the length of the geodesic trajectory connecting Û (s = 1)
to the identity,
Z 1 sX
Gij,k` V ij (s)V k` (s).
(3.3.17)
C=
ds
0

i,j,k,`

If there are multiple such geodesics, complexity is defined as the minimum of their lengths.
The relevant and irrelevant operator directions are defined by the “costs” in the metric
(3.3.7), so that Gij,k` = (cij + ck` )Kij,k` /2. Here cij = 1 if Ôij ∈ R and cij = 2 if Ôij ∈ R̄
where R is the set of operators Ôij such that oscillators i and j are located in different
parties. We take Kij,k` to be the Cartan-Killing form for gl(n, R),


1
(3.3.18)
Kij,k` = δi` δjk − δij δk` ,
n
1
where we have included an additional normalization factor of 2n
for convenience as compared to (3.3.3). In the end,  will be taken to zero and is included to make sure that G
is non-degenerate.
A subtlety here is that the Cartan-Killing form for gl(n, R) has a degenerate direction,
P
which in our notation reads28
i Ôii . This leads to a degeneracy in the metric, which
28

This can equivalently be stated as

P

k,`

Kij,k` δ k` = 0, since
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P ˆ
P ij
i Oii =
ij δ Ôij .

we had wanted to avoid. Fortunately, the direction with a vanishing line element is irrelevant (i.e. it represents a gate acting within parties, as opposed to between them). So
the degeneracy does not affect the binding complexity. However it can potentially lead
to an ambiguity in the geodesic equation (3.3.8), because in the degenerate directions
the equation becomes 0 = 0. Fortunately, in the rigid-body form (3.3.9), degeneracies
arising from the Cartan-Killing form drop out allowing us to avoid this subtlety. Other
than that, our metric is block diagonal (i.e., does not mix relevant and irrelevant directions), permutation-symmetric between parties, and only the relevant operators creating
entanglement between parties contribute to binding complexity.
In the  → 0 limit, the binding complexity is then
Z 1 s X
ds
Cb =
|V ij (s)|2 .
(3.3.19)
0

Ôij ∈R

To compute the velocities V ij (s) on geodesics we use the Euler-Arnold equation (3.3.9).
In the present case this equation takes the form
X
k,`

ij
Ik`

dV k`
−
ds

X

k,`,p,q,m,n

k`
Ipq
fmn,k` ij V mn V pq = 0,

(3.3.20)

ij
= cij δki δ`j .29 To
where the structure constants are given in (3.3.15), and the matrix Ik`
solve (3.3.20), we must consider two cases: either i, j are in the same party, or they are
in different parties. The resulting equations are

dV ij
= 0,
ds

Ôij ∈ R̄,

(3.3.21)

dV ij
− (1 − 2 )(V jj − V ii )V ij = 0,
ds

Ôij ∈ R.

(3.3.22)

2

These are in general solved by:
V ij (s) = v ij ,
(1−2 )(v jj −v ii )s

V ij (s) = v ij e

,

Ôij ∈ R̄,

(3.3.23)

Ôij ∈ R,

(3.3.24)

where the v ij are integration constants. We are going to choose final states that are
symmetric between the parties just like the initial states. Thus we expect to find a geodesic
that is permutation-symmetric between the parties, and also between the oscillators within
each party. Enforcing this permutation symmetry, we take all v ii = a to be identical, as
a consequence of which V ij (s) = v ij is constant in s. Similarly, we take all v ij = b when
i 6= j but Ôij ∈ R̄ (irrelevant operators), and all v ij = c when i 6= j and Ôij ∈ R (relevant
29

Even though the Cartan-Killing form is not invertible, it can be checked that solving this equation is
equivalent to solving the Euler-Arnold equation (3.3.8).
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operators). Therefore, by requiring total permutation symmetry, we have restricted the
matrix of velocities to three independent parameters that determine the final unitary
operator Û (s). Of course, permutation symmetry between parties as opposed to oscillators
is not essential; for example, we could consider final states that are not symmetric in this
way. In Appendix C we demonstrate how to compute binding complexity for a less
symmetric case and conjecture a solution for the completely general case.
Since the parameters a, b, and c determine the operator Û (s) that evolves from initial state to final state, we fix them by specifying these boundary conditions on the
wavefunction. Namely, we take the initial wavefunction to be determined by the matrix
Ω(i) = diag(ω0 , ω0 , . . . , ω0 ) and the final wavefunction to be determined by



ω,
i = j,


(f )
Ωij = λ1 ,
(3.3.25)
i 6= j and Ôij ∈ R̄,



λ2 ,
i 6= j and Ôij ∈ R.
Thus, the initial wavefunction is the product of Gaussians in every oscillator; it contains no entanglement. The final state wavefunction contains “couplings” ω of each oscillator to itself, couplings λ1 between different oscillators in the same party, and couplings
λ2 between oscillators in different parties. The structure of the final wavefunction above is
meant to be a permutation-symmetric toy model to mimic the structure of entanglement
in a generic quantum field theory state, where if we partition our system into m parties
(i.e., either subregions or boundaries in the multiboundary case), then the state will have
some internal entanglement within each party, in addition to entanglement between different parties. In Ω(f ) , the couplings λ1 create the internal entanglement between the
oscillators inside each block/party, while the couplings λ2 create entanglement between
different blocks/parties. Although the wavefunction does not have the expected “spatial
locality” of a quantum field theory state within each party, this locality can be added
to the wavefunction by further acting on it with local unitary transformations which act
only within each block; since such unitaries do not change the binding complexity, they
will not affect our result below. For illustration, in the N = 3 case, the matrix Ω(f ) takes
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the form


Ω(f )













=













ω λ1 λ1 λ2
λ1 ω λ1 λ2
λ1 λ1 ω λ2

λ2
λ2
λ2

λ2
λ2
λ2

...

λ2 λ2 λ2 ω
λ2 λ2 λ2 λ1
λ2 λ2 λ2 λ1

λ1
ω
λ1

λ1
λ1
ω

...

..
.

..

λ2 λ2 λ2 λ2
λ2 λ2 λ2 λ2
λ2 λ2 λ2 λ2

..

.

λ2
λ2
λ2

λ2
λ2
λ2

.

...


λ2 λ2 λ2

λ2 λ2 λ2 

λ2 λ2 λ2 


λ2 λ2 λ2 

λ2 λ2 λ2 


λ2 λ2 λ2 
.



..

.




ω λ1 λ1 


λ1 ω λ1 
λ1 λ1 ω

(3.3.26)

Importantly, there are three independent couplings, matching the number of independent parameters of V mn : a, b, and c. We determine the velocities a, b, and c in terms
of these couplings by examining how the matrix Ω flows under the infinitesimal action of
the unitary Û (s). Since Û (s) does not take the wavefunction out of the set of Gaussian
wavefunctions, we can label the state at an arbitrary time s as
|Ψ(s)i = Û (s)|Ψi =



det Ω(s)
πn

1/4 Z

1

T Ω(s)~
ϕ

d~
ϕ e− 2 ϕ~

|~
ϕi.

(3.3.27)

Over an infinitesimal parameter length ds, the state changes according to
X
d
|Ψ(s)i = i
V ij Ôij |Ψ(s)i.
ds

(3.3.28)

i,j

This follows because (3.3.28) is a Schrödinger equation, the solution of which for the
operator Û (s) is well-known to be the path-ordered exponential (3.3.16).
∂
i
Using the expression (3.3.14) for the Ôij operators and π̂ i = −i ∂ϕ
i in the |ϕ i basis,
the right-hand side becomes in this basis


1
1
ij
h~
ϕ|iV Ôij |Ψ(s)i = − ϕ
~ (2V Ω)~
ϕ + Tr(V ) h~
ϕ|Ωi,
(3.3.29)
2
2
where V is the matrix of velocities V ij . The symmetry of both Ω and V has been used in
deriving (3.3.29). The trace term can be absorbed into the wavefunction normalization,
so the action of the Ôij operators induces the following flow of the matrix Ω:
dΩ
= 2V Ω.
ds
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(3.3.30)

Since Ω(s) has only three independent components ω(s), λ1 (s), and λ2 (s) by the ansatz
(3.3.25), the matrix equation (3.3.30) reduces to the three independent equations
dω(s)
= 2aω(s) + 2(N − 1)bλ1 (s) + 2N (m − 1)cλ2 (s)
ds
dλ1 (s)
= 2bω(s) + 2[a + (N − 2)b]λ1 (s) + 2N (m − 1)cλ2 (s)
ds
dλ2 (s)
= 2cω(s) + 2c(N − 1)λ1 (s) + 2[a + (N − 1)b + N (m − 2)c]λ2 (s).
ds

(3.3.31)
(3.3.32)
(3.3.33)

The coefficients above have been derived by expanding (3.3.30) and counting the number
of terms of each type. Solving with the boundary conditions Ω(i) and Ω(f ) specified earlier
by taking ω(1) = ω, λ1 (1) = λ1 , and λ2 (1) = λ2 , we determine the constants a, b, and c.
In terms of the three independent eigenvalues (λ+ , λ0 , λ− ) of Ω,
λ+ = ω + (N − 1)λ1 + N (m − 1)λ2

(3.3.34)

λ0 = ω − λ1

(3.3.35)

λ− = ω + (N − 1)λ1 − N λ2 ,

(3.3.36)

the constants are
1
ln
a=
2mN

λ+ λm−1
−
λm
0

λ+ λm−1
−
λm
0
 
1
λ+
c=
ln
.
2mN
λ−
1
b=
ln
2mN

!
!

1
+ ln
2



λ0
ω0



(3.3.37)
(3.3.38)
(3.3.39)

Plugging into (3.3.19) and counting the number of relevant operators Ôij ∈ R, the binding
complexity of the general Gaussian wavefunction is therefore
r
 
p
λ+
1 m−1
ln
.
(3.3.40)
Cb = N |c| m(m − 1) =
2
m
λ−

Unlike conventional circuit complexity [141], the binding complexity as computed here is
finite in the N → ∞ continuum limit of a large number of oscillators.
We can also write the binding complexity in terms of the dimensionless, UV-finite
N λ2
parameter µ = ω+(N
−1)λ1 as
1
Cb =
2

r

m−1
ln
m



1 + (m − 1)µ
1−µ



.

(3.3.41)

This parameterization is convenient because the entanglement entropy of a single party
of oscillators relative to the rest is also controlled by µ. Using the method of Srednicki
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[215], it is straightforward to compute that this entanglement entropy is
S = − ln(1 − ξ) −
β0 =

ξ
ln ξ,
1−ξ

ξ=

β0
p
,
1 + 1 − β02

(m − 1)µ2
.
2 + 2(m − 2)µ − (m − 1)µ2

(3.3.42)

1
< µ < 1; if we require S to remain finite in the large
For S to be finite, we must have 1−m
λ2
1
N limit, this similarly constrains λ1 . At the points µ = 1 and µ = 1−m
, the entanglement
entropy associated with a single party as well as the binding complexity both diverge.
Expanding about either point, where the argument of the logarithm in (3.3.41) becomes
large, as does the macroscopic entanglement entropy (i.e. we are at high temperature),
we find that the binding complexity and entanglement entropy are related as (also see
Fig. 3.4):

Cb =
1
αi =
m

r

m−1
,
m

γ=

m
X
i=1

r

αi Si + γ + O(e−S ),

m−1
m



1
m2
ln 2 − 1 + ln
2 m−1

(3.3.43)


,

(3.3.44)

where Si refers to the entanglement entropy associated to the ith party. (For our symmetric wavefunctions all Si = S are equal). That is, the binding complexity scales linearly
with the entanglement entropy, up to a constant term and corrections exponentially small
in the entropy. As we will discuss below, this scaling of binding complexity with entropy
resembles expectations from holographic duality.
That the binding complexity scales linearly with the entanglement entropy with both
controlled by the same parameter µ is remarkable. Nevertheless, as discussed in the introduction, the single-party entanglement entropy may yield a misleading characterization
of the robustness of entanglement in quantum states. To diagnose this robustness in the
Gaussian states (3.3.12), we use the Peres-Horodecki separability criterion as written by
Simon [212]. This criterion is a necessary and sufficient condition for separability of a
two-oscillator Gaussian state. Therefore, for the remainder of this section we work in the
special case N = 1, so that there are m total oscillators with a single oscillator in each of
the m parties. We will check the separability of the reduced density matrix upon tracing
out m − 2 parties.
The Peres-Horodecki separability criterion is expressed in terms of the variance matrix
Vab = 12 h∆ξˆa ∆ξˆb + ∆ξˆb ∆ξˆa i, with ξˆa = (φ̂1 , π̂1 , φ̂2 , π̂2 )a the phase-space coordinate opera!
A C
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
tors of two oscillators and ∆ξa = ξa − hξa i. Writing V in the block form V =
CT B
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Figure 3.4: When the entanglement entropy is large, the binding complexity varies linearly
with the entropy up to exponentially small corrections. Here the number of parties is
m = 12. Other values of m give similar results.

and defining the symplectic form J =
only if
Ng = − det A det B −



!
0 1
, the density matrix ρ is separable if and
−1 0

2
 1
1
− | det C| + tr AJCJBJC T J + (det A + det B) ≤ 0
4
4
(3.3.45)

We will call Ng the Gaussian negativity. Taking N = 1 and tracing out m − 2 parties
yields a state ρ on two oscillators for which Ng evaluates to
Ng =

µ2
,
4(1 − µ)(1 + µ(m − 1))

(3.3.46)

where µ = λω2 is the N → 1 limit of the same parameter µ previously defined above
1
(3.3.41). Recalling that 1−m
< µ < 1 for the entropy and binding complexity to be finite,
we see that this same condition leads to Ng > 0. We conclude that the Gaussian states
(3.3.12) for N = 1 are robustly entangled like the W states. When N > 1, the condition
Ng ≤ 0 is no longer equivalent to separability [245].30 However, the similar structure of
the wavefunction leads us to expect that the states will remain robustly entangled when
N > 1.
Since Ng is also controlled by the parameter µ, we may again expand about the point
where the binding complexity becomes large to find that the binding complexity scales
30

A criterion for the inseparability of Gaussian states with N > 1 has been established [209] but requires
an infinite series of inequalities to hold, which are difficult to check.
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linearly with the logarithm of the Gaussian negativity up to exponential corrections (see
Fig. 3.5),
Cb = αN ln Ng + γN + O(
with αN =

1
2

q

m−1
m ,

and γN =

q

m−1
m

1
),
Ng

(3.3.47)

log 2m.

Figure 3.5: The binding complexity varies linearly with the logarithm of the Gaussian
negativity up to exponential corrections. Here the number of parties is again m = 12 and
other values of m give similar results.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: (a) The binding complexity per party Cb /m plotted versus S and ln Ng for a
two-parameter family of states parameterized by µ and m. (b) A cross section of the lefthand side with fixed S ≈ 3.07 chosen for plotting purposes, showing that Cb /m increases
with ln Ng .
Since the single-party entanglement entropy is controlled by the same parameter µ
as the binding complexity Cb and the Gaussian negativity Ng , it is not obvious if a
large binding complexity ultimately stems from a robust entanglement structure rather
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than merely a large entanglement entropy. To address this question, Fig. 3.6 shows that
even at fixed entropy S, the binding complexity per party Cb /m increases with ln Ng .
Consequently, binding complexity does diagnose robustness of entanglement.

3.4

The interior volume of multiboundary wormholes

Multiboundary wormholes [9, 55, 56, 152, 153, 213] are vacuum solutions of Einstein’s
equations in 2+1 dimensions that have multiple asymptotic regions (Fig. 3.7). Recently,
properties of these geometries were used in [33, 107, 173] to investigate the entanglement structure and complexity of the boundary CFT state. Tensor network models for
multiboundary wormholes were presented in [195].

Figure 3.7: Quotient construction of a three-boundary wormhole from vacuum AdS3 .
Geodesics in blue and in red have been identified by the quotient, leading to boundary
regions B1 ∪ B10 , B2 , and B3 , with corresponding causal horizons H1 ∪ H10 , H2 , and H3
bounding an interior region.

Like the two-sided BTZ black hole [20], the multiboundary wormholes are constructed
as quotients of AdS3 space. On the t = 0 slice, AdS3 is just hyperbolic space H2 , which has
an isometry group PSL(2, R). The t = 0 slice of the wormhole is obtained by quotienting
this H2 by a discrete diagonal subgroup Γ ⊂ PSL(2, R) with hyperbolic generators. The
action of Γ will identify pairs of boundary-anchored geodesics in H2 , so M = H2 /Γ will
be a Riemann surface with m boundaries (each topologically S 1 ), where m − 1 is the
number of generators of Γ. Since any two disjoint boundary-anchored geodesics in H2
are joined by a unique minimal length geodesic, the endpoints of the latter join to form
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causal horizons for the newly disjoint conformal boundary. The set of causal horizons
bounds the interior of a wormhole that connects all the asymptotic regions together. A
holographic observer with access to observables on just a single boundary cannot access
physics in the wormhole interior. It was shown in [33] that the CFT state dual to these
wormholes contains multipartite entanglement between degrees of freedom localized on
the different boundaries.
Following [195], we can think of the complexity of the quantum state dual to a wormhole in holographic terms by imagining a tensor network that tiles the bulk Cauchy slice.
Such a tensor network will prepare a state with the necessary pattern of entanglement
(Fig. 3.8a). The complexity of the state is then proposed to be related to the number of
gates in the tensor network [60, 85, 107, 134, 173], an idea which correlates nicely with
the proposal that complexity is holographically dual to the volume of spatial slices [60].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: A schematic tensor network (a) preparing the boundary state dual to a threeboundary wormhole. In (b), the network has been distilled by local unitaries acting
on each boundary, leaving sets of entangled bits lined up at each horizon as well as a
multipartite residual region I. Stretching the horizons by `AdS captures nearby tensors
contributing to the entanglement between boundaries.

In this tensor network construction of the boundary state dual to the wormhole, the
tensors outside the horizons correspond to unitary operations acting within each boundary
(Fig. 3.8b). On the other hand, tensors enclosed within the wormhole interior may be
thought of as corresponding to unitary quantum gates acting simultaneously on multiple
boundaries. Thus, we might expect that binding complexity corresponds to the interior
volume of the wormhole.
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To make this comparison, we compute the interior volume of the wormhole. Since
all of our calculations pertain to an equal-time slice of the 2 + 1-dimensional spacetime,
the volume of the interior is really an area. It is easy to compute this area using the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem in terms of the number of asymptotic boundary regions m, the
genus of the interior g, and the geodesic curvature of each causal horizon. The interior
Wg,m is topologically a Riemann surface of genus g with m punctures, and the area of
this surface, with the constant curvature metric inherited from H2 , is given by
I
kg ds,
(3.4.1)
Area(Wg,m ) = 2π(2g + m − 2) +
∂Wg,m

where the second term on the right hand side is the integral of the geodesic curvature on
the boundary of the interior.
We will set g = 0 for simplicity, i.e., the wormhole has a spherical internal topology.31
If we choose the interior region to end strictly at the causal horizons (which are geodesic),
then the geodesic curvature term vanishes. In this case the area (3.4.1) vanishes for
the BTZ black hole (which has m = 2).32 Nevertheless, we know that there is bipartite
entanglement between the two boundaries of BTZ, and there will be an associated binding
complexity. Thus the interior volume on the t = 0 slice cannot be literally equal to
complexity.
In view of this, we are led to consider “stretched horizons”, which are non-geodesic
curves pushed slightly away from the true horizons in the full wormhole geometry toward the asymptotic boundaries (see [226] and references therein). In the tensor network
picture of complexity, we interpret this procedure as including tensors just outside the
horizons which still contribute to the entanglement between multiple boundary CFTs,
c.f. Fig. 3.8b. This interpretation is substantiated by [195], which showed that for tensor
network models built by quotienting the networks preparing vacuum AdS3 states, it is
possible for an “bipartite residual region” to remain after entanglement distillation in
the m = 2 case. We are thinking of these residual tensors as living inside the stretched
horizon. We will take the stretched horizon to be a surface of constant geodesic curvature
kg .
In sum, we obtain a contribution to the area that is proportional to the length of each
31

In principle, we could extend our toy model construction to higher genus by considering states of
more complicated entanglement structure (see Sec. 3.5). For example, the (m = 4, g = 1) case might
correspond to removing the y2 -y4 and y1 -y3 edges in Fig. 3.9c. The Euler-Arnold equation in the general
form of this case becomes very difficult to solve, but such a calculation could serve as another check of
our proposal that the (stretched) interior volume equals binding complexity.
32
This is because the causal horizons of the two asymptotic regions of the eternal BTZ black hole
coincide on the t = 0 surface at the bifurcation point of the horizon, so that, unlike the multiboundary
case, the internal volume vanishes.
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stretched causal horizon
Area(W0,m ) = 2π(m − 2) + 4G

m
X

ai Si .

(3.4.2)

i=1

Here we used the fact that the horizon lengths are equal to 4G times the entropies of
entanglement of the CFT on the ith boundary with all the other boundaries.33 The
O(`−1
AdS ) constants ai are given in terms of the horizon lengths by
I
ai Li ≡
kg ds,
(3.4.3)
∂i W0,m

where Li is the horizon length and ∂i W0,m is the ith boundary of the interior.
The formula (3.4.2) for the volume of the (stretched) wormhole is structurally similar
to the formula (3.3.43) for binding complexity. Both expressions have a constant piece,
and a part that is linear in the entanglement entropies of each disconnected party. Thus
it is tempting to propose the correspondence34
Binding Complexity = Volume of Stretched Wormhole Interior
(3.4.4)
q
m−1
1
In this correspondence, the factor m
m in the binding complexity (3.3.43) plays the
role of the coefficients ai in (3.4.2). However, the constant term in the binding complexity
(3.3.43) scales as O(ln m) and is nonzero for m = 2, while the interior volume of the
wormhole scales as O(m) and vanishes for m = 2. The origin of this discrepancy may lie
in the simplicity of the toy model of Sec. 3.3 and might be resolved with an appropriate
generalization of the framework for computing binding complexity of states in a nontrivial
conformal field theory with a semiclassical bulk dual. However, it also might simply be
that the toy model states whose complexity we considered were not structured in the
same way as in holographic theories. In Sec. 3.5 we will provide evidence that the latter is
indeed the case by using the Euclidean path integral to construct a natural class of states
in our toy model whose binding complexity reproduces the form of the stretched wormhole
volume. Indeed in AdS3 /CFT2 [33] precisely such a Euclidean procedure constructs the
CFT states dual to the multiboundary wormhole.
33

Note that assumes that we are in a region of the moduli space for the interior geometry of the wormhole
where the entropy of each boundary is holographically given by the causal horizon separating it from the
other asymptotic regions. Remarkably, there are other regions of the moduli space where the entropy of
boundary i is actually give by the sum of areas of the causal horizons of all the other boundaries. This
surprising fact is explained in [33].
34
The volume here is being expressed in units of `AdS1GN , as is usual in discussions of complexity.
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3.5

Euclidean path integrals

In the previous section we argued that the binding complexity of Gaussian states that we
calculated in Sec. 3.3 resembles the volume of the interior of multiboundary wormholes in
AdS3 /CFT2 . However, there was a discrepancy in the scaling of the complexity with the
number of entangled parties m which could arise if the permutation-symmetric states of
Sec. 3.3 do not have the same entanglement structure as the states in AdS/CFT. In the
AdS setting, the states dual to multiboundary wormholes can be constructed within the
CFT by performing the Euclidean path integral on 2-manifolds with the topology of the
bulk wormhole (i.e., the time-reflection symmetric Cauchy surface in the bulk) [33].35 To
compare with the wormhole it would therefore be natural to compute the complexity of
states in our toy model constructed in terms of similar Euclidean path integrals. In our
case we have a collection of n harmonic oscillators. So, we should perform a path integral
on a (0 + 1)-dimensional graph with n external legs. As will see, the binding complexity
depends on the topology of the Euclidean graph.
A general 1D Euclidean path integral for a system of n = N m harmonic oscillators is
computed on a graph G consisting of a set of vertices VG , n of which are external, and
a set of edges EG each of different lengths. Such a graph may contain internal vertices.
The value of the oscillator field at these vertices is a boundary condition which must
be matched in the propagators at all incoming edges and integrated over. Each edge
(v1 , v2 , β) of length β between vertices v1 , v2 at positions x1 , x2 respectively in the graph
corresponds to a factor of the propagator K(x1 , x2 , β) in the integrand:
K(x1 , x2 , β) = hx2 |e

−βH

|x1 i =

Z

φ(β)=x2

[Dφ]e−

Rβ
0

dτ ( 12 φ̇2 + 12 M 2 φ2 )

,

(3.5.1)

φ(0)=x1

where β is the length of the edge in the graph and M is oscillator mass. The Euclidean
propagator for the harmonic oscillator can be computed exactly; it is a Gaussian function
known as the Mehler kernel:


M ((x21 + x22 ) cosh(M β) − 2x1 x2 )
.
(3.5.2)
K(x1 , x2 , β) ∝ exp −
2 sinh(M β)
Let us label all external vertices by the vector ~x and internal vertices by the vector ~y .
The wavefunction of a state prepared by the Euclidean path integral on the graph G is
therefore
Z
Y
ψ(~x) = d~y
K(v1 , v2 , β).
(3.5.3)
(v1 ,v2 ,β)∈EG

35

In general, quantum field theory states on a (d − 1)-dimensional Cauchy surface Σ can be constructed
by carrying out the Euclidean path integral on d-manifolds of different topologies and boundary Σ.
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Since the propagator is Gaussian, the end result of the integrals over the internal vertices
is also a Gaussian wavefunction, which can always be written


1 T
ψ(~x) = N exp − ~x Ω~x ,
(3.5.4)
2
where Ω is a real symmetric matrix and N is a normalization constant. Consequently, we
may bring to bear the technology of Sec. 3.3 in computing the binding complexity.

3.5.1

Permutation-symmetric graphs

We are interested in the complexity of states in which the different parties are multiparty
entangled. It is natural to imagine that such entanglement is produced in the Euclidean
path integral if the graph is branched so as to connect between the parties. In Sec. 3.3 we
considered states (3.3.25) in which the oscillators within parties were entangled with one
strength, while the parties as a whole were entangled block-wise with other parties and
with a different strength. We will first see how to construct such permutation-symmetric
states through a Euclidean path integral.
In the Euclidean path integral, oscillators become entangled if their propagators meet
at a vertex where a shared boundary condition is integrated over. This suggests that to
construct the states in the previous section we need a graph with m groups of N external
lines that each meet at a vertex to create the internal entanglement within parties. These
vertices can then be connected by further propagators to create entanglement between
the parties. Three such graphs are shown in Fig. 3.9. We label the vertices at the end
of the external lines as xij for the ith oscillator in the jth party. The internal vertices
can have any number of lines ending on them – the internal structure of the graph can
be completely arbitrary up to the permutation symmetry of the state we are trying to
construct. In analogy with the holographic setting, we might refer to the internal part of
the graphs in Fig. 3.9 as a “wormhole” connecting the exterior legs.
First consider the simplest graph Fig. 3.9a. The internal vertices on the ith branch are
labeled yi , and the central vertex is labeled yc . We integrate over the boundary condition
of the field at each vertex to perform the path integral. The lengths of the edges are
moduli of the graph, and the wavefunction generated by the path integral is a function of
these parameters. Permutation symmetry of the states (3.3.25) dictates that the external
lines have the same length (β1 ) and the internal lines have the same length (β2 ). Similarly,
Figs. 3.9b, 3.9c have three moduli.
Performing the path integral on the family of graphs of Fig. 3.9a according to the
procedure of (3.5.3), one obtains a Gaussian state (3.5.4) in the permutation-symmetric
form (3.3.25) with parameters ω, λ1 , λ2 where ω and λ1 quantify entanglement within a
party and λ2 quantifies entanglement between parties. We find that (see Appendix D for
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9: Three similar branched graphs with different internal topology. On the left,
(a) displays the simplest case for m = 3 and N = 3 where the lines meet at a central
vertex yc . In the middle and on the right, (b) and (c) demonstrate a higher degree of
internal connectedness. The internal lines of (b) form a complete graph including a central
vertex yc , while (c) is identical except for the removal of the central vertex. We have taken
m = 3 for (b), m = 4 for (c), and N = 3 for both. Euclidean path integrals on all these
graphs produce states that are permutation-symmetric between the parties.

details)
ωN
(3.5.5)
ωD
M csch2 (M β1 ) coth(M β2 )(mN coth(M β1 ) + m coth(M β2 ) − 2(m − 1)csch(2M β2 ))
λ1 =
m(N coth(M β1 ) + coth(M β2 ))(N coth(M β1 ) coth(M β2 ) + 1)
(3.5.6)
ω=

λ2 =

M csch2 (M β1 )csch2 (M β2 )
,
m(N coth(M β1 ) + coth(M β2 ))(N coth(M β1 ) coth(M β2 ) + 1)

(3.5.7)

with
ωN



= M mN 2 coth3 (M β1 ) coth(M β2 ) + mN coth2 (M β1 ) coth2 (M β2 ) + 1
+ m coth(M β1 ) coth(M β2 ) 1 − N csch2 (M β1 )



1
− csch2 (M β1 )csch2 (M β2 )(m cosh(2M β2 ) − m + 2)
2



ωD = m(N coth(M β1 ) + coth(M β2 ))(N coth(M β1 ) coth(M β2 ) + 1).

(3.5.8)
(3.5.9)

Since this is a permutation-symmetric Gaussian state, the binding complexity is given
by (3.3.43) and the entanglement entropy of a single party is given by (3.3.42). Both
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quantities vanish in the limit N → ∞ with β1 , β2 , M fixed since λ2 (which quantifies
entanglement between parties) scales as 1/N 2 at large N . This disentangling at large N
can be understood as a manifestation of the principle of entanglement monogamy: when
the number of oscillators within a party grows large, most oscillators are entangled within
their party rather than with other parties. We can compensate by taking a kind of ’t Hooft
limit in which β1 N is held fixed as N → ∞, in which case both the binding complexity
and entanglement entropy will be finite and nonzero since λ2 approaches a finite value in
the large N limit. The latter scaling limit can also be thought of as a rescaling of the
couplings with the lattice scale so that the couplings remain finite in the continuum for a
lattice quantization of scalar field theory.
Fig. 3.10 shows the moduli dependence of the binding complexity for the graph
Fig. 3.9a as computed in (3.5.5)-(3.5.7). The complexity increases as β1 , β2 become

Figure 3.10: Binding complexity for states constructed by the Euclidean path integral on
the graph Fig. 3.9a as function of the moduli. Here, for illustration, we take m = 12,
N = 20, and M = .01.

small. This is because as β → 0 the propagator in (3.5.2) becomes the identity, thus
more closely coupling the values of the fields at either end of a line in the graph. In
the other limit, as β → ∞, the propagator projects onto the ground state, essentially
decoupling the external oscillators from the internal structure of the graph. Finally, consider wavefunctions associated with the graphs Fig. 3.9b and Fig. 3.9c. Because all the
integrals are Gaussian, we will again get Gaussian wavefunctions and because the graphs
are permutation-symmetric, the wavefunctions will be as well. Of course, the coefficients
in the wavefunctions will contain different functions of the moduli in each case because
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detailed integrals are different. However, all of these wavefunctions are necessarily of
form (3.3.25), and therefore the constant term in the binding complexity will scale as
logarithm of the number of entangled parties, unlike the linear scaling with parties of
interior volume of multiboundary wormholes.

3.5.2

Bipartite entanglement graphs

We would like to find graphs that generate states with complexity-entropy scaling relations that match the holographic form. First note that the scaling relation (3.3.43)
between complexity and entropy holds in the large β limit in which the entropy associated with any single party is large. It was shown in [173] in the holographic setting that in
this regime, the entanglement structure of the multiboundary wormhole is dominated by
bipartite entanglement between boundaries.36 Consequently, to better match the holographic expectations, we seek graphs on which the path integral will produce strongly
bipartite entanglement. There is an independent reason to be interested in such graphs:
in the “bit thread” interpretation of holographic entanglement entropy [103, 128] one expects the correlations between independent tensor factors of a CFT to be dominated by
bipartite entanglement (i.e., between the two qubits connected by a bit thread). In our
setup, the mixing of terms in the wavefunction is dictated by topological connectedness
in the graph on which we perform the path integral. Therefore, we engineer multipartite entangled states with locally bipartite entanglement structure by using graphs which
factorize so that a given connected component of the graph connects only two parties.
In Fig. 3.11a, we display such a “bipartite entanglement graph”, in which the oscillators in each party have been partitioned into groups that are only entangled with
oscillators in one other party. The overall graph factorizes into a collection of the twoparty permutation-symmetric graphs of Sec. 3.5.1. Let N = (m − 1)k be the number of
oscillators in each party, where m is the total number of parties and k is the number of
oscillators per grouping, so that each of the k groups connects to a different one of the
other m − 1 parties (see Fig. 3.11 for details). We again choose β2 to be the length of
internal lines and β1 to be the length of external lines. As drawn in Fig. 3.11a it appears
that only part of each party is connected to part of another party. However, as before,
one may always mix the oscillators in a single party via local unitaries which will not
affect the binding complexity or the entanglement entropy associated with that party.
Therefore, we may think of Fig. 3.11a as encoding locally bipartite entanglement between
parties without restricting the entanglement to reside in some subsystem of each party.
36

This was justified by computations of the mutual information both from the CFT state dual to
the wormhole and holographically using the Ryu-Takayanagi formula. The tensor network models for
multiboundary wormholes considered in [195] corroborate the dominance of bipartite entanglement in the
large β limit.
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Figure 3.11: (a) The m = 4, N = 6, k = 2 bipartite entanglement graph. Note that there
is no central vertex in the interior; the graphs overlap each other but are not connected.
(b) The graph corresponding to ψbranch,k , with k oscillators in each of the two parties.

In other words, in Fig. 3.11a we have used local unitary transformations to “diagonalize”
the entanglement structure in each party.
Since the manifold on which we are performing the Euclidean path integral is topologically disconnected, the path integral factorizes over the connected components, as

m(m−1)
does the resulting wavefunction. Consequently, ψ(~x) is the product of m
2
2 =
permutation-symmetric wavefunctions. Let ψbranch,k be the wavefunction of the graph in
Fig. 3.11b, which has k oscillators in each party. This is a permutation-symmetric graph
as described in Sec. 3.5.1, so ψbranch,k is a two-party permutation-symmetric wavefunction. Then the wavefunction of the full bipartite entanglement graph can be explicitly
written as
(m−2)k+1

ψ(~x1 , . . . , ~xm ) = ψbranch,k (x1

(m−1)k

, . . . , x1

, x12 , . . . , xk2 ) × . . .

(m−1)k 1
× ψbranch,k (x(m−2)k+1
, . . . , xm
, x1 , . . . , xk1 ),
m

(3.5.10)

where the product includes m(m − 1)/2 such terms corresponding to the bipartite connection between each pair of parties. The total wavefunction is still Gaussian and takes
the form of (3.5.4), but Ω is no longer permutation symmetric within each party. Since
we have the freedom to relabel oscillators so that topologically connected vertices are
ordered adjacently in the matrix, Ω takes a block-diagonal form, consisting of m(m − 1)/2
identical permutation-symmetric subblocks each of size 2k × 2k. Each subblock is of the
form (3.3.25) with the couplings ω, λ1 , and λ2 given by (3.5.5) - (3.5.7) with the replacement m → 2 and N → k. The structure of the matrix Ω in the special case m = 3,
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N = 4, k = 2 is shown below, where the solid lines demarcate parameters corresponding
to the same party and dashed lines demarcate parameters corresponding to topologically
connected oscillators:


ω λ1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 λ2 λ2


 λ1 ω 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 λ2 λ2 


 0 0 ω λ λ λ
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1
2
2




 0 0 λ1 ω λ2 λ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 


 0 0 λ λ

ω
λ
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
1




 0 0 λ2 λ2 λ1 ω 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.
Ω=
(3.5.11)
 0 0 0 0 0 0 ω λ λ λ
0 0 


1
2
2


 0 0 0 0 0 0 λ1 ω λ 2 λ2 0 0 


 0 0 0 0 0 0 λ λ
ω λ1 0 0 


2
2


 0 0 0 0 0 0 λ2 λ2 λ1 ω 0 0 


 λ λ
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ω λ1 
 2

2
λ2 λ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 λ1 ω

We have not yet relabeled oscillators above to bring Ω into block diagonal form, so that
the grouping of oscillators in each party is clearer.
Although Ω is not permutation-symmetric, each of its subblocks is permutationsymmetric. Consequently, the entanglement entropy associated with a single party is
S = (m − 1)Sbranch,k ,

(3.5.12)

where Sbranch,k refers to the entanglement entropy associated with a single party of the
wavefunction ψbranch,k . Equation (3.5.12) follows automatically from the factorized form
of the graph as shown in Fig. 3.11a: the wavefunction splits over each component in the
graph, so the total entanglement entropy is the sum of the entropies of each component.37
In other words, the entanglement entropy associated to a single party essentially counts
the minimal number (m − 1) of edges which are “cut” in separating the oscillators in
that party from the rest. This continues to hold for the entropy associated with other
partitions: the prefactor m − 1 in (3.5.12) changes to the minimal number of edges cut in
separating those parties from the rest. It is tempting to compare this result to bit threads
and to the tensor network picture of holographic entanglement entropy, in that the entropy
associated to a given party is directly proportional to the number of “threads” leaving
that party. This counting property of entropy is thought to underlie the Ryu-Takayanagi
formula for holographic entanglement entropy.
Upon tracing out m − 2 parties, the reduced density matrix ρ associated with two parties of a bipartite entanglement graph has a robust W-like entanglement structure. From
37

This follows from the property S(ρA ⊗ ρB ) = S(ρA ) + S(ρB ).
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the product structure of the wavefunction (3.5.10), it follows that ρ takes the schematic
form ρ = ρmixed
⊗ ρ12 ⊗ ρmixed
, where the subscripts refer to the first and second party.
1
2
Here ρ12 is a pure state corresponding to the two-party permutation-symmetric graph
that connects a single group of oscillators in each of the two parties, while ρmixed
refers to
1
the complicated mixed state of the remaining oscillators in the first party and similarly
for 1 ↔ 2. In Sec. 3.3 we argued that a permutation-symmetric state like ρ12 has a robust
entanglement structure, so ρ will demonstrate this structure as well. In Fig. 3.11a and in
(3.5.10), we have picked an adapted basis that has separated the oscillators in such a way
that upon doing partial traces, the degrees of freedom that remain entangled are distinct
from the degrees of freedom that are in a mixed state. In general, we can act with local
unitary transformations so that all the degrees of freedom retain both entanglement and
mixedness.
q 
m
The binding complexity of these graphs is
2 times the binding complexity of
ψbranch,k as computed by (3.3.41), giving


1p
1+µ
m(m − 1) ln
Cb =
.
(3.5.13)
4
1−µ
kλ2
as is appropriate for ψbranch,k . Equation (3.5.13) follows from the
Here µ = ω+(k−1)λ
1
factorized nature of the wavefunction, since the minimal circuit preparing the final state

by explicitly solving
splits over each of the m
2 components in the graph, as can be checked q

m
the Euler-Arnold equation. This splitting leads to an overall factor of
2 from the sum
over different factors inside the square root in the equation (3.3.19) for complexity.
The complexity-entropy scaling relation that follows from (3.5.12) and (3.5.13) is
m

X 1
1p
m(m − 1)(2 ln 2 − 1) +
Cb =
2
2m
i=1

r

m
S.
m−1

(3.5.14)

Comparing to (3.4.2), one sees that the constant term now scales with the number of
boundaries in the same O(m) fashion as the holographic expectation, at least in the large
m limit, adding support for the idea that Binding Complexity = Wormhole Volume.

3.6

Discussion

We have suggested an interpretation for the volume of multiboundary wormhole interiors
in AdS/CFT in terms of the binding complexity of the dual state. However, our discussion
was limited to the interior volume of the time-reflection symmetric Cauchy slice in the
bulk. If we consider a generic Cauchy surface ending at the times (t1 , · · · tn ) on the
boundaries, then the volume of the wormhole interior will, in general, be larger. However,
the binding complexity should be independent of the times ti because changing these
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times simply corresponds to local Hamiltonian evolution in the different CFTs, and does
not add any entanglement. This observation suggests that the covariant version of the
bulk dual to binding complexity should be given by minimizing the interior volume over
all the bulk Cauchy surfaces and over the different boundary times {ti }. Note that if we
consider the maximum volume slice in the bulk ending at the times ti , then its volume is
expected to be dual to the total complexity of the boundary state, which indeed depends
on the ti because local Hamiltonian evolution adds to the total complexity. However, the
corresponding circuit is not the minimal one from the point of view of binding complexity.
Fig. 3.12 illustrates that the maximal volume Cauchy slice in the two-sided wormhole
corresponding to the BTZ black hole can have a large interior volume, but it is always
possible to find a different Cauchy slice that passes through the bifurcation surface.

Figure 3.12: Cauchy slices of maximal volume (blue) and of minimal interior volume (red)
in the BTZ geometry, both anchored at boundary times t1 in the left CFT and t2 in the
right CFT. The volume of the interior of the maximal slice (dark blue) increases over
time, but the corresponding circuit does not minimize binding complexity.

The relation between binding complexity and wormhole interiors was most concrete
for certain states created by performing the Euclidean path integral on a graph with locally bipartite connections between parties, but which can nevertheless have multipartite
entanglement. This occurs if some local degrees of freedom in each party have bipartite
entanglement with local degrees of freedom in different parties. This is a structure resembling the W-state on qubits (3.1.2). However, we know that states with holographic duals
satisfy the additional condition that mutual information is monogamous [124], implying
that it is of the perfect tensor type [134]. In the bit-thread picture of entanglement, it
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seems necessary to sum over different bit-thread configurations to achieve this constraint
[103, 135]. In our picture this would mean summing over multiple (perhaps all) Euclidean
graphs that produce states on a given partition of external variables. It would be interesting to consider the binding complexity for these kinds of states – it is not obvious that
the complexity will simply be a weighted sum of the complexities of the individual graph
states.
Our notion of binding complexity has similarities to the idea of quantum communication complexity, where several independent parties attempt to collaborate on some
particular computation.38 We can define the quantum communication complexity of a
task to be the minimum number of qubits that must be exchanged between all the parties
in order to complete the computation. Binding complexity measures a similar quantity,
namely the number of gates that affect more than one party’s qubits. In this way, both
binding and quantum communication complexity increase as the computation requires
more cooperation or interaction between the parties. In fact, we can obtain a strict relationship between the two quantities. Suppose all the gates in an n-qubit quantum circuit
U are k-qubit gates. Then the quantum communication complexity of applying U to
some distributed set of qubits is bounded by the binding complexity, since we may always
transmit qubits across party lines in order to apply one of our gates. If the distributed
parties run into a gate that contributes to the binding complexity during the application
of U , they may simply communicate all the qubits to one of the involved parties, apply
the unitary locally, and then send the qubits back to their proper owners (the bound is
improved by a factor of 2 if we drop this last requirement). Each cross-boundary gate
therefore contributes a maximum of 2k to the quantum communication complexity, and
we obtain the upper bound
CqComm (U ) ≤ 2kCb (U ).

(3.6.1)

Note that if we described this in a holographically dual geometry, the required multiboundary wormhole need not be traversable - there is no wormhole-based “quantum FedEx”
that would allow qubit transfers between the different boundaries, which we are treating
as the distributed parties attempting to build the unitary U . However, we can obtain
a bound on the communication complexity of the problem by studying this geometry,
assuming our conjecture holds. It would be interesting to make this analogy between
binding and quantum communication complexity more precise in holography.

38

We thank Scott Aaronson for bringing quantum communication complexity to our attention.
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Chapter 4

Complexity Growth in Integrable
and Chaotic Models
4.1

Introduction

Quantum complexity has been proposed as a quantity relevant for understanding nonperturbative phenomena in quantum gravity, such as the growth of wormholes behind
horizons [43, 61, 205, 217, 223], the structure of spacetime singularities [37], and the possible appearance of firewalls [224] at late times in an evaporating black hole. The challenge
in understanding these conjectures is to have a well-defined measure of complexity in the
underlying quantum gravity theory, or, equivalently, in its holographic field theory dual,
if the latter exists [172, 246]. If the conjectures relating complexity to black hole physics
are correct, then we expect that maximally chaotic theories with a holographic dual [170]
feature linear growth of complexity for a time exponential in the entropy of the system.
One possibility is that the relevant notion we seek is quantum state complexity. Some
progress has been made in computing the circuit complexity of constructing states in some
simple free field theories on a lattice [76, 115, 141, 143], but defining state complexity
in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces that appear in the continuum limit is in general
difficult. Free systems have also been used by complexity theorists to build intuition
about criteria for complexity growth [18]. An alternative notion that might be relevant
is the quantum circuit complexity of the time evolution operator. There has been some
progress in computing this quantity in the context of quantum chaotic systems like black
holes in holography, and there is evidence that it grows linearly for a long time as expected,
given appropriate assumptions [31, 66, 225]. It is also interesting to consider integrable
theories, as some of these do admit quantum gravitational descriptions [150], as well as
to discern by comparison what aspects of chaos lead to an exponential time scale for
complexity growth. In addition, it may be potentially possible to use complexity as an
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order parameter in families of theories that interpolate between free, integrable and chaotic
limits to distinguish between each regime. The purpose of this chapter is to further develop
methods for computing the complexity of the time evolution operator in the context
of a concrete family of models (the SYKq models) which can be parametrically tuned
between free, integrable, and chaotic regimes. On general grounds, the complexity of time
evolution is expected to grow linearly with time and then plateau at some fixed value, and
subsequently undergo Poincaré recurrences back to small values. The questions of how
long this linear growth persists and what height the plateau reaches depend sensitively
on the theory under consideration, and will be central issues in this work.
A major drawback of complexity, from a physicist’s viewpoint, is its high degree of
non-uniqueness. Measuring complexity generally requires many choices, such as a choice of
gate set, reference state/operator, or tolerance in preparing the final state/operator. Determining a natural set of these choices for computing complexity in quantum gravity is beyond the scope of this work. Furthermore, computer scientists generally think of complexity in terms of small, discrete operations which are composed to create a complex quantum
circuit. As physics generally happens in the continuum, it is advantageous to work with
a naturally continuous notion of complexity for operators in physical quantum systems.
Such a notion was formulated in terms of minimal geodesic lengths on high-dimensional
manifolds of operators [90, 188, 189], and many recent results on complexity make use
of this formalism [1, 2, 30, 31, 45, 46, 49, 50, 73, 76, 98, 100, 101, 115, 141, 143, 162].39
In this setting, there is a relatively natural choice which leads to a unique definition of
quantum complexity that is equivalent to the quantum circuit definition: the degree of
locality of the Hamiltonian defines a set of “easy” operators (operators which are at most
as local as the Hamiltonian). Operators which are more non-local than the Hamiltonian
are considered “hard”. This choice of splitting into easy and hard operators corresponds
to a choice of metric (the “complexity metric”) on the group manifold of unitary operators, where directions corresponding to easy operators have low weight and directions
corresponding to hard operators have weight of order the Hilbert space dimension.40
In this geometric formalism for complexity, studying complexity growth is related to
studying the growth of the distance function from the identity operator in the complexity
metric. As globally length-minimizing geodesics are often difficult to find on generic
Riemannian manifolds, the strategy employed by [31] was to look for geodesics that were
at least initially globally minimizing, and then to search along those geodesics for possible
39

An alternative approach to defining complexity draws intuition from path integrals in quantum field
theory, and interprets quantum circuits as optimized procedures for performing such path integrals [69, 71,
231]. This approach builds on the tensor network formulation of holography [36, 70, 125, 179, 180, 194, 228].
40
There are proposals for complexity which utilize instead the bi-invariant geometry, which treats easy
and hard operators on an equal footing [251, 252, 254]. A proposal which defines the “infinite cost factor”
limit has also been explored [64, 98].
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obstructions to global minimality. On a general Riemannian manifold, such obstructions
are either local or global: local obstructions, also known as “conjugate points”, imply that
the geodesic is not a local minimum of the distance function (i.e., it is a saddle point),
while global obstructions, or “geodesic loops”, imply that the geodesic is not globally
minimal. Any complete picture of complexity growth must include an accounting of both
local and global obstructions. Locating global geodesic loops (which are not signaled
by conjugate points) in a systematic way is computationally intractable, but (as shown
in [31]) conjugate points can be more tractable under certain assumptions, and have a
significant effect on complexity growth.
Once global minimality of a given geodesic is obstructed, either by a conjugate point
or a geodesic loop, we are guaranteed that the growth rate of the distance function will no
longer be exactly linear along this geodesic. However, it may still be approximately linear
(with a smaller growth rate), if we encounter an isolated conjugate point or geodesic loop,
since the new geodesics involved in computing the distance may have growing lengths.
We expect, however, that the first conjugate point or geodesic loop along a fixed geodesic
associated with time evolution will quickly be followed by the end of complexity growth in
general, rather than just a reduction in growth rate, possibly due to a rapid accumulation
of subsequent conjugate points/loops. This intuition comes partially from the expected
behavior for chaotic Hamiltonians, where after meeting the first obstruction to complexity
growth, the complexity is expected to quickly plateau [62]. We will see that free and
integrable models also reproduce this expectation, with the first conjugate point signaling
the end of complexity growth entirely and a transition to a plateau regime in the distance
function within an O(1) time afterward.
Since this chapter explores a variety of topics using both analytic and numerical techniques, we now provide a road map by summarizing our main results by section. In
Sec. 4.2, we begin with a review of the geometric formalism developed in [31, 90] to
keep the discussion self-contained. Since conjugate points play an important role in this
work, we explain their significance to complexity growth in detail. We also give new
sufficient-but-not-necessary criteria for locating conjugate points in terms of more familiar quantities from thermalization and quantum chaos such as adjoint eigen-operators of
the Hamiltonian and infinite-temperature thermal two-point functions.
In Sec. 4.3, we apply these criteria to the free (q = 2) SYK model. Since free models
have relatively simple Hamiltonians, their time evolution operators are simple enough
that we can locate all conjugate points and even the geodesic loops which take over after
some of these conjugate points. In fact, we find a large number of conjugate points
(associated to easy operators) which occur at early (i.e., polynomial) times and signal a
rapid end to the linear growth of the complexity of time evolution in the free models,
followed by a long plateau. The geodesic loops we study are in one-to-one correspondence
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with these early conjugate points, which demonstrates that these global obstructions to
complexity growth, which are otherwise very difficult to locate, can sometimes be found
by leveraging the study of the local obstructions, i.e., conjugate points. These effects place
a sharp upper bound on the complexity growth of free systems of N fermions, which is
√
O( N ) in the plateau regime.
In Sec. 4.4 we consider a class of interacting-but-integrable deformations of the free
SYK model. We identify certain geodesic loops using the structure of the integrable
interaction, which bound the complexity of time evolution in this interacting model. These
geodesic loops may not be signaled by conjugate points; if so, this feature of complexity
growth distinguishes integrable interacting theories from free theories. The bound on
complexity in this interacting integrable model predicts a plateau of height order O(N )
which begins at a time significantly later than in the free model (but still at polynomial
time) . Some straightforward generalizations of this simple model show plateaus of height
O(poly(N )) for any polynomial in N .
In Sec. 4.5, we study the possibility of finding conjugate points at sub-exponential
times in chaotic theories. In [31], it was argued that in chaotic models, “almost all”
of the conjugate points occur at exponential times. One might worry that there are a
small number of conjugate points which can nevertheless appear at an earlier time; in
particular, prime suspects for this are conjugate points for which the Jacobi field involves
only local operators. Indeed, these are precisely the type of conjugate points which
obstruct complexity growth in the free SYK model at an early time. Using ideas from
random matrix theory and the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH), we show
that in chaotic models, such conjugate points cannot occur before exponential time. This
strengthens the arguments of [31] that local obstructions to complexity growth in chaotic
models do not occur at sub-exponential times.
In Sec. 4.6, we numerically study conjugate points for various integrable and chaotic
SYK Hamiltonians up to N = 8 (i.e., four qubits). We emphasize that this gives us
a concrete (albeit numerical) way to locate obstructions to complexity growth for SYK
models, which can in principle be extended to larger N . The numerical results show
that a class of conjugate points associated to simple operators (i.e., where the Jacobi
field mostly involves simple operators) stay at a fixed time scale as we crank up the
weighting of the hard directions, while those associated to hard operators (i.e., where the
Jacobi field mostly involves hard operators) rapidly shift to late times proportional to the
weighting factor (which is taken to be exponential in N ). Together with the results of
Sec. 4.5, this provides further evidence that the complexity in chaotic models does not
plateau until exponential times, modulo global obstructions. Our results on the behavior
of conjugate points and geodesic loops in the complexity geometry illustrate how rich
geometric structure underlies the growth of the complexity of time evolution in free,
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integrable, and chaotic theories.
Finally, we end with a discussion of interesting points and future work (Sec. 4.7).

4.2

Conjugate points and complexity growth

In this section, we will discuss conjugate points and their effect on complexity growth.
We will see that conjugate points can be studied very concretely in terms of more familiar
quantities such as Hamiltonian eigenvectors, thermal two-point functions etc. Of course,
global geodesic loops (which are not signaled by conjugate points) should ultimately also
play an important role in any complete picture of complexity growth, but a systematic
study of these appears to be intractable for now.

4.2.1

Conjugate points in the Euler-Arnold formalism

Let U(H) be the group of all unitary operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space
H,41 and let {Ti } be an orthogonal basis for its Lie algebra with respect to the Killing
norm. Quantum circuit complexity is polynomially equivalent to a distance function on
U(H), with a certain right-invariant metric Gij (the “complexity metric”) which weights
tangent space directions corresponding to non-local operators heavily [90]. The choice
of which operators are to be considered non-local is not unique; a common choice for
spin systems or systems with clear notions of site-based locality is to consider as local all
operators which are at most k-local (act on at most k sites or k degrees of freedom) for
some fixed k that does not scale with N , the total number of degrees of freedom. Then,
any operators which are (k + 1)-local or greater are considered nonlocal and are weighted
in the complexity metric. The weighting of the “hard” directions is O(eS = dim H) to
ensure the polynomial equivalence to circuit complexity. To implement this weighting, we
choose a metric that splits the tangent space into easy directions {Tα } and hard directions
{Tα̇ }, and weights the hard directions in the length functional by a “cost factor” (1 + µ):
!
δαβ
0
Gij =
.
(4.2.1)
0 (1 + µ)δα̇β̇
When the cost factor is µ = 0, all operators are equally weighted. In Nielsen’s setup,
the cost factor is taken to be µ ∼ eαS for some O(1) coefficient α, but we will let µ be
arbitrary throughout.
Quantum circuits in this context are paths on the unitary manifold, and the complexity
of a unitary U is measured by the length of a minimal geodesic connecting the identity
to U . An efficient formulation of the geodesic equation on Lie groups equipped with
41

We will usually restrict to the special unitary group.
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right-invariant metrics was given by Arnold and is known as the Euler-Arnold equation
[15, 232]42
dV j
Gij
= fij k V j Gk` V ` ,
(4.2.2)
ds
where Gij is the metric on the Lie algebra defined in (4.2.1), and fij k are the structure
constants of the Lie algebra. The Euler-Arnold equation determines a velocity vector
V (s), which can then be integrated to give the path followed by the geodesic:
Z s

0
0
U (s) = P exp
ds V (s ) ,
(4.2.3)
0

where P stands for path ordering. We will always parametrize our paths with s ∈ [0, 1].
Understanding the growth of complexity for a family of operators U (t) now essentially
reduces to the question of when a minimal geodesic becomes non-minimizing, and subsequently finding the new minimal geodesic. While the latter problem is difficult, there is
actually a local (in the space of paths) signature that a geodesic is non-minimizing: conjugate points.43 Conjugate points, which were the main objects of study in [31], represent
deformations of a geodesic which leave the length and the endpoint locations fixed to first
order in the deformation parameter. More precisely:
Definition: Given a geodesic U (s) : [0, 1] → U(H) with U (0) = P and U (1) = Q, if
there exists a one-parameter family of curves U (η, s) : [−, ] × [0, 1] → U(H) such that
U (η, s) obeys the geodesic equation at first order in η with U (η, 0) = P and U (η, 1) =
Q + O(η 2 ), then P and Q are said to be conjugate along the geodesic U (s).
Deformations which leave the length (but possibly not the endpoints) fixed to first
order in the parameter η above can be represented as vector fields dU
dη along the geodesic,
and are called Jacobi fields. If we imagine deforming the geodesic along a Jacobi field, we
are not guaranteed that the endpoint of the geodesic will remain fixed at leading order in
the deformation parameter. If we do find such a Jacobi field with fixed endpoints along
some segment of a geodesic, a shorter path between the initial point and a later point
along the path can be found by deforming the geodesic along the Jacobi field between
the points which are conjugate, and subsequently smoothing out the resulting kink where
the deformed and original paths meet (this relies on the endpoint deviation vanishing).
This smoothing reduces the length at a lower order in the deformation parameter than
the deformation’s leading order effect on the length. Thus, the question of whether the
endpoint of a geodesic segment is conjugate to the initial point is equivalent to whether
there exists a Jacobi field along the segment that fixes the endpoints at leading order in
42

The Euler-Arnold equation, while not used in the original formulation of geodesic complexity [90], has
been previously used in the context of geodesic complexity and holography [30, 31, 98, 100, 101].
43
Encountering a conjugate point is sufficient, but not necessary, for a geodesic to become nonminimizing.
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1

e

itH

t⇤

Figure 4.1: A cartoon of what happens when a geodesic between 1 and e−itH encounters
a conjugate point. The green geodesic is initially the locally minimizing geodesic, before
it reaches t∗ where it encounters a conjugate point (the blue point). For t > t∗ , the green
geodesic is no longer locally minimizing, and a different geodesic (shown in red) will be
the local minimum. Note that even though the conjugate point indicates this transition,
the new geodesic which takes over after t∗ is not infinitesimally close to the original one
(although we can reach it by gradient flow from the original geodesic).
the deformation parameter. Importantly for us, the conjugate point is a signature that the
original geodesic is no longer locally minimizing, and is in fact a saddle point after that
time. It is worth emphasizing also that the new minimal geodesic which takes over may
not be infinitesimally near the original one, and can be highly non-trivial. See Fig. 4.1
for a depiction of a conjugate point on a compact manifold.
The unitary operator studied in both this work and [31] is the time evolution operator
−itH
e
, where H is the system Hamiltonian. At small enough times t, the globally minimizing geodesic between the identity and e−itH solving (4.2.2) is the “linear geodesic”, a
specific geodesic with constant velocity V (s) = Ht. Since the linear geodesic is constant
in s, the path ordering in (4.2.3) is trivial, and the path of unitaries is U (s) = e−istH . By
perturbing the Euler-Arnold equation with V → V +δV and keeping the O(δV ) terms, we
obtain the Jacobi equation; plugging in V (s) = Ht for the original background geodesic
around which we are perturbing, we obtain the Jacobi equation specialized to the linear
geodesic:
dδVL
= µt[H, δVN L ]L ,
ds
dδVN L
µt
i
=
[H, δVN L ]N L ,
ds
1+µ
i

(4.2.4)
(4.2.5)

where the L, N L subscripts represent projections to the easy and hard subspaces of generators in su(2N/2 ). As this is a first-order ordinary differential equation, any initial
condition δV (0) can be integrated to a solution δV (s). To find conjugate points, [31]
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defined a super-operator Yµ (where the subscript µ denotes the cost factor) which takes
as input a tangent vector at the identity δV (0), produces the corresponding solution of
the Jacobi equation δV (s), and then computes the first order deviation of the endpoint
e−itH under deformation of the linear geodesic by δV (s):

 Z 1

ds(Ht + δV (s)) = e−itH 1 − iYµ (δV (0)) + O(δV 2 ) .
(4.2.6)
P exp −i
0

By expanding the path ordered exponential in a Dyson series, the super-operator effectively computes
Z 1
ds eistH δV (s)e−istH .
(4.2.7)
Yµ (δV (0)) =
0

Solving for δV (s) in terms of the initial velocity deformation δV (0) using equations (4.2.4)
and (4.2.5), we obtain


−iµtλα̇ s

Z 1
−1
X exp
1+µ
Yµ (δV (0)) =
dseiHts δVL (0) − iµt
δ Ṽ α̇ (0)[H, T̃α̇ ]L
−iµtλα̇
0
1+µ
α̇
(4.2.8)



X
−iµtλα̇ s
+
exp
δ Ṽ α̇ (0)T̃α̇ e−iHts ,
1+µ
α̇

where the L, N L subscripts denote projections to the purely local and purely nonlocal
operator subspaces, and {T̃α̇ } is a new orthogonal basis of generators for the nonlocal
subspace which diagonalizes the super-operator [H, · ]N L with eigenvalues λα̇ . The intuition for this formula, derived in detail in [31], is essentially to sum up the total deviation
along the geodesic by translating the Jacobi field back to the identity and integrating.
Functionally, it is the first order correction term in a Dyson series expansion of the path
ordering (4.2.3) in the Jacobi field δV , as written in (4.2.7). The cost factor µ should be
taken to be O(eS ) in the complexity geometry. A conjugate point appears when the first
order deviation in the endpoint vanishes for some initial tangent vector δV (0). Therefore,
time evolution encounters a conjugate point at time t if the super-operator Yµ has a zero
mode at time t. In particular, the zero modes must be Hermitian so that they are valid
elements of su(2N/2 ).

4.2.2

General criteria for locating conjugate points

In this section, we give general criteria for locating conjugate points. Our conditions are
sufficient for the existence of conjugate points, but not necessary. Their utility lies in
the fact that they relate the locations of conjugate points to more familiar properties
of quantum systems such as Hamiltonian eigenstates, adjoint eigen-operators, infinitetemperature thermal two-point functions etc. Further, the hypotheses for these criteria
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are crucially independent of the cost factor µ and the precise form of H (so long as it is
at most k-local).
Claim 1: Let H be a q-local Hamiltonian where q ≤ k.
(i) If the Hamiltonian has an adjoint eigen-operator O, i.e., adH O = [H, O] = λO for
some λ ∈ R, such that O lies entirely within the subspace of k-local operators, then time
evolution will encounter conjugate points at
t∗ =

2π
Z.
λ

(4.2.9)

(ii) If the Hamiltonian has an adjoint eigen-operator O0 , i.e., adH O0 = [H, O0 ] = λ0 O0
for some λ0 ∈ R, such that O0 lies entirely within the subspace of non-k-local operators,
then time evolution will encounter conjugate points at
t∗ =

2π(1 + µ)
Z,
λ0

(4.2.10)

where µ is the cost factor.
Proof : The proof proceeds by evaluating the super-operator Yµ on the given adjoint
eigen-operators of H:
(i) Notice first that evaluation of Yµ on a purely local operator O involves only the
first term in the square brackets in (4.2.8). The second and third terms do not contribute
since they depend only on the nonlocal components δ Ṽ α̇ (0), which are all zero for local
δV (0) = O (by assumption).
By evaluating matrix elements of the output in the energy eigenbasis or by expanding
out the exponential in the first term of (4.2.8), we conclude that if O is a k-local, adjoint
eigen-operator of the Hamiltonian, then O is also an eigen-operator of the super-operator
Yµ :
eix − 1
.
(4.2.11)
Yµ (O) = φ(λt) O, φ(x) =
ix
The eigenvalue φ(λt) becomes zero at the locations t∗ = 2π
λ Z, and so we have conjugate
points at these locations. Of course, to have a conjugate point we must have a Hermitian
zero mode of Yµ , and indeed we do after observing that under these conditions we also
have
Yµ (O† ) = φ(−λt)O† ,
(4.2.12)
which means that O + O† and i(O − O† ) are zero modes at the specified times. In this
argument, we have not used the form of the Hamiltonian at all except in our assumption
that it has a k-local adjoint eigen-operator.
(ii) Likewise, the evaluation of Yµ on a purely nonlocal operator O0 involves only the
third term inside the square brackets in (4.2.8). The first term inside the square brackets
does not contribute because it involves a local projection which will vanish for a purely
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nonlocal δV (0) = O0 . To see why the second term does not contribute, observe that it
involves the commutator [H, T̃α̇ ] followed by a projection to the local subspace. Since
we have assumed [H, O0 ] = λ0 O0 for a purely nonlocal O0 , we may take a single T̃α̇ to
lie along the O0 direction, and set the rest of δ Ṽ α̇ (0) to zero. Then, every term of the
form δ Ṽ α̇ (0)[H, T̃α̇ ]L vanishes; all but one vanish due to δ Ṽ α̇ (0) = 0, and the final term
with Tα̇ ∝ O0 vanishes due to the projection after the commutator. Again evaluating
matrix elements in the energy basis or expanding out the exponential in the third term
in equation (4.2.8), we find that if an adjoint eigen-operator O0 exists such that O0 lies
entirely along the hard directions, then O0 is also an eigen-operator of the super-operator
Yµ :
 0 
λt
0
O0 .
(4.2.13)
Yµ (O ) = φ
1+µ
In this case, the eigenvalue becomes zero at the locations t∗ = 2π(1+µ)
Z. Again, we have
λ0
in mind that the zero modes which lead to conjugate points at these times are really the
Hermitian combinations of O0 and O0 † , where we have a minus sign in the argument of φ
for O0 † .
2
We will encounter examples of such conjugate points when we discuss the free SYK
model in the next section. In fact, all conjugate points at q = 2 belong to either type (i)
or (ii) in Claim 1. As another non-trivial example, consider the q = 4 SYK model. Let
the gate set be chosen such that 2-local and 4-local operators are treated as easy, while
all other operators are treated as hard.44 Since the Hamiltonian has a fermion-number
symmetry, we can label eigenstates with the corresponding ±1 eigenvalue. Any adjoint
eigen-operator of H of the form |mihn| where |mi and |ni have opposite fermion number
will therefore entirely lie along the hard directions, and will thus give conjugate points at
exactly t∗ = 2π(1+µ)
Em −En Z.
Note that in case (ii), the conjugate points appear at late times, provided the cost
factor is taken to be large. In the geometric setup, this cost factor is often taken to be
exponential in S, and so we see that these late-time conjugate points appear as an obstruction to complexity growth at exponential times, which is the expected time-scale for
complexity saturation in chaotic quantum systems. So, chaotic theories may have conjugate points of the sort predicted by the hypothesis of Claim 1.(ii), as indeed exemplified
by the above example of the q = 4 SYK model with the gate set protected by fermion
number symmetry. On the other hand, in (i), the location of the conjugate points does
not depend on µ; in this case, conjugate points could potentially lead to a short-time obstruction to complexity growth, where by “short-time” we mean a time of order poly(S).
44

Note that this is a different notion of locality than the notion we use in the majority of this work,
where instead we pick some constant cutoff k for which all operators that are at most k-local are considered
easy.
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Indeed this is precisely what happens in the free SYK model (see Sec. 4.3). Since chaotic
systems (or, more precisely, systems with geometric, holographic duals) are expected to
have complexity growth for exponential time, then we expect such conjugate points which
are “associated to simple operators” do not occur in chaotic systems before exponential
times. In order to probe this further, we re-formulate the existence of such conjugate
points as follows:
Claim 2: Let Mαβ be the positive semi-definite matrix
Mαβ (t) =

Z

1

0

ds

Z

1

0

0

ds0 Tr [ei(s−s )tH Tα e−i(s−s )tH Tβ ],

(4.2.14)

0

where Tα and Tβ are simple (i.e., at most k-local) generators. If Mαβ (t) has a zero mode
at time t∗ , then time evolution encounters a conjugate point at t∗ .
Proof : Let X α be the zero mode of Mαβ (t) at time t∗ . Now consider
δV (0) =

X

X αT α.

(4.2.15)

α

We evaluate Yµ (δV (0)), and compute the Frobenius norm of the resulting operator:
||Yµ (δV (0))||2F

= Tr[(Yµ (δV (0)))† Yµ (δV (0))]
Z 1 Z 1
0
0
=
ds
ds0 Tr[eistH δV (0)† e−istH eis tH δV (0)e−is tH ]
0
0
X
α ∗
=
(X ) Mαβ (t)X β ,
(4.2.16)
α,β

where in the second equality we have used the fact that the chosen δV (0) lies entirely
P
along the easy directions. Since at time t∗ we have β Mαβ (t∗ )X β = 0, then we conclude
that at time t∗ we must have
||Yµ (δV (0))||F = 0,
(4.2.17)
which consequently implies Yµ (δV (0)) = 0. Thus, we have a conjugate point at t∗ .
2
We will henceforth refer to such conjugate points (which correspond to zero modes of
Mαβ ) as simple or local conjugate points. Note that Mαβ (t) is the infinite temperature,
thermal two-point function between two time-averaged simple operators. Claim 2 above
states that the first time t∗ at which this matrix develops a zero mode is precisely when the
time evolution geodesic e−itH encounters a conjugate point, and thus necessarily stops
being a locally minimal geodesic. Conceptually, this relates complexity growth with a
more familiar quantity, namely the thermal two-point function. (In Appendix E we write
a general expression relating the full super-operator to the infinite-temperature thermal
two-point function which may be of interest for future work.) On the practical side,
note that M is a much smaller matrix (polynomial in size) as compared to Yµ (which
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is exponential in size), and thus gives a useful sufficient-but-not-necessary criterion for
locating conjugate points. Such conjugate points, should they exist, will be at a time t∗
which is independent of µ.
We can also give a physical interpretation to the smallest eigenvalue of Mαβ (t). Let
λmin (t) be the smallest eigenvalue of Mαβ (t). From equation (4.2.16), we have
λmin = minδV (0)

||Yµ (δV (0))||2F
,
e−S ||δV (0)||2F

(4.2.18)

where we minimize with respect to all (non-zero) local operators δV (0). Physically, this
means that it is possible to find an infinitesimally nearby curve with a local initial velocity
V (0) = Ht + δV (0) (for infinitesimal ) which satisfies the geodesic equation up to O(2 ),
such that the end point displacement from the target unitary e−itH satisfies:
||U (1) − e−itH ||2F = 2 e−S λmin (t) ||δV (0)||2F + O(3 ),

(4.2.19)

where the subscript F stands for Frobenius norm. Thus, λmin is a measure of the error
up to which we can approximate time evolution by an infinitesimally nearby geodesic. If
λmin is exactly zero for some t∗ , then we have a conjugate point at that location. We
will call λmin the impact parameter since it measures how close a trajectory with local
initial velocity V (0) = Ht + δV (0) comes to hitting the exact final unitary e−iHt . We
will return to this in Sec. 4.5, where we will argue that in chaotic models, λmin ∼ O(eS )
for t < eS , but becomes small thereafter. Consequently, local conjugate points, should
they exist, cannot appear before exponential time in chaotic theories.

4.2.3

Relevance of conjugate points in complexity growth

In AdS/CFT, several conjectures relate the quantum complexity of the CFT time evolution operator to the growth of a bulk quantity like an extremal volume or action. While
there has been progress in understanding the details of such bulk volume or action calculations, a field-theoretic formulation of circuit complexity in infinite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces which reduces to the standard notion of quantum complexity in finite dimensions
is still incomplete. This has led to the development of toy models for the complexity
geometry which are designed to reproduce certain coarse-grained features of distances on
the full unitary manifold with a right-invariant complexity metric [63, 157]. For example,
one such toy model involves a particle moving on a high-genus Riemann surface with
metric induced from its universal covering space, the hyperbolic disk H2 [63].
While such toy models have led to interesting insights into the behavior of holographic
complexity, they lack a crucial feature of the finite-dimensional complexity geometry:
conjugate points. In the example of the particle moving on a Riemann surface, there
are no conjugate points because the sectional curvature of the induced metric is strictly
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negative. In an attempt to justify this shortcoming, one might appeal to results of Milnor
on sectional curvatures of Lie groups [177], which roughly imply that most sectional
curvatures on “complicated enough” Lie groups with right-invariant metrics are negative.
Crucially, however, the results of [177] do not imply that all sectional curvatures are
negative. In fact, the most important result in [177] for our purposes is the fact that any
right-invariant metric on SU (n) for n > 2 is required to either have some strictly positive
sectional curvature or else be completely flat. Some of these curvatures were recently
computed explicitly for complexity metrics in [19] and were found to be positive.
There is an obvious tension between the lack of conjugate points in the toy models and
the fact that in the finite-dimensional complexity geometry (a right-invariant metric on
the unitary group), conjugate points are guaranteed to exist and obstruct the complexity
growth of time evolution with arbitrary Hamiltonians.45 This fact was emphasized in
the original formulation of complexity geometry [90], and also in its adaptation to the
Euler-Arnold formalism [31].
A possible perspective on this tension is to imagine that, in the context of finitedimensional holographic systems like the SYK model, conjugate points may move off “to
infinity” or simply disappear from the relevant minimal geodesic as the cost factor µ is
increased, leading to a situation where there are never any conjugate points along the
geodesic relevant to complexity. Unfortunately, as was briefly discussed in [31], this is
impossible due to two facts: 1) the initial linear growth of time evolution’s complexity
is captured by the linear geodesic, and 2) the right-invariant complexity metric depends
continuously on the cost factor µ. Using these two facts, we will explain in more detail
an argument sketched in [31] which demonstrates that conjugate points must exist along
the linear geodesic for arbitrary local Hamiltonians at finite distance and cost factor.
We begin by noticing that the case of zero cost factor, µ = 0, corresponds to a biinvariant metric on the Lie group. In this case, the exponential maps of the Lie group
and Riemannian manifold coincide, which means that all geodesics take the form e−isH
for some Hamiltonian H. In the bi-invariant metric, conjugate points are known to
exist at finite distance [90].46 Since they begin at finite distance, they cannot move “to
infinity” since they are zero modes of the super-operator Yµ , and these zero modes depend
continuously on µ. If they were to move to infinity at some finite value of µ, there would
be a discontinuity in the super-operator before and after this value.
The only other possibility is that the conjugate points could “disappear”, which would
correspond to a zero mode of the super-operator becoming complex. That is to say, the
Jacobi field which gives the conjugate point could pick up a non-Hermitian contribution
45

See [185] for a simpler Lie group geometry where conjugate points are guaranteed to be the first
obstruction to complexity growth.
46
In particular, they appear at t∗ = (Em2π
Z for all eigenvalues Em , En of H.
−En )
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at some finite value of µ, and in order to have a true conjugate point the Jacobi field
must be purely Hermitian. We do not have a guarantee from simple continuity that this
cannot happen, since, for example, the same thing happens for the polynomial equation
x2 + µ = 0. There is no discontinuity in µ on the left hand side but the solutions become
complex as µ goes from negative to positive. So too could the Jacobi fields generating
the conjugate points become non-Hermitian at some finite value of µ. However, it turns
out that this also cannot happen.
To understand why conjugate points cannot disappear, we apply Morse theory on the
space of paths. Let Ω(U1 , U2 ) be the space of paths on the Lie group between unitary
operators U1 and U2 . The dimensionality of this space is formally infinite, but this
subtlety turns out not to affect any conclusions [178, 193, 214].47 For the complexity of
time evolution, the relevant path spaces are
Ωt,H ≡ Ω(1, e−itH ).

(4.2.20)

That is to say, Ωt,H is the space of all smooth paths γ(s) with γ(0) = 1 and γ(1) = e−itH .
For convenience, we parametrize all paths with s ∈ [0, 1]. We can consider a real-valued
function on Ωt,H which is often called the energy functional
!
Z 1
X
X
2
2
Vα + (1 + µ)
Vα̇ ,
(4.2.21)
E(µ) (γ) ≡
ds
0

α

α̇

where we have made use of the splitting of the Lie algebra into local and nonlocal directions
(labeled by α and α̇, respectively), the right-invariance of the complexity metric, and also
the velocity along the path V (s) ≡ dγ/ds.
Critical points of the energy functional E(µ) on Ωt,H are precisely the paths with
velocity V (s) which are geodesics between the identity and e−itH . The most important
of these for us is the linear geodesic, which is simply the path V (s) = Ht. Since the
linear geodesic is independent of µ, the point in Ωt,H to which it corresponds is fixed
as µ increases. Call this point L ∈ Ωt,H . The tangent space to L, and more generally
to any point γ in the path space, is the space of vector fields δV (s) along γ for which
δV (0) = δV (1) = 0.48 With this notion of tangent space, one can define the Hessian of
the energy functional E(µ) evaluated at L, which we will denote E 00 (where the derivatives
are taken in the space of paths), keeping all dependence on µ, t, and H implicit.
One can now apply the Morse index theorem on Ωt,H using E(µ) as the Morse function.
The Morse index theorem applied to our situation states that the number of negative
47

The original work of Morse, reviewed by Milnor in section III of [178], relies on finite-dimensional
approximations of the full path space, to which Morse’s theory is then applied. By contrast, [193, 214]
prove the same results by working directly in the infinite-dimensional setting.
48
δV must vanish at the endpoints since Ωt,H is defined as the space of paths with fixed endpoints at 1
and e−itH .
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eigenvalues of E 00 is equal to the number of conjugate points (counted with multiplicity)
along the geodesic L, and that E 00 only has a zero eigenvalue if the endpoint e−itH is
conjugate to the identity along L [178]. Since E(µ) depends continuously on µ, and L is
independent of µ, the eigenvalues of E 00 must also depend continuously on µ. Therefore,
the only way we can “lose” a conjugate point along L is for an eigenvalue of E 00 to pass
continuously through zero. In other words, the conjugate point must move beyond e−itH
along the linear geodesic. This means that conjugate points cannot simply disappear;
the only way to get rid of them is to boost the cost factor µ high enough to push them
past the endpoint of the geodesic L. So, by taking t large enough (but still finite), we can
extend the endpoint of L to always find conjugate points along L at finite distance and cost
factor, just as we claimed. This also amounts to a non-perturbative proof that zero modes
of Yµ are always Hermitian matrices because if a zero mode were non-Hermitian then
the corresponding conjugate point would disappear, but the zero modes are in one-to-one
correspondence with the conjugate points.
All of this means that conjugate points are relevant for any complexity calculation
which employs complexity geometry and involves the linear geodesic L, and toy models which ignore them are useful but incomplete representations of the total complexity
geometry. It would be interesting to find a toy model which can include conjugate points.

4.3

Free theories

We now study the growth of complexity in free and integrable models, starting with the
quadratic free fermion model, with Hamiltonian
X
H=i
Jij ψ i ψ j ,
(4.3.1)
i,j

where Jij is an anti-symmetric matrix and the sums run from 1 to N . We consider this
model as a q = 2 instance of the SYKq family of models [147, 170],49
X
H = iq/2
Ji1 ...iq ψ i1 . . . ψ iq .
(4.3.2)
i1 ...iq

There, Ji1 ...iq is totally antisymmetric and is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
mean zero and variance parameterized by J ,
hJi21 ...iq i =

2q−1 (q − 1)! J 2
.
q
N q−1

(4.3.3)

In our context, we consider a particular instance of the model where we have sampled the
couplings Jij from such a distribution. The matrix Jij is antisymmetric and therefore can
49

See [207] for a pedagogical review.
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be written as
J = V DV T ,

(4.3.4)

where V is an orthogonal matrix, and D is block-diagonal with antisymmetric blocks:


0
ω1 /2
0
0
···


−ω1 /2

0
0
0
·
·
·


 0
0
0
ω2 /2 · · ·
D=
(4.3.5)
.


 0

0
−ω2 /2
0
···


..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
The matrix V is constructed as follows. First, write the usual diagonalization J = U ΣU † .
Since J is antisymmetric, the matrix U is unitary and the eigenvalues of J are ±iωp /2,
p = 1 . . . N/2. Next, define the unitary matrix
!
1 1 1
.
(4.3.6)
M=√
2 i −i

Using M , build the matrix Ω = 1( N × N ) ⊗ M , the N × N block diagonal matrix formed
2
2
by N/2 copies of M . A short computation shows that Ω† ΣΩ = D, so J = U ΩDΩ† U † .
It turns out that U Ω is always a real matrix, so we can identify V = U Ω and then
J = V DV T . Now we can define new fermion operators
Ψi =

X

ψj Vji ,

(4.3.7)

j

which also satisfy the same anti-commutation relations
{Ψi , Ψj } = 2δij .

(4.3.8)

The notion of locality is unchanged by this transformation, since the new fermion operators are linear in the old ones and V is orthogonal. In terms of these new operators, the
Hamiltonian becomes
N/2
X
ωp Ψ2p−1 Ψ2p .
(4.3.9)
H=i
p=1

Finally, we define the ladder operators
Ap =
which satisfy

1
1
(Ψ2p−1 + iΨ2p ) , A†p = (Ψ2p−1 − iΨ2p ) ,
2
2
n
o
Ap , A†p = 1,
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(4.3.10)

(4.3.11)

with all other anti-commutators vanishing. In terms of these, the Hamiltonian becomes
H=

N/2
X

ωp (Ap +

p=1

A†p )(Ap

−

A†p )

=

N/2
X
p=1



ωp 2A†p Ap − 1 .

(4.3.12)

In this Dirac fermion language, there is a new useful basis of the 2N − 1 operators which
span the algebra su(2N/2 ). To define this basis, we begin by writing a vector of 4 operators
J~(p) ≡ (1, Ap , A†p , 2A†p Ap − 1).

(4.3.13)

With the entries of this vector labeled by indices in the order βp ∈ {0, −, +, 3}, the
operator basis is then the set of products over all choices of {βp },
(1) (2)

(N/2)

Jβ1 Jβ2 . . . JβN/2 ,

(4.3.14)

where we discard the identity β1 = . . . = βN/2 = 0. The Hamiltonian can be written
compactly as
N/2
X
(p)
H=
ωp J3 ,
(4.3.15)
p=1

(p)

and J3

has eigenvalues ±1 in the energy eigenbasis. Thus, the 2N/2 eigenvalues of H are
N/2
X

σp ωp ,

(4.3.16)

p=1

for every possible choice of the coefficients σp from {±1}. The natural notion of locality
in the Dirac basis, derived by considering an operator with k Majorana operators to be
k-local, is to consider J+ and J− as 1-local operators but J3 as a 2-local operator and J0
(p)
as a 0-local operator. Then, the locality of a general product of Jβp ’s is simply the sum
of the individual localities. Since the Hamiltonian is 2-local, then we will take k = 2 in
the rest of this section. Free fermion time evolution was also studied in [18]; we will see
that geodesic complexity techniques both reproduce the results found there and allow us
to uncover new features of free theories.

4.3.1

Conjugate points

We are interested in the complexity of the unitary operator
U = e−itH .

(4.3.17)

First, we study conjugate points for the linear geodesic. Let us look at the super-operator
Yµ derived in [31], whose zero modes as a function of t correspond to conjugate point
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locations. For free theories, it turns out that every conjugate point corresponds to a local
or non-local eigen-operator of adH .
To understand the free theory, we observe that the adjoint action of the Hamiltonian is
already diagonal in the Dirac fermion basis (4.3.14) and, recalling that βp ∈ {0, +, −, 3},
we can write it as
X
 (1)
(1)
(N/2)
(N/2)
[H, Jβ1 . . . JβN/2 ] = 2
ωp δβp + − ωp δβp − Jβ1 . . . JβN/2 .
(4.3.18)
p

For the 2N/2 − 1 operators in the basis that involve only J0 or J3 , the adjoint eigenvalue
is zero. We take 3-local and higher operators to be nonlocal, since the Hamiltonian is
quadratic in the Majorana fermions, i.e., k = 2. Since the adjoint eigen-operators of the
Hamiltonian split nicely into simple and hard operators, we can obtain all the conjugate
points using Claim 1 in Sec. 4.2.2. The locations of conjugate points associated to local
operators are given by Claim 1.(i). They are
t∗ =

ωp1

π
Z,
+ ωp2

π
Z,
ωp

ωp1

π
Z,
− ωp2

(4.3.19)

where p1 6= p2 , ωp1 > ωp2 > 0, and ωp > 0. We may always define all ωp > 0 for the price
of introducing a minus sign in the definition of σp3 , and we order the ωp so that ωp > ωq
for p < q. These families of conjugate points are associated with operators of the forms
A†p1 A†p2 + Ap2 Ap1 ,

A†p + Ap ,

A†p1 Ap2 + A†p2 Ap1 ,

(4.3.20)

respectively. These are two-fold degenerate conjugate points; there are corresponding
partner operators, such as i(A†p − Ap ) for the second operator in (4.3.20). Similarly, the
locations of conjugate points corresponding to the purely nonlocal operators are given by
Claim 1.(ii),
t∗ =

π(1 + µ)
Z,
ωp1 + ωp2 + ωp3

π(1 + µ)
Z,
ωp1 + ωp2 − ωp3

...,

π(1 + µ)
P
Z,
p ωp

(4.3.21)

where we cannot pick the same ωp twice, and all possible combinations of plus and minus
signs can occur in the denominators subject to the constraint that the overall result should
be positive. The associated operators are respectively
!†
Y
Y
†
†
†
†
†
†
Ap1 Ap2 Ap3 +Ap3 Ap2 Ap1 , Ap1 Ap2 Ap3 +Ap3 Ap2 Ap1 , . . . ,
Ap + Ap . (4.3.22)
p

4.3.2

p

Exact geodesics

As we showed above, the conjugate points associated to nonlocal directions are quite far
from the identity due to the cost factor, while those associated with local directions occur
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at a time of O(poly(S)) since numerical experiments reveal the range of non-zero ωp to
be between O(1/N ) and O(1), with a typical spacing of 1/N .50 Therefore, as one might
expect in the free theory, obstructions to complexity growth occur nearly immediately.
We would like to go beyond just identifying the location of such obstructions and actually
find the new globally length-minimizing geodesics which replace the linear geodesic in the
complexity calculation.
A general geometric strategy for finding these new geodesics will be to isolate relevant
subalgebras of su(2N/2 ) where the effect of the conjugate point can be completely understood. While technically there are conjugate points associated with 2-local operators
which occur sooner, it is illustrative to begin with the family of points corresponding to
a single ladder operator A†p . Again, there is a two-fold degeneracy of these conjugate
points which arises due to the Ap . To understand the behavior of the conjugate point at
t∗ = π/ωp , we must at least study the algebra generated by Ap and A†p . Furthermore,
whatever our choice of subalgebra, we must also include the relevant terms in the Hamiltonian, namely the projection of H to our subalgebra. The smallest possible subalgebra
that fits our needs is just a copy of su(2), generated by
(p)

(p)

(p)

[J+ , J− ] = J3 ,
(p)

(p)

(p)

[J3 , J+ ] = 2J+ ,
(p)

(p)

(p)

[J3 , J− ] = −2J− .

(4.3.23)
(4.3.24)
(4.3.25)

While J+ and J− are not Hermitian, they are traceless, and we may Hermiticize them
by taking linear combinations to obtain valid su(2) generators. This su(2) is essentially
a copy of the Pauli algebra, and exponentiates to an SU (2) subgroup within our total
manifold SU (2N/2 ). Since SU (2) is simply S 3 , we have an immediate interpretation of
the conjugate points at t∗ = π/ωp . The path traced by e−itH in SU (2N/2 ) begins at the
north pole of this S 3 , and the conjugate point sits at the south pole.
(p)
There is a corresponding algebraic avenue for understanding this result. Because J3
(p )
(p )
has eigenvalues ±1 in the energy eigenbasis, and we have [J3 1 , J3 2 ] = 0, the time
evolution operator splits as
N/2
Y
(p)
−itH
e
=
e−iωp tJ3 .
(4.3.26)
p=1

The conjugate point occurs at t∗ = π/ωp because it is precisely at this time that we have
the equivalence
(p)
(p)
e−iωp t∗ J3 = eiωp t∗ J3 .
(4.3.27)
50

It would be interesting to determine an analytic formula for these quantities, and it may be achievable since we are interested in the eigenvalues of a particularly simple random matrix Jij : an N × N
antisymmetric random matrix with Gaussian entries of mean zero and variance 1/N (for J = 1).
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Thus, we are led to conclude that the new geodesics should be written by simply modifying
the coefficients in the Hamiltonian in the appropriate way to trace out the other half of
the great circle and to return to the north pole on S 3 at time 2t∗ .
(p)
We must simply reverse the velocity in the J3 direction and decrease the coefficient
appropriately so that it returns to zero as we return to the north pole of the relevant SU (2).
The appropriate operation which achieves this, and takes into account the necessary
changes when encountering all other conjugate points in the family t∗ = πZ/ωp , can be
neatly written as
(p)
(p)
ωp tJ3 → −i log(eiωp t )J3 ,
(4.3.28)
where we always take the principal branch of the logarithm with a cut on (−∞, 0). This
function effectively computes ωp t modulo 2π, with a result in the range (−π, π]. The new
velocity, including the effects of all conjugate points associated to 1-local operators, is
Ht → −i

X

(p)

log(eiωp t )J3 .

(4.3.29)

p

This velocity is still constant (i.e., s-independent) and purely local, so it is still a geodesic.
This family of geodesics was found in [18] as fast-forwarding Hamiltonians for free fermion
time evolution. However, as we will now see, there is more structure in the free theory
which allows for a constant factor improvement over the above construction.
Before dealing with the conjugate points corresponding to 2-local operators, we note
that the family of geodesics just described induces a self-averaging behavior for the complexity in precisely the way which was understood in a toy model developed in [31]. The
toy model made use of the single-qubit complexity geometry, which is simply SU (2). An
N -member ensemble of single-qubit Hamiltonians was defined, and the ensemble-averaged
complexity in that situation behaved in precisely the manner we have just described for
the free SYK model with N Majorana fermions. This is a quantitative instance of selfaveraging, an effect which is generally difficult to understand analytically.
With that being said, there are effects at times of O(poly(S)) in the N -Majorana
theory which are “intrinsically quantum”, and do not arise from self-averaging. These are
the conjugate points like t∗ = πZ/(ωp1 +ωp2 ) associated with 2-local operators, which have
no analog in the ensemble average toy model. We will see explicitly why this is the case by
again analyzing these conjugate points from both geometric and algebraic viewpoints. On
the geometric side, we search for a subalgebra which includes the operators generating the
(two-fold degenerate) conjugate point, any other operators necessary for the subalgebra
to close, and the projection of the Hamiltonian to this subspace. It turns out that we can
again manage with just a single su(2) subalgebra generated by
A†p1 A†p2 ,

Ap1 Ap2 ,
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(p1 )

J3

(p2 )

+ J3

.

(4.3.30)

It may seem like the third operator is not actually a projection of the Hamiltonian, since
(p)
H involves a weighted sum of J3 ’s with different coefficients. The point here is that we
are projecting H along a particular direction which involves operators from both the p1
and the p2 subalgebras discussed in the 1-local case. In other words, we rewrite
(p1 )

ωp1 J3

(p2 )

+ ωp2 J3

=

ωp1 + ωp2 (p1 )
ωp − ωp2 (p1 )
(p )
(p )
(J3 + J3 2 ) + 1
(J3 − J3 2 ),
2
2

(p )

(4.3.31)

(p )

and project along the J3 1 + J3 2 direction. This subalgebra exponentiates to a copy of
SU (2), and we again have an interpretation of the conjugate point as the south pole of
an S 3 .
The algebraic viewpoint is a bit more instructive in this case as opposed to the 1-local
(p)
situation. In that case, we observed that iJ3 had eigenvalues ±i, and so its matrix
exponential was 2π-periodic, which led to a conjugate point at π/ωp where ωp was the
(p)
(p)
coefficient of J3 in H. However, in general, for sums of different J3 , the most we can
(p)
say is that the eigenvalues are integers. Luckily, for the sum of precisely two J3 , the
(p )
(p )
eigenvalues are ±2 or zero. Therefore, the matrix exponential of i(J3 1 +J3 2 ) is actually
π-periodic. This explains why the conjugate point sits at t∗ = π/(ωp1 + ωp2 ) as opposed
to 2π/(ωp1 + ωp2 ).
With an understanding of these conjugate points, we can write the new velocity. Again
we simply make the replacement
(p1 )

(p2 )

ωp1 − ωp2
(p )
(p )
t(J3 1 − J3 2 ),
2
(4.3.32)
which handles all conjugate points in the family t∗ = πZ/(ωp1 + ωp2 ). When we encounter
the conjugate point at t∗ = π/(ωp1 − ωp2 ), the same replacement will occur on the second
term on the right hand side above. Unfortunately, as much as we would like to write a
single expression which incorporates the changes in the geodesic after all conjugate points
associated to 1- and 2-local operators, we cannot accomplish this with our logarithm
branch cut trick. We will simply provide a description of the total velocity.
The linear geodesic begins with velocity Ht. As we increase t, the endpoint of the
geodesic moves, and we may encounter a conjugate point. To keep track of these changes,
we keep a table of coefficients cp (t), and we will periodically update these with t so that
the velocity of the globally minimal geodesic is always (before times of order µ)
X
(p)
V =
cp (t)J3 .
(4.3.33)
(p1 )

ωp1 tJ3

(p2 )

+ ωp2 tJ3

→ −i log(ei(ωp1 +ωp2 )t )

J3

+ J3
2

+

p

Initially, at very small times t, we have cp (t) = ωp t, and these coefficients will always
locally increase linearly with ωp t. To know when we should update a particular cp (t), we
keep track of three types of quantities: cp1 (t) + cp2 (t), cp1 (t) − cp2 (t), and cp (t) themselves.
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We will update cp (t) so that all such quantities are in the range (−π, π]. Whenever one
of the first or second type increases beyond π, we rewrite the velocity as in (4.3.32) and
update cp1 (t) and cp2 (t). In the case of the first type, their sum is updated to be in
the range (−π, π] but their difference is unchanged. For the second type, their difference
is updated but their sum is unchanged. Similarly, when one of the third kind increases
beyond a multiple of π, we simply update the individual cp (t) to be in the range (−π, π].
Notice that in the first two cases we needed a second linear relationship (keeping one of
the sum or difference fixed) in order to update both cp1 (t) and cp2 (t).
It is this “quantum” effect which separates the exact N -Majorana free theory from
the ensemble average of single-qubit theories. Indeed, the quantum interference effects
of the conjugate points related to 2-local operators actually prevent us from reaching the
conjugate points associated with 1-local operators: if we ever had ci (t) = π for some
ci (t), we would certainly have some sum or difference of ci (t) equal to π already, unless
all the other cj6=i (t) are zero, which is quite finely tuned. The fact that we are able to
understand all the globally minimizing geodesics before exponential times as a function
of t by studying only conjugate points on the linear geodesic is due to the geometric
description of all local operator conjugate points as south poles of 3-spheres. A plot
of complexity for the free SYK model is shown in Fig. 4.2. As all O(N ) terms in the
diagonalized Hamiltonian are upper-bounded by π due to the local conjugate points and
corresponding geodesic loops, there is a hard upper bound on the free complexity of
√
O( N ). The conjugate points associated with non-local operators are not relevant for
this discussion because they occur at far later times of O(µ ∼ eαS ). Thus, we have
essentially determined the full structure of geometric complexity in the free theory at
sub-exponential times, up to the existence of geodesic loops which are not signaled by
conjugate points.
We can make progress on this front by ruling out at least one simple class of potential
geodesic loops which are not signaled by conjugate points. Though we have demonstrated
that conjugate points corresponding to nonlocal (3-local and higher) operators occur at
times of order µ, and are thus not relevant for complexity growth below such times, we
(p)
may wonder if a similar algebraic effect as (4.3.32) can occur for e.g. a sum of three J3 ’s
even without a conjugate point. It is clear that there is an algebraic relationship which
(p)
would allow such a replacement: the sum of three or more J3 ’s is still integer valued, so
the matrix exponential will be at most 2π-periodic. This would be a geodesic loop that
occurs without a conjugate point in the free theory. However, this cannot occur, because
(p)
of the way the coefficients scale. In general, a sum of m J3 ’s has a half-periodicity (which
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Figure 4.2: A plot of complexity C(t) for instances of the N = 10, N = 20, N = 50,
N = 100, and N = 500 free SYK model with J = 1. The ωp /2 which control the growth of
the coefficients cp (t) in (4.3.33) are the positive eigenvalues of the antisymmetric coupling
matrix Jij whose entries are independent Gaussian random variables with mean zero and
variance σ 2 = J 2 /N .
was the conjugate point location for m = 1 and m = 2) when
m
X

ci (t) = 4b

m−1
c
2

π.

(4.3.34)

i=1

Notice that for m = 1 and m = 2, the right hand side is π, and this is led to our update
rules for the ci (t). However, for m = 3 it is 4π, which means the average value of the ci (t)
is 4π/3, which is greater than π. We cannot reach this regime, because the ci (t) are all
valued in (−π, π] due to effects of the 1- and 2-local operators. For m = 4, the average
value is π, but this also cannot occur because (since ci (t) ≤ π) we must have ci (t) = π for
all i for the average of them to be π. This violates the conditions placed by the 2-local
operators, namely that the sum of any two ci (t) is less than or equal to π. A similar story
(p)
holds for all m > 4. So, no periodicity effects arise for this number of J3 ’s, and indeed
there are no conjugate points associated with such effects.
Throughout this discussion, we have assumed that k = 2, or in other words that
3-local and greater operators are considered nonlocal from the perspective of the complexity metric. However, the classification and locations of conjugate points at arbitrary
µ that we described in Claims 1.(i) and 1.(ii) in Sec. 4.2.2, and then applied to the free
theory, does not actually depend on this assumption. The reason our analysis cannot be
extended to k > 2 is more subtle. Let us consider k = 3 for concreteness. By Claim
1.(i), there is a conjugate point family at πZ/(ω1 + ω2 + ω3 ), associated with operators
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like A†1 A†2 A†3 + A3 A2 A1 . The next step to understand these conjugate points is to analyze
this operator and the Hamiltonian projection from the geometric or algebraic perspective.
From the geometric perspective, the situation is significantly more complicated than the
1- and 2-local cases because the relevant subalgebra is no longer su(2). The two Hermitian
operators associated to the conjugate point and the Hamiltonian projection do not close
under the Lie bracket, and more operators must be added to ensure closure. Moreover,
beyond S 3 , none of the higher-dimensional spheres are Lie groups, so the geometric interpretation of the conjugate point will no longer simply be arrival at the south pole of a
sphere. The algebraic perspective has an analogous difficulty: the sum of three or more
(p)
J3 ’s can certainly have an eigenvalue of ±1 or ±2, which is less than the multiplicity we
would need to explain the appearance of the conjugate point so soon by some periodicity
condition on the matrix exponential.
In a certain sense, this result is not surprising. The 3-local and higher operators do
not have such simple interpretations because physically they represent “shortcuts through
chaos” which generate free time evolution faster than the free system itself. That is, after
the linear geodesic (corresponding to time evolution with respect to the free Hamiltonian)
is replaced by a new globally minimizing geodesic at a non-local conjugate point, the
shorter trajectory along the new global minimizer can be thought of as Hamiltonian
evolution with respect to a different, chaotic effective Hamiltonian. These shortcuts would
be interesting to understand, as they utilize chaos in a structured way.51 In other words:
“Chaos isn’t a pit. Chaos is a ladder.”
Of course, it could be that the chaotic deformation “wraps around” a submanifold
in the same way as the conjugate points we were able to understand above, and leaves
us with a globally minimizing velocity that does not actually involve 3-local or more
terms. This observation does not change our conclusion that there are special chaotic
deformations which allow speedups for free time evolution; it only means these speedups
are not optimal.

Summary
We found all conjugate points along the linear geodesic in the complexity metric, and we
determined the associated geodesic loops. To find the conjugate points, we determined
51

It is conceivable that the 3-local deformation added to the free Hamiltonian, which makes the total
effective Hamiltonian Heff = H + δV /t, may not be chaotic for a finite range of values  > 0. We do
not have concrete arguments against this, but it is unlikely that the flow in the space of paths generated
by a 3-local δV will remain in the local subspace, since closure of the relevant subalgebra will introduce
even more non-local operators which may enter the effective Hamiltonian of the new length-minimizing
geodesic. This would lead to a theory which involves many non-local interactions, which is likely chaotic.
It would be interesting to confirm this intuition.
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all eigenvectors of the super-operator Yµ at arbitrary µ. Using this information, we
constructed a geodesic (as a function of t) which is globally length-minimizing from the
identity to e−iHt , up to the existence of possible geodesic loops which were not associated
with any conjugate points. The length, and therefore the complexity, was bounded at
√
O( N ).

4.4

Integrable theories and deformations

In Sec. 4.3, we studied obstructions to complexity growth along the linear geodesic associated with time evolution in the free SYK model. In this section, we will study a
class of interacting-but-integrable Hamiltonians. To this end, consider adding a quartic
interaction H1 to the free (quadratic) Hamiltonian H0 which preserves integrability. An
(p)
example of such an interaction is a term which is quadratic in the J3 , so that the total
Hamiltonian is
X
X
(i) (j)
(i)
Mij J3 J3 .
(4.4.1)
H = H0 + H1 =
ωi J3 +
4
ij

i

(i)

(j)

Since [J3 , J3 ] = 0, we may take Mij = Mji to be a symmetric matrix. In order to avoid
(i)
introducing a nonzero trace, we take Mkk = 0. Since H commutes with all the J3 ’s,
this interaction term preserves integrability. It is important to note that since our full
Hamiltonian is now quartic, we will treat k ≤ 4-local operators as easy in the complexity
metric.
The analysis of conjugate points for the above integrable Hamiltonian is somewhat
involved, though it can be approached by perturbation theory in the coupling . However,
we note that this analysis becomes much simpler if we modify our gate set slightly by
allowing ourselves access to one new elementary operation. To see this, observe that the
adjoint eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian H are given by
|mihn| = cp,q A†i1 · · · A†ip P0 Ai1 · · · Aiq ,

P0 = |0ih0|,

(4.4.2)

where there are p Dirac excitations in |mi and q Dirac excitations in |ni, and cp,q is a
constant. Note that these operators are almost like “local” operators built out of products
of individual fermions, except for the inclusion of the projector P0 in the product above. In
principle, we could consider a gate set where operators of the form (4.4.2) with (p+q) ≤ k
are treated as local/simple, while the rest are treated as hard. We can then again use
Claim 1 from Sec. 4.2.2 to compute the locations of all conjugate points in this case.
These will be given by
2π
Z
(4.4.3)
t∗ =
Em − En
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for the simple operators, and
2π(1 + µ)
Z
(4.4.4)
Em − En
for the hard operators, where Em are the eigenvalues of H. At any rate, we will not
consider this choice of gate set any further in this work, instead focusing on the more
standard choice with k ≤ 4-local operators being treated as simple.
t∗ =

4.4.1

Integrable geodesic loops

It is possible to find certain geodesic loops in the model (4.4.1) analytically. Recall that
in the free theory, we found many geodesic loops, each of which came from a conjugate
point associated with an easy operator. In the interacting integrable theory, we do not
have an exact analytic handle on conjugate point locations, but the same sorts of loops
can occur because the two terms in (4.4.1) commute. This means that the time evolution
operator splits as
e−iHt = e−iH0 t e−iH1 t .
(4.4.5)
The loops we found for the operator e−iH0 t in Sec. 4.3 also apply here. Furthermore, since
(i) (j)
the product J3 J3 also has eigenvalues ±1, there are additional loops associated with
the π/2 half-periodicity of the coefficients Mij t/4. The individual coefficients have this
half-periodicity because Mij = Mji , so there is an extra factor of 2 in the total coefficient
(i) (j)
of J3 J3 . To take these into account, we follow (4.3.33) and define coefficients dij (t)
with bounded range
dij (t) ≡ Mij t/4 mod π,
(4.4.6)
where we define the π modulus to take values in (−π/2, π/2]. Then, using the global
velocities (4.3.33) for H0 , a bounded-length path to e−iHt is
X
X
(p)
(i) (j)
V =
cp (t)J3 +
dij (t)J3 J3 .
(4.4.7)
p

i,j

The complexity is upper-bounded by the length of this path:
sX
X
cp (t)2 +
(2dij (t))2 .
C(t) ≤
p

(4.4.8)

i<j

An instance of this function is shown in Fig. 4.3. Qualitatively, we may conclude that the
complexity reaches a plateau here as well, but with greater height than the free case. The
√
free complexity is upper-bounded by O( N ) since there are N/2 coefficients cp (t) with
maximum value π, but the integrable perturbation allows for N (N − 1)/2 more terms in
the dij (t), which leads to an upper bound of O(N ). A strict upper bound in this case is
in fact
s


πN
N 2 N N
π +
− 1 π2 ∼ √
as
N → ∞,
(4.4.9)
C(t) <
2
4
2
2 2
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Figure 4.3: Complexity bound (4.4.8) for an N = 20 instance of the integrable Hamiltonian (4.4.1) where Mij /4 is drawn from the q = 4 SYK distribution with J = 1. The
initial sharp linear growth is due to the combined initial linear growth of both terms
in (4.4.8), and the small fluctuations are due to the frequent geodesic loops in e−iH0 t .
The larger fluctuations, and the coarse-grained shape of the function itself, are controlled
by the geodesic loops in e−iH1 t that we have included in defining dij (t). The plateau is
clearly O(N ); its height without the integrable perturbation would be less than the height
√
of the initial sharp rise, which is at most O( N ).
where we simply took the upper limits cp = π and dij = π/2. We have been careful to
say upper-bounded in this discussion because we have not exactly located the conjugate
points in this model, and there may be some which are closer to the identity than any of
the geodesic loops we considered here. Of course, as in the free case, we also do not have
analytic control over every geodesic loop. This and other integrable interacting models
could furnish interesting examples of geodesic loops in complexity geometry which are
not signaled by a conjugate point in a straightforward way.
The above construction is clearly generalizable to the case where the Hamiltonian
perturbation is
1 X
(i )
(i )
λi1 ...ic J3 1 . . . J3 c ,
(4.4.10)
Hc−1 =
2(c!)
i1 ,...,ic

where we require k ≥ 2c so that Hc−1 is an easy operator in the complexity metric, and
λ is symmetric in all indices and vanishes when ij = i` for any j 6= ` (so it is strictly
2c-local). Following the same procedure as before, the complexity of e−i(H0 +Hc−1 )t is
upper-bounded by
s


N 2
N/2 2
πN c/2
√
C(t) <
π +
π ∼
as
N → ∞.
(4.4.11)
2
c
2c/2 c!
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Thus, we have a family of integrable models with complexity of time evolution that is
upper-bounded by a polynomial O(poly(N )) that depends on the order of the interaction
c.

Summary
For the interacting integrable Hamiltonian (4.4.1), we found geodesic loops which were
analogous to certain loops found in the free theory, but for which we did not find associated conjugate points. These represent potential examples of geodesic loops which are
not signaled by conjugate points. The existence of these geodesic loops show that the
complexity growth in these models is terminated at relatively early times even when µ is
large.
There also may be other conjugate points associated to operators of higher locality
which may be independent of µ, the existence of which will be suggested by our numerical
results in Sec. 4.6. Due to the geodesic loops, an upper bound of O(N ) can be placed
on the complexity of e−iHt for the integrable H in (4.4.1). More generally, if the perturbation term commutes with the free Hamiltonian, our results will carry over, with a
possibly greater upper bound on complexity. An example of this more general result is
the bound (4.4.11), which is O(poly(N )) and specifically O(N c/2 ), on the complexity of
e−i(H0 +Hc−1 )t with the 2c-local integrable perturbation Hc−1 given in (4.4.10).

4.5

Impact parameter and local conjugate points in chaotic
theories

We now turn to the interesting case of chaotic Hamiltonians. In [31] it was argued that in
a chaotic model, the super-operator Yµ takes a simple form in the energy eigen-operator
basis:


(Em − En )t
Yµ (|mihn|) = φ
|mihn| + · · · ,
(4.5.1)
1+µ

where under appropriate assumptions the Frobenius norm of the correction term · · · was
shown to be exponentially small. Thus, the diagonal entries of the super-operator Yµ in
. Since the off-diagonal entries are small, we thus
the |mihn| basis are O(1) for t  E(1+µ)
m −En
expect that the eigenvalues will also be bounded away from zero, and given that µ scales
exponentially with S, we conclude that conjugate points do not occur at sub-exponential
times. However, there is a caveat: while the off-diagonal elements of Yµ are suppressed,
at the same time there are an exponentially large number of such off-diagonal entries. So
although “almost all” of the eigenvalues of Yµ will be O(1) for sub-exponential times,
we cannot be certain that a small number of zero modes cannot occur. In fact, local
conjugate points (see Claim 2 in Sec. 4.2.2) are prime suspects at sub-exponential times,
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as their locations do not depend on the cost factor µ. In Claim 2, we re-formulated such
conjugate points in terms of zero modes of the positive semi-definite matrix Mαβ , which
is the matrix of infinite temperature thermal two-point functions between time-averaged
simple operators:
Z 1 Z 1


0
0
Mαβ (t) =
ds
ds0 Tr Tα ei(s−s )tH Tβ e−i(s−s )tH .
(4.5.2)
0

0

We will now argue that in chaotic systems, zero modes of Mαβ – and hence local conjugate
points – can only potentially arise at exponential times. Our strategy will be to show that
the minimum eigenvalue λmin (t) of Mαβ is exponentially large for t < eS , and becomes
small only thereafter. We will refer to λmin as the impact parameter (see Sec. 4.2.2).
By expanding in the energy eigenbasis and evaluating the integrals, the matrix Mαβ
can be written as:


X
sin(x/2) 2
Mαβ (t) =
hm|Tα |nihn|Tβ |mig(t(Em − En )), g(x) =
,
(4.5.3)
x/2
m,n
where |mi, |ni are energy eigenstates with energies Em , En . With the above formula for
Mαβ (t), we can now estimate the time t∗ at which we expect a zero mode by using intuition
from random matrix theory and the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH). In this
context, we assume ETH is satisfied for the k-local operators that we consider easy in
the complexity metric.52 First, notice that for times less than the inverse maximum
energy difference 1/(Emax − Emin ), we have g(t(Em − En )) ≈ 1. If we were to make this
replacement in Mαβ , we would find
Mαβ ≈

X
hm|Tα |nihn|Tβ |mi = eS δαβ ,
m,n

t

1
.
(Emax − Emin )

(4.5.4)

This diagonal result appears because the projectors |nihn| sum to the identity operator,
and then we are left with the trace tr(Tα Tβ ). The generators {Tα } are orthogonal, and
we have chosen the norm to be
eS = dim H = 2N/2 ,

(4.5.5)

since in the SYK model the Tα are traceless, Hermitian products of Majorana fermions
which square to the identity operator. This matrix clearly has no zero modes. Going
back to the exact expression in equation (4.5.3), the sum over m and n is modified by the
52

This may not always be a safe assumption, as the precise degree of locality and the particular operators
for which ETH is expected to hold are not always clear. But for our purposes, we can take this as the
definition of a chaotic system.
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presence of the function g, but the diagonal (i.e., m = n) terms in the sum are unaffected
by g:
X
X
hn|Tα |nihn|Tβ |ni +
hm|Tα |nihn|Tβ |mig(t(Em − En )).
(4.5.6)
Mαβ =
m,n
m6=n

n

We can replace these diagonal terms with 2N/2 δαβ by rearranging the above equation as:
X
Mαβ = 2N/2 δαβ +
hm|Tα |nihn|Tβ |mi (g(t(Em − En )) − 1) .
(4.5.7)
m,n
m6=n

Now our basic strategy will be to argue that for t < eS , (i) the diagonal entries of Mαβ are
O(eS ), while (ii) the off-diagonal entries of Mαβ are O(1). Since the matrix is polynomial
in size (as the α, β indices run over simple operators), this then implies that the eigenvalues
will all be O(eS ). On the other hand, when t  eS , the diagonal entries can become O(1),
and thus the impact parameter, i.e., the minimum eigenvalue of Mαβ , can become small,
and zero modes could potentially arise.
Diagonal elements: In general, the sum over m, n in the second term above for α 6= β
involves a sum of many g functions along with incommensurate complex numbers hm|Tα |ni
and hn|Tβ |mi. However, the diagonal of Mαβ obeys
X
Mαα = 2N/2 +
|hm|Tα |ni|2 (g(t(Em − En )) − 1) ,
(4.5.8)
m,n
m6=n

and so the sum of g functions appears here with all strictly non-negative coefficients. At
this point, we invoke ETH, which in this context states that (for m 6= n)
|hm|Tα |ni|2 ∼ 2−N/2 |rα,mn |2 ,

(4.5.9)

where rα,mn is a random matrix with entries of O(1) magnitude whose squared elements
|rα,mn |2 are all roughly equal and O(1). What this means is that the sum
X
(g(t(Em − En )) − 1) ,
(4.5.10)
m,n
m6=n

must become O(2N ) before the diagonal entries Mαα can vanish. This will only occur
when almost all of the g functions are close to zero, which can only happen when t  eS .
More quantitatively, let us try to approximate the timescale at which this occurs.
Notice that we can expand the sum above to include m = n, since these terms have
P
g(0) = 1. Then, we must determine when the sum m,n g(t(Em − En )) becomes small,
i.e., O(1). At large N , we can approximate the double sum as a double integral over two
copies of the spectral density ρ(E):


Z
Z
sin(t(Em − En )/2) 2
−N/2
.
(4.5.11)
Mαα ≈ 2
dEm dEn ρ(Em )ρ(En )
t(Em − En )/2
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Strictly speaking, we should use the SYK spectral density for the function ρ(E).53 However, we expect that our conclusions about conjugate points should apply to other chaotic
systems as well. The key feature of the spectral density for q = 4 SYK is that there is an
exponential number of states, eS = 2N/2 , within a polynomial size window −N ≤ E ≤ N .
The precise size of the window is not important for the argument, only that it is polynomial in N . Similarly, the relevant information about the exact height of the spectral
density is that it is exponential in N . These properties also hold in e.g. a microcanonical
ensemble of black hole microstates, where the window is actually O(1) in size with O(eN )
states. Since we are only interested in these very coarse features of the spectral density,
we may approximate ρ(E) above by a constant distribution on −N ≤ E ≤ N :
ρ(E) ≈

2N/2
.
2N

(4.5.12)

Of course, for sufficiently abnormal models, this density will not be a good approximation,
but for chaotic SYK or a black hole microstate ensemble it is sufficient. The result of the
integrals is
2N/2
(2N t Si(2N t) + cos(2N t) − 1) ,
(4.5.13)
Mαα ≈
2N 2 t2
Rx
where Si(x) ≡ 0 dz sin(z)/z. The above estimate is generically an underestimate because
the ansatz of a constant spectral density gives additional support to pairs of eigenvalues
Em and En which have separation larger than O(e−S ). The most important feature of
(4.5.13) is that the function Si(x) ≈ π for x  1, so Mαα is bounded away from zero by
N/2
roughly 2N t at large N . This quantity is exponential in N for any t ∼ poly(N ), and
becomes O(1) only when
2N/2
t∼
= O(eS ).
(4.5.14)
N
Therefore, the diagonal Mαα is O(eS ) until an exponential time t ∼ eS , at which point
it becomes O(1). It is clear that this conclusion holds when the spectral width is any
O(poly(N )), instead of exactly 2N , as long as the spectral height is O(eS ).
Notice that we did not assume anything about the structure of the matrix rα,mn in
making this argument. We only needed the entries to be distributed so that the squares
|rα,mn |2 took roughly the same O(1) value for any m and n, but the entries themselves
did not need to be independent random variables. This is less than the usual statement
about the ETH ensemble, where the variance of any given rα,mn is not only fixed, but the
rα,mn themselves are all independent random variables.
53

If we consider the SYK ensemble, we should use the density-density correlator hρ(Em )ρ(En )i. In
random matrix theory, there are additional contributions to this object which include a contact term and
the sine kernel. However, for our purposes it is sufficient to approximate this quantity as the product of
two densities at large N .
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Off-diagonal elements: Having understood the rough order of magnitude for the diagonal entries of Mαβ , we now turn to the off-diagonal pieces. For these, we have again
a sum of g functions from equation (4.5.7), but now the coefficients in the sum can be
negative. We can get some rough intuition for the order of this quantity by again invoking
ETH on the local operator matrix elements.
hm|Tα |nihn|Tβ |mi ≈ e−S/2 rα,mn rβ,nm ,

(4.5.15)

If the rα,mn were drawn from independent Gaussian distributions with mean zero and
O(1) variance, it would be straightforward to compute the typical (expectation) value of
the above expression. We would simply find zero for the typical value since rα and rβ
are independent matrices and have mean zero. To ensure that the fluctuations of this
quantity are not excessively large, we could also estimate the variance, which involves
a calculation of hrα,mn rβ,nm rα,m0 n0 rβ,n0 m0 i in the aforementioned ensemble. Since rα,mn
and rβ,mn are independent, this four-point function factorizes into a product of twopoint functions. ETH would then tell us that these two-point functions hrα,mn rα,pq i are
proportional to δmp δnq since the entries of rα,mn are supposed to be independent Gaussian
random variables. Going back to (4.5.7), we thus conclude that the off-diagonal entries
of Mαβ are always O(1). However, it cannot be precisely correct to employ ETH in this
manner for any choice of eigenstates |mi and |ni because the operators Tα have a known
spectrum (all eigenvalues are ±1) which greatly differs from the spectrum of a random
matrix with independent Gaussian random entries at large N . So, we will need a different
sort of ensemble to get a consistent estimate of the mean and variance of Mαβ for α 6= β.
One candidate which is consistent with all constraints on the matrices Tα is the Haar
ensemble of unitary matrices employed in the following manner. We pick some fixed basis
|iiP (for instance, the Pauli basis) in which the form of Tα is known by construction to
be relatively sparse or simple. Then, we assume that the eigenvectors |niE of the chaotic
Hamiltonian H can be roughly thought of as a Haar random unitary rotation of this basis
via54
X
|niE =
Uni |iiP .
(4.5.16)
i

The off-diagonal terms in Mαβ are given by
X
Mαβ =
hm|Tα |niE hn|Tβ |miE (g(t(Em − En )) − 1),
m,n
m6=n

54

α 6= β.

(4.5.17)

A similar ensemble was used to model a microcanonical window of states in quantum gravity in [200],
although in that context the ensemble had a physical interpretation as the dual of a gravitational path
integral in the spirit of [206]. Here, by contrast, we use the Haar ensemble to extract information about the
typical value and variance of certain matrix elements with the understanding that we are really studying
the expected behavior of a quantum chaotic system with fixed Hamiltonian, such as a single instance of
the SYK model.
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We would like to get an estimate for the mean value of the quantity
X
†
†
hm|Tα |niE hn|Tβ |miE =
hi|Uim
Tα Unj |jiP hk|Ukn
Tβ Um` |`iP .

(4.5.18)

i,j,k,`

To compute the typical value, we integrate this expression over the Haar ensemble for U
by making use of
Z
1
1
†
†
(δnm δij δk` + δjk δi` ) − S 2S
(δij δk` + δnm δjk δi` ) .
dU Unj Um` Uim
Ukn
= 2S
e −1
e (e − 1)
(4.5.19)
The asymptotic forms [243] and exact expressions [79] for such integrals are well known.
With an eye toward the sums over m and n in Mαβ , we notice that any term with δnm
must vanish in the full expression since m 6= n. We obtain (writing h·iH for the Haar
expectation)

X 1
1
tr(Tα Tβ ) − S 2S
tr Tα tr Tβ (g(t(Em −En ))−1), α 6= β.
hMαβ iH =
e2S − 1
e (e − 1)
m,n
m6=n

(4.5.20)
The Haar integration has given us the typical value of Mαβ in terms of traces of the
operators Tα and Tβ . By construction, we have tr Tα = 0 and tr(Tα Tβ ) = 0 for α 6= β, so
the typical value in a chaotic Hamiltonian ensemble defined this way is
hMαβ iH = 0,

α 6= β.

(4.5.21)

Incidentally, this calculation also shows that the diagonal terms α = β have a Haar
average of order eS until exponential times. By setting α = β in the large parentheses of
(4.5.20), we conclude
h|hm|Tα |niE |2 iH ∼ e−S ,
(4.5.22)
which is consistent with our estimate that relied on the ETH ensemble (4.5.9), so the
conclusions from that discussion concerning Mαα match the results of the Haar ensemble.
If the off-diagonal elements of Mαβ are all approximately zero for a given chaotic
Hamiltonian, the only way a zero mode can arise is by the vanishing of a diagonal element,
which we have shown does not occur until t ∼ eS . To be complete, we should also study
2 i and ensure it is not too large. A small O(1) variance will ensure that
the variance hMαβ
H
fluctuations in the off-diagonal elements are small relative to the diagonal magnitude.
2 i , where
The variance can be estimated by computing hMαβ
H
2
Mαβ
=

X X

m,n m0 ,n0
m6=n m0 6=n0

hm|Tα |niE hn|Tβ |miE hm0 |Tα |n0 iE hn0 |Tβ |m0 iE

× (g(∆mn t) − 1)(g(∆m0 n0 t) − 1),
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(4.5.23)

where α 6= β and ∆mn ≡ Em − En . The basic quantity which we would like to integrate
against the Haar measure is
hm|Tα |niE hn|Tβ |miE hm0 |Tα |n0 iE hn0 |Tβ |m0 iE ,

(4.5.24)

which can be converted to the Pauli basis |iiP by
X
†
†
†
†
hp|Upm
Tα Uni |iiP hq|Uqn
Tβ Umj |jiP hr|Urm
0 Tα Un0 k |kiP hs|Usn0 Tβ Um0 ` |`iP .
i,j,k,`,p,q,r,s

(4.5.25)

The relevant Haar integral is
Z
†
†
†
†
dU Uni Umj Un0 k Um0 ` Upm
Uqn
Urm
0 Usn0 .

(4.5.26)

On general grounds, the overall result for the Haar expectation of (4.5.24) will be written
in terms of traces or products of traces of the operators Tα , Tβ , Tα , and Tβ . There are
three such combinations which can be nonzero:
tr Tα2 tr Tβ2 = 2N ,

tr(Tα2 Tβ2 ) = 2N/2 ,

tr(Tα Tβ Tα Tβ ) = −2N/2 .

(4.5.27)

We deal with each of these three case by case.
The first combination in (4.5.27), the double trace factor yielding 2N , is produced by
certain products of delta functions from the Haar integral

δir δjs δkp δ`q O(e−4S )δnm0 δmn0 + O(e−5S )(δmn0 + δnm0 ) + O(e−6S ) ,

(4.5.28)

2 i . Notice that
where we have only kept terms which contribute at leading order to hMαβ
H
−4S
all of these terms actually contribute at O(1). For example, the O(e
) term comes with
0
0
two delta functions that cancel two of the four sums over n, m, n , m in (4.5.23), which
leads to a sum over e2S terms of order O(e−2S ) since the e−4S suppression can absorb
the double trace factor e2S . Similarly, the O(e−5S ) terms come with one delta function to
cancel one of the n, m, n0 , m0 sums in (4.5.23), and again contributes at O(1). Finally, the
O(e−6S ) term comes without any delta function constraints, but is suppressed enough to
absorb all four sums in (4.5.23) (each over eS elements) where all elements have magnitude
of order the trace contribution e2S , and ends up at O(1).
The second combination in (4.5.27) can be formed with a variety of delta function
combinations appearing from the Haar integral. Fortunately, because the trace factor is
only eS in this case, the only possible dangerous term which may contribute beyond O(1)
must take the form
O(e−4S )δiq δjp δks δ`r ,
(4.5.29)

which is the unique term that appears at O(e−4S ) Haar suppression without any additional
delta functions which would cancel the sums in (4.5.23). However, a term of this form
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does not lead to tr(Tα2 Tβ2 ), but instead leads to tr(Tα Tβ ) tr(Tα Tβ ), which vanishes. So, the
leading contribution of the Haar integral to the coefficient of the second term in (4.5.27)
is O(e−5S ), and this is enough to absorb the eS trace factor appearing in all e4S terms of
2 i .
the four sums in (4.5.23), yielding an at most O(1) contribution to hMαβ
H
The third and final combination in (4.5.27) must also contribute at most an O(1) result
2 i , as the same argument concerning the unique form of the possible dangerous
to hMαβ
H
term holds in this case as well, since the trace factor is again only O(eS ).
2 , assuming the
Putting it all together, we have shown that the Haar average of Mαβ
eigenvectors of our chaotic Hamiltonian are related to some simple basis by a Haar-random
unitary transformation, is
2
hMαβ
iH ∼ O(1),

α 6= β.

(4.5.30)

An analogous argument shows that the diagonal variance is similar,
2
hMαα
iH − hMαα i2H ∼ O(1),

(4.5.31)

where the dangerous term (4.5.29) actually makes an important O(e2S ) contribution to
2 i in order to cancel the leading term from hM i2 . The next-to-leading term from
hMαα
αα H
H
the trace factor generated by (4.5.29) actually contributes O(1) to the diagonal variance
rather than O(eS ), since we will have O(e−5S ) Haar suppression along with at least one
delta function to cancel one sum in the analog of (4.5.23) for α = β. This is because
(4.5.29) is the unique permutation leading to tr(Tα Tβ ) tr(Tα Tβ ), which is the first of only
two new non-vanishing trace factors when α = β, without any such delta functions. The
permutation leading to the second new pairing tr(Tα Tβ ) tr(Tβ Tα ), where the first Tα is
multiplied instead with the second Tβ in (4.5.23), comes with two delta functions δnn0 δmm0
at O(e−4S ) and one delta function at O(e−5S ), just as in (4.5.28), so there are only O(1)
contributions due to this trace factor. The other non-vanishing trace factors for α = β
are all captured by the three cases in (4.5.27), and the suppression arguments we made
for those when α 6= β also apply when α = β. Thus, all diagonal variance contributions
are O(1) as claimed. Note that the diagonal variance may have some mild dependence on
t; here we have only argued that it is O(N 0 ). The numerical structure of Mαβ at large t
is shown in Fig. 4.4.
As we discussed above, this estimate is sufficient to argue that there should be no
zero mode of Mαβ (t) before times t ∼ eS , as the diagonal of the matrix is overwhelmingly
large compared to the off-diagonal elements, and in addition, the matrix size scales as
poly(S). Thus, for t < eS , the impact parameter will be O(eS ). On the other hand for
t > eS , the diagonal elements of Mαβ (t) are O(1) and in particular of the same order
as the off-diagonal elements; we thus expect the impact parameter to become small (see
Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.4: An array plot of the matrix e−S |Mαβ | for N = 10, q = 3, k = 3, J = 1 SYK
and time t = 50. We note that most of the off-diagonal elements are smaller than e−S ,
while many diagonal matrix elements are also O(e−S ) at such late times.
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Figure 4.5: (Left) The minimum eigenvalue of e−S Mαβ , i.e., the impact parameter, for
an SYK Hamiltonian with N = 10, q = 3, k = 3, J = 1 at small times. (Right) The
minimum eigenvalue past exponential time becomes very small.

Summary
We have argued in this section that the minimum eigenvalue of Mαβ (t) must be O(eS ) for
t < eS , but becomes small for t > eS . This implies that local conjugate points in chaotic
theories can potentially occur only beyond exponential time. Even if exact zero modes of
Mαβ do not occur, we expect the minimum eigenvalue λmin of Mαβ to become very small
after t ∼ eS (see Fig. 4.5). Physically, this means that for t  eS , it is possible to find
an infinitesimally nearby curve with a local initial velocity V (0) = Ht + δV (0) which
satisfies the geodesic equation up to O(2 ), such that the end point is very close to the
target unitary e−itH :
||U (1) − e−itH ||2F = 2 e−S λmin ||δV (0)||2F + O(3 )  1
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· · · (t  eS ).

(4.5.32)

Thus, it becomes possible to approximate time evolution by an infinitesimally nearby
geodesic with a small error after exponential time. If the impact parameter λmin is exactly
zero for some t∗ > eS , then we have a conjugate point at that location, and then we can
find a shorter geodesic path to e−itH exactly, with no error.
Our arguments in this section were based on ETH and random matrix theory. A fairly
similar story was told for the complete super-operator under the Eigenstate Complexity
Hypothesis assumption in [31], but there are two key differences here. First, since there
are only polynomially many entries in Mαβ , we need not worry about the off-diagonal
entries “backreacting” on the diagonal to force an unexpected zero mode at early times.
Instead, a zero mode can only occur when a significant portion of the diagonal becomes
suppressed at the same order as the off-diagonal entries, and this does not occur until
t∗ ∼ eS . Second, the zero modes which arise in this way are actually independent of
µ, and thus are fixed obstructions to the complexity growth of even maximally chaotic
systems. We speculate further on the implications in Sec. 4.7.

4.6

Numerical analysis of conjugate points

We now present numerical calculations of conjugate point locations for free, interacting
integrable, and chaotic SYK models. The general method that we use is to explicitly
construct a matrix representation of the super-operator and compute its smallest eigenvalue (i.e., the eigenvalue with the smallest absolute value) using the Arnoldi (iterative)
algorithm [16]. This gives us a concrete, albeit numerical, method to study obstructions
to complexity growth. We will limit ourselves to systems up to N = 8 (four qubits) for
computational feasibility, but in principle this method is not limited to small N .
We first reproduce the general expression for the super-operator from previous sections
for reference,


−iµtλα̇ s

Z 1
−1
X exp
1+µ
δ Ṽ α̇ (0)[H, T̃α̇ ]L
Yµ (δV (0)) =
dseiHts δVL (0) − iµt
−iµtλα̇
0
1+µ
α̇
(4.6.1)



X
−iµtλα̇ s
δ Ṽ α̇ (0)T̃α̇ e−iHts .
+
exp
1+µ
α̇

There are two key observations that allow us to represent the super-operator more efficiently. The first is that the integrand simplifies immensely if we construct the superoperator in the basis of {Tα , T̃α̇ } where the Tα are a basis for the local subspace and the
T̃α̇ are the basis for the nonlocal subspace that diagonalizes [H, · ]N L with eigenvalues λα̇ .
In that case, the sums disappear and we need only consider the first term or the last two
terms depending on the column of the matrix representation that we wish to construct.
The second observation is that the integral can be done analytically provided that we
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express the basis {Tα , T̃α̇ } in the energy eigenbasis |mihn|. Note that this is not the same
thing as writing the super-operator in the energy eigenbasis, which would not respect the
split into local and nonlocal terms. In the energy basis these operators have coefficients:
Tα =

X
m,n

cmn |mihn|,

cmn = hm|Tα |ni.

(4.6.2)

The cmn , as well as the energy eigenstates |mi, their corresponding eigenvalues, and
the diagonalization of [H, · ]N L , can all be precomputed before constructing the superoperator.
Now we construct the matrix representation of the super-operator Yij = tr(Oi† Yµ (Oj ))
P
(i)
as follows, letting Oi =
m,n cmn |mihn| index {Tα , T̃α̇ }, φ(x) = (exp(ix) − 1)/(ix),
µλα̇
∆mn = Em − En be the difference of energy eigenvalues, and Mα̇ = 1+µ
,
R

 01 dsOi† eiHts Oj e−iHts ,
Oj ∈ {Tα }


 
Yij = tr R 1
†
µtλα̇ s
α̇ s

)[H, Oj ]L + exp −iµtλ
Oj e−iHts , Oj ∈ {T̃α̇ }
 0 dsOi eiHts −iµtφ(− 1+µ
1+µ

P
(i) (j)


Oj ∈ {Tα }
mn ),

m,n cnm cmn φ(t∆



P
(i) (j)
m,n cnm cmn φ(t(∆mn − Mα̇ ))
=






φ(t(∆mn −Mα̇ ))−φ(t∆mn )

, Oj ∈ {T̃α̇ }.
+µ (∆mn − λα̇ )

Mα̇

(4.6.3)

(4.6.4)

In writing the second equality we have used the fact that [H, T̃α̇ ]L = [H, T̃α̇ ] − λα̇ T̃α̇ ,
evaluated the Hamiltonian on the energy eigenstates, and used cyclicity of the trace to
remove some sums. By precomputing the energy spectrum and the coefficients cmn ,
Yij can therefore be more efficiently constructed without costly numerical integration or
matrix products. In terms of the dimension d = 2N/2 of the Hilbert space, computing the
coefficients cmn naively requires O(d2 ) operations for each of the d2 = 2N operators for
a total of O(d4 ) complexity to compute the cmn . Similarly, at each fixed i, j one must
sum up O(d2 ) function evaluations for each of the d4 matrix elements Yij , so evaluating
the matrix representation of the super-operator is O(d6 ). In practical terms this means
that at N = 8 fermions constructing the super-operator requires a reasonable O(107 )
operations at each time point, with a number of time points that is typically on the order
of d2 , while at N = 10 one already requires O(109 ) operations at each time point. For
this reason, we restrict to N ≤ 8 in the numerical results below. The plots of minimum
eigenvalue versus time below with N = 6 take one to two minutes per curve to generate
on a four-core desktop while at N = 8 they take one to two hours per curve.
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4.6.1

Free SYK

We first recall the key point of Sec. 4.3 regarding the location of conjugate points in the
free model. When H is quadratic, the adjoint action of the Hamiltonian does not mix
the local and nonlocal operator subspaces. Consequently, we can diagonalize [H, · ] in the
local and nonlocal subspaces independently with corresponding eigenvalues λα and λα̇ .
The super-operator then reduces to the simpler expression
Z 1
i
h
istH
− istH
(4.6.5)
ds eistH δVL (0)e−istH + e 1+µ δVN L (0)e 1+µ
Yµ =
0

X 1 + µ itλα̇
X 1
(eitλα − 1)δVα (0) +
(e 1+µ − 1)δVα̇ (0).
=
itλ
itλ
α
α̇
α

(4.6.6)

α̇

In the basis of operators {Tα , T̃α̇ } the super-operator is therefore diagonal with eigenvalues
given by the coefficients above. Consequently, we have two55 zero modes whenever
t=

2π
Z
λα

or

t=

2π(1 + µ)
Z.
λα̇

(4.6.7)

So in the free model, every conjugate point is associated with an individual easy or hard
operator. The easy conjugate points never move with µ, while the hard ones are occur at
exponential times when µ is O(eαS ).
As computed numerically, the minimum eigenvalue of the N = 6 free theory is shown
for several values of µ in Fig. 4.6, where we take k = 2 to match the locality of the
Hamiltonian. Conjugate points occur where the minimal eigenvalue of Yµ touches the x
axis. The conjugate point locations as displayed in Fig. 4.6 exactly match the analytic
expression in (4.6.7). One can clearly see the shifting of several conjugate points as µ is
increased; for example, the first conjugate point near t = 0.7 at µ = 0 gets shifted to
three times its value, near t = 2.1, when µ = 2, and subsequently moves off the right end
of the figure for larger values of µ. Most of the curves overlap for µ > 2 since once µ is
sufficiently large only the local conjugate points, whose locations are not functions of µ,
remain in a bounded-time region.

4.6.2

Integrable and chaotic models

We now compute the locations of conjugate points where we deform the free Hamiltonian
as in Sec. 4.4 by H = H0 +  δH. Since the numerics are not restricted to taking  to be
perturbative we will consider  = 1.0 in all plots in this section to illustrate large effects
of each type of interaction.56 We will consider three different choices of δH with the same
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The degeneracy can be larger than two when multiple λα or λα̇ coincide, as discussed in Sec. 4.4.
One reason to keep the H0 term is that the algebra generated by adH acting on a basis of operators
has too trivial a structure at small N when H is chosen to be only a single q-local term, which can cause
unwanted numerical coincidences.
56
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Figure 4.6: The smallest eigenvalue of the super-operator Yµ for the N = 6 free fermion
model for various µ with the various ω equal to 2.06238, 1.59206, and 0.703448. The plots
for µ > 2 overlap for nearly all of the displayed values of t.
base Hamiltonian H0 considered across all cases at fixed N ,
δH1 =

X
ij

δH2 =

(i) (j)

Mij J3 J3
X

Jijk` ψ i ψ j ψ k ψ `

integrable 4-body,

(4.6.8)

chaotic 4-body,

(4.6.9)

chaotic 3-body.

(4.6.10)

1≤i<j<k<`≤N

δH3 = i

X

Jijk ψ i ψ j ψ k

1≤i<j<k≤N

Notably, δH2 and δH3 are effectively the maximally chaotic SYK4 and SYK3 theories
[170] while δH1 is the integrable interaction from Sec. 4.4.57 The results for δH1 , δH2 ,
and δH3 are displayed below in Figs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, respectively. We compare the plots
of minimum eigenvalue versus time for µ = 0 and µ = 10, where we have chosen µ = 10 as
a numerically feasible upper bound to illustrate the large µ regime.58 Clearly, in all three
cases, a number of conjugate points remain fixed, corresponding to local eigen-operators of
the super-operator (which were the main subject of Sec. 4.5 for large N chaotic theories),
while those corresponding to eigen-operators with some nonlocal component will tend to
shoot off with some µ-dependent speed. One can see this by examining the zeros of the
below plots, which correspond to zero modes of the super-operator and thus conjugate
points. Zeros that remain fixed in location between µ = 0 and µ = 10 are independent of
µ and therefore correspond to local eigen-operators, while those that move do not.
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We drop the numerical prefactor of 1/4 on δH1 that was written in Sec. 4.4, but draw Mij rather
than Mij /4 from the q = 4 SYK distribution with J = 1 in this section, so the numerical results in each
section are on equal footing.
58
Note that for N = 6, the large µ scale is eS ∼ 2N/2 = 8, while for N = 8 it is only 24 = 16.
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Figure 4.7: The smallest eigenvalue of the super-operator Yµ for the SYK model with
the integrable 4-body deformation δH1 , with N = 6 (left) and N = 8 (right) for µ = 0
(blue) and µ = 10 (gold). The values for t & 0.5 are displayed inset for visual clarity.
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Figure 4.8: The smallest eigenvalue of the super-operator Yµ for the SYK model with the
chaotic 4-body deformation δH2 , with N = 6 (left) and N = 8 (right) for µ = 0 (blue)
and µ = 10 (gold). The values for t & 0.5 are displayed inset for visual clarity.
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Figure 4.9: The smallest eigenvalue of the super-operator Yµ for the SYK model with the
chaotic 3-body deformation δH3 , with N = 6 (left) and N = 8 (right) for µ = 0 (blue)
and µ = 10 (gold). The values for t & 0.5 are displayed inset for visual clarity.
In Figs. 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12, we illustrate how the times of various conjugate points
behave as µ is increased for all three types of interactions. The results clearly illustrate
the following conclusions:
(a) At very early times for N = 6, 8 (3, 4 qubits) the linear geodesic encounters a conju121

gate point and e−iHt fails to be the globally minimizing geodesic. This is remarkable
because the complexity geometry corresponds to the manifolds SU (8) and SU (16)
which are already very complicated fiber bundles over spheres. What this illustrates
is that even in such highly nontrivial geometries conjugate points can become relevant for complexity growth almost immediately. This fact is also interesting since it
implies that interacting qubit Hamiltonians can be fast-forwarded at early times.
(b) There exist a family of conjugate points whose times are independent of µ. These
correspond to local eigen-operators of the super-operator, since the expression (4.2.8)
for the super-operator shows that eigen-operators with a nonlocal component will
generically have eigenvalues that are functions of µ. These nonlocal eigen-operators
clearly correspond to the conjugate points that move to later times as µ is increased.
The existence of the local eigen-operators is surprising; as the subspace of local operators is small compared to the space of all operators, one might have expected that
the typical eigen-operator generically contained nonlocal pieces.
(c) The size of the nonlocal subspace controls the density of nonlocal conjugate points
and possibly also the speed at which they approach later times as µ is increased.
This is visible in the greatly increased density of conjugate points at early times in
Fig. 4.12, where the degree of locality is k = q = 3 in contrast to the other two cases
that take k = q = 4. It appears that many of these conjugate points rapidly shoot off
to late times whereas in the other two cases many of the nonlocal conjugate points
appear to level off quickly.
Notably, there is not a large distinction between the integrable interaction δH1 in
Fig. 4.10 and the 4-body chaotic interaction δH2 in Fig. 4.11 with regard to the
behavior of the conjugate points. It appears that the degree of the locality of the
Hamiltonian is the most significant factor in these small N plots.
We note here that we have chosen k to be the same order as the locality of the
Hamiltonian, both so that the linear geodesic V (s) = Ht is explicitly a solution to
the geodesic equations as well as so that the energies of the system are an “easy”
observable to measure. However, we could have also chosen k to be smaller, since
k = 2 is sufficient for the geometric complexity to approach the true quantum circuit
complexity [90]. In this case, the nonlocal subspace of operators is substantially
enlarged and we expect that at even smaller values of µ the nonlocal conjugate points
occur at late times.
Although we take N to be small for computational feasibility, we emphasize that in
the large N limit the size of the nonlocal subspace vastly exceeds the size of the local
subspace. The size of the nonlocal subspace scales as O(eN ) while the size of the local
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subspace scales as O(poly(N )) regardless of k. In this limit, there will be many more
nonlocal conjugate points than local, in contrast to what we see in the N = 6 plots.
(d) The first conjugate point is rapidly followed by many more conjugate points, both local
and nonlocal. This substantiates arguments detailed in Sec. 4.3 that the occurrence
of the first conjugate point is rapidly followed by the end of the linear regime for
complexity, even though many conjugate points may be required to reach the plateau
regime.
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Figure 4.10: The times of all conjugate points with the integrable 4-body deformation
δH1 with N = 6 fermions. This plot and Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 are made by identifying
all of the zeros of Yµ at each fixed µ point and sampling a lattice of time values, rather
than by tracking the motion of individual conjugate points. Consequently, it may be
difficult to distinguish conjugate points that lie within a lattice spacing of each other for
certain values of µ. Some of the more easily distinguishable nonlocal conjugate points
are highlighted in orange by hand, while the blue lines correspond to µ-independent local
conjugate points.
That the local conjugate points occur at times which are independent of µ might
seem prima facie to be at tension with the result in [31] that the first conjugate point
should not occur until times of order µ ∼ eαS for Hamiltonians respecting the Eigenstate
Complexity Hypothesis. However, there is no real contradiction. Firstly, the results of [31]
apply to large N systems, and the present numerical studies are at small N . Secondly, as
we increase N , the µ-independent time scale at which such local conjugate points occur
cannot be sub-exponential in chaotic systems. Indeed, in Sec. 4.5, we gave a general
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Figure 4.11: The times of all conjugate points with the chaotic 4-body deformation δH2
with N = 6 fermions. For ease of visibility, some of the easily distinguishable nonlocal conjugate points are highlighted in orange, while the blue lines correspond to µ-independent
local conjugate points.
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Figure 4.12: The times of all conjugate points with the chaotic 3-body deformation δH3
with N = 6 fermions. For ease of visibility, some of the easily distinguishable nonlocal conjugate points are highlighted in orange, while the blue lines correspond to µ-independent
local conjugate points.
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Figure 4.13: The minimum eigenvalue of the super-operator (orange) and of the matrix
Mαβ (blue) for N = 6 fermions and the integrable interaction δH1 with the same coupling
strengths as chosen above.
.
argument for chaotic Hamiltonians based on the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis
[203] and random matrix theory ideas that this time scale should be exponential, resolving
the apparent tension. This argument need not apply to integrable Hamiltonians, which
may still encounter conjugate points at early times in the large N limit.
We also note that Claim 2 in Sec. 4.2.2 shows that in order to identify the locations
of local conjugate points, we need not compute the full super-operator. Instead, we can
compute a smaller matrix of polynomial size,
Z 1 Z 1
0
0
Mαβ (t) =
ds
ds0 Tr [ei(s−s )tH Tα e−i(s−s )tH Tβ ]
(4.6.11)
0
0


X
sin(x/2) 2
(α) (β)
=
cmn cnm g(t(Em − En )), g(x) =
,
(4.6.12)
x/2
m,n
where α, β only index the local operators. The zero modes of this matrix Mαβ then
identify the times of local conjugate points with substantially increased computational
efficiency. In Fig. 4.13 we have demonstrated this by plotting the minimum eigenvalues
of the super-operator and of Mαβ . The zero modes of each clearly coincide, though the
matrix Mαβ also appears to be more numerically stable in the sense that the precision of
the numerical zero modes locates them closer to exactly zero.59
59

At such small times, there are almost no nonlocal conjugate points of the super-operator present.
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Summary
We computed the zero modes of the super-operator numerically for N = 6, 8 fermions by
applying the Arnoldi algorithm to compute the minimum eigenvalue of its matrix representation, for various choices of Hamiltonian including free, integrable interacting, and
chaotic SYK models. We demonstrated that a large class of conjugate points corresponding to local eigen-operators of the super-operator remain fixed, while those which have
nonlocal components occur at later times for larger µ. The density of nonlocal conjugate
points and the times at which they occur appears to be controlled by the size of the
subspace of nonlocal operators, which becomes very large when N is large. Lastly, we
confirmed that the matrix Mαβ (t) defined in Sec. 4.2.2 correctly identifies the locations
of local conjugate points with greatly improved efficiency. This indicates that there are
no conjugate points obstructing the linear growth of complexity until time scales of order
O(eN ) when the Hamiltonian is chaotic, based on the arguments of Sec. 4.5. This result
is complementary to the results of Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 4.4, which showed respectively that
√
the free fermion complexity growth ends at O( N ) time and that the complexity of an
integrable Hamiltonian is upper bounded by O(poly(N )).

4.7

Discussion

In this chapter, we studied conjugate points and geodesic loops in various SYK models.
In the free model, we located all conjugate points and characterized the family of geodesic
loops associated to the local conjugate points. This allowed us to exactly compute the
√
complexity, which is bounded by O( N ), and to specify the fast-forwarding Hamiltonian
at sub-exponential times. We studied the motion of conjugate points with µ under the
addition of integrable or chaotic interactions both analytically and numerically. In the
integrable case, we first showed how to set up perturbation theory for conjugate point
locations in the strength of the coupling constant controlling interactions. We also described a family of geodesic loops which bound the complexity by O(poly(N )) for the class
of integrable systems we considered. We then studied local conjugate points in chaotic
theories. We argued based on the statistics of the matrix Mαβ (t) that such local conjugate points do not occur in chaotic systems before exponential time, thus strengthening
the arguments given in previous work [31]. Finally, we studied the locations of conjugate
points non-perturbatively using numerics for SYK models up to N = 8. We view these
results as demonstrating a hierarchy of complexity growth between free, integrable, and
chaotic models, and as a preliminary attempt at describing a more complete picture of
the growth of complexity of time evolution, in which conjugate points play an essential
role. Of course, global loops (which are not signaled by conjugate points) should also play
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an important part in this story, and perhaps they could even obstruct complexity growth
before conjugate points. A more complete picture of complexity growth must therefore
also include these.

Quantum error correction and AdS/CFT
The modern picture of bulk reconstruction in AdS/CFT involves interpreting the bulk-toboundary map as an isometry which encodes bulk “logical” degrees of freedom within the
set of CFT “physical” degrees of freedom in an approximate quantum error correcting code
(QECC) [5]. This picture sheds light on several subtle issues in bulk reconstruction, such
as the fact that a single bulk operator can have multiple distinct boundary reconstructions
on different subregions of the boundary. However, just as there is some ambiguity in the
definition of quantum complexity, there are some choices to be made in the definition of
the QECC. One such choice is the notion of the code subspace, which is usually taken to
be (roughly speaking) the subspace of states which correspond to a bounded number of
bulk operator insertions around a semiclassical background. The QECC then reconstructs
bulk operators within this Hilbert subspace, rather than on the full CFT Hilbert space.
This allows the AdS bulk to incorporate, for instance, radial locality in the form of
commutation between a bulk local operator and a boundary local operator [118].
It has always been relatively ambiguous what precisely the code subspace ought to
be in a given situation. There are known restrictions on, for instance, what fraction of
black hole microstates in a single microcanonical window may be included in a code subspace while keeping the error in the approximate bulk reconstruction under control [126].
Relatedly, the choice of simple operators in geodesic complexity is somewhat ambiguous.
One way to construct the code subspace from a CFT perspective is to start with some
holographic state (say, the vacuum) and act on it with a few, not-too-heavy single-trace
operators. The span of such states forms a subspace which one could regard as the code
subspace. Taking inspiration from this idea, one could regard as simple operators (from
a complexity perspective) the span of such not-too-heavy single-trace operators which
generate the code subspace. This ties together the complexity-theoretic notion of locality
and the error correction notion of locality.
One speculative way of operationalizing these ideas in the context of conjugate points
is the following. Suppose we take a CFT state which corresponds to a small number of
light operator insertions in some background state. In the bulk, this creates some particles
near the boundary in some semiclassical geometry. Now one considers time evolution on
the boundary by the (local) boundary Hamiltonian H. At very late boundary times t, we
expect that the corresponding linear geodesic e−iHt encounters a conjugate point. After
the conjugate point, a new globally minimizing geodesic takes over, which may correspond
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to evolution with a nonlocal effective Hamiltonian as we have discussed in this chapter.
Meanwhile, in the bulk this time evolution is dual to a scattering process between the
particles that were created near the boundary. Assuming this scattering process did not
create a black hole, the local time evolution on the boundary does not take our initial
state out of the code subspace. Since the new minimizing boundary geodesic at late times
does not lie in the code subspace, we expect it corresponds to a time evolution in the
bulk involving black holes, as it will take the initial state out of the code subspace. This
suggests that the late-time out states of the scattering process in the bulk could have
been reached more efficiently by a scattering process involving black holes in the bulk.

Remarks about switchback effect
The geometric complexity theory that we studied was constructed to be polynomially
equivalent to quantum circuit complexity [90]. This required choosing the cost factor µ to
be exponential in the system size, µ ∼ eS . However, there are arguments from AdS/CFT
involving the so-called switchback effect [217] which appear to imply that the notion of
complexity which is relevant for holography is compatible with a more gradual weighting
scheme [62].60 The graduated scheme roughly involves taking operators below a locality
threshold k to have cost 1, and operators above this locality to have weight equal to the
exponential of their degree of locality. So, a K-local operator for K > k would have
weight eK .
A potential issue with the graduated scheme is that it allows (log N )-local gates to
act with a polynomial cost. In the more conventional formulation of complexity theory, a
fixed upper bound k ∼ O(N 0 ) is chosen on the locality of polynomial cost gates. However,
if we interpret the graduated scheme as setting k ∼ c log N instead of k ∼ O(N 0 ), it is in
fact still polynomially equivalent to the standard scheme where only O(N 0 )-local gates
have polynomial cost. To see this, notice that an arbitrary unitary operator acting on
c log N qubits has complexity at most roughly ec log N = N c , which is still polynomial in
N . Therefore, in a polynomial-length circuit formed using the graduated scheme, we may
simply replace any (log N )-local gates with polynomially many O(1)-local gates without
changing the fact that the total circuit length is polynomial in N .
In fact, the graduated scheme assigns a cost of N to a (log N )-local gate, which is
precisely the same as the maximum cost of a (log N )-qubit unitary operator if we had
used O(1)-local gates in the standard scheme. Given this observation, it is not hard to
imagine that the graduated and standard schemes are actually related by some O(1) factor
rather than only a polynomial. Since there are differences in sectional curvature between
60

Although, see [66] for a situation where the ordinary weighting scheme with µ ∼ eS appears to give
the holographically expected results, at least for small N .
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the graduated and standard schemes [63], it would be interesting to understand whether
these differences really appear at the level of the complexity of time evolution. It may
be that they are only related to O(1) prefactors in that quantity, and more significant
differences can only be seen for more complicated quantities like the complexity of a
precursor [217].

Relation of complexity to ETH
In Sec. 4.5 we showed that in a chaotic theory complexity will grow linearly until times
O(eN ) provided we assume that the energy eigenstates of the chaotic theory are essentially Haar random rotations of a fixed “simple” basis. There is a related expectation in
ETH, i.e., that all the eigenstates of a thermalizing Hamiltonian “look” thermal [203].
Indeed, Deutsch showed that for a real, symmetric Hamiltonian, a thermalizing perturbation leads to energy eigenstates that are Gaussian random linear combinations of the
unperturbed eigenstates [87]. This averaging suppresses the variance of observables by
factors of eS just like in the Haar ensemble we proposed for chaotic systems. In [27] entropic suppression of variance was also described for typical, random states in a quantum
microcanonical ensemble. In Sec. 4.5 we are using similar reasoning to argue that typical
energy eigenstates of a chaotic theory will be random combinations of a fixed “simple”
basis, and so variances will be suppressed via averaging.

General integrable systems
In this chapter we have considered an interacting integrable deformation which is a
(i)
quadratic function of the local operators J3 in the diagonalized free theory. Consequently, the structure of the operator dynamics as governed by [H, · ] is simplified, which
allowed us to obtain analytic results in Sec. 4.4. General integrable systems can look
much more complicated. For instance, the transverse-field Ising model is a nontrivially
interacting integrable lattice spin model. This model is equivalent to a free fermion model
after performing a non-local Jordan-Wigner transformation taking the bosonic spins to
fermions. It is natural to choose the k-local operators in the theory to be the bosonic spin
operators supported only on contiguous size-k regions of the bosonic spin lattice for the
purposes of computing complexity. However, the Jordan-Wigner transformation will not
respect this split into local and nonlocal operators. Consequently, it is plausible that more
general integrable theories behave similar to chaotic systems with respect to complexity,
owing to the fact that local operators in the theory are scrambled into the nonlocal sector
when the theory is diagonalized.
In full generality, integrable systems in a finite-dimensional phase space can be written
in action-angle variables. Much like the dynamics of the harmonic oscillator (a canonical
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example of an integrable system) consists of “rotation” in phase space, the dynamics of
these more general systems also consists of periodic motion in phase space, albeit with a
possibly action-dependent frequency.61 So there is no guarantee that integrable systems
appear free in any basis. Infinite-dimensional integrable systems like the Korteweg - de
Vries (KdV) system [91] or the solitonic Sine-Gordon system [78] exemplify this fact.
Similarly, a broad class of highly interacting quantum integrable systems consists of the
lattice spin models that are exactly solvable using the Bethe ansatz [47]. Nevertheless,
the Hamiltonian in all these systems is built out of the commuting charge operators, and
so we expect our analysis of Sec. 4.4.1 to be generalizable to such systems. It would be
interesting to further explore whether it is possible to make precise analytic statements
about complexity in these highly structured models whose notion of locality in the original
variables does not align with locality in the variables that simplify the dynamics.

A version of complexity restricted to local circuit modifications
In AdS/CFT, tensor networks have proven useful in gaining intuition about properties
of the bulk semiclassical theory [36, 70, 125, 179, 180, 194, 228]. Roughly speaking, the
tensor network lives on a tessellation of a bulk Cauchy slice. There is an approximate
notion of quantum complexity for tensor networks which corresponds simply to counting
the number of tensors in a region of the bulk spacetime, and this supports the suggestion
that a quantity like bulk wormhole volume should be dual to quantum complexity in a
two-sided black hole [61]. However, once the complexity saturates at its maximum value
(polynomial in the entropy for integrable systems and exponential for chaotic systems),
the tensor network which grew to foliate the wormhole interior is no longer expected to
be the minimal network, just as the quantum circuit which builds the state will become
a non-minimal circuit. In the geometric language, the linear geodesic will encounter
conjugate points or geodesic loops.
As physics is at least approximately local, for a geometric wormhole interior it would be
surprising if there could be large correlated fluctuations of geometry which act in concert
to decrease the tensor network size. Such large fluctuations with global changes to tensor
network structure would correspond to geodesic loops in the complexity geometry which
61

More precisely, the “actions” are first integrals of motion. For the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator,
the action is proportional to the energy. For the harmonic oscillator, the constant-energy slices foliate phase
space by a set of concentric circles, and the dynamics is rigid rotation around these circles. More generally
the phase space of an integrable system need only be foliated by topological tori, with the dynamics
corresponding to a periodic motion around each torus whose frequency depends on the corresponding
action. In fact, the KAM theorem [14, 151] guarantees that most of these tori are preserved given small
deformations of the Hamiltonian, so we expect results that hold for integrable systems may also hold for
perturbatively chaotic systems.
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have little or no relation to the original linear geodesic. This motivates a notion of “local
complexity”, where only local updates to the tensor network (equivalently, the quantum
circuit) which decrease the length are allowed.62 Of course, if many sequential local
updates are made, we can still achieve a large decrease in the size of the tensor network.
In the geometric complexity language, local complexity is computed by starting with
the linear geodesic L and flowing downward in the space of paths, where the downward
directions all correspond to conjugate points along L. These downward flows will explore
the space of paths at least in the neighborhood of L, and will find the geodesic of smallest
length which is continuously connected by upward flows in path space to L. To our
knowledge, local complexity has not been explored, and may be an interesting alternative
to the usual complexity-theoretic definition. We will not explore it in any great detail here,
but we will make the following point: local complexity behaves more or less analogously to
circuit complexity in chaotic theories like holographic CFTs. There are conjugate points
along L which sit approximately at t ∼ eS , which will terminate the linear growth at
the expected timescale just as geodesic loops would [31]. Furthermore, the density of
conjugate points along the linear geodesic is roughly constant after an initial growth, as
can be seen from a simple calculation in the bi-invariant geometry. So, we expect multiple
exchanges of dominance between many geodesics induced by all of these conjugate points,
which should generate the plateau.
Of course, after we encounter the first conjugate point, the remainder along the linear
geodesic are not relevant for complexity growth since there is a new geodesic which computes the complexity. So, in order for this argument to hold, we need a sort of universality
among geodesics under the flow from µ = 0 to µ ∼ eS which ensures that, even as the
location of the geodesic changes in path space, the conjugate points which were present at
µ = 0 are shifted in roughly the same way as occurs for the linear geodesic. That is to say,
all geodesics at µ ∼ eS have a constant density of conjugate points around exponential
length, just as we expect for the linear geodesic. We have not proven this, but it seems
likely from general intuitions about the complexity growth of chaotic Hamiltonians [31].
One difference in these notions is that geometric complexity is always bounded by the
diameter of the manifold, and local complexity may slightly violate this bound. However, it is unknown whether anything physical would be associated with such a slight
modification of complexity’s behavior. If local complexity is really the notion to consider
in holography, it will have implications for the complexity of the AdS/CFT dictionary,
following the arguments of [53]. This is because the calculation of local complexity is
essentially a local optimization problem in path space, which should be polynomially
computable in general, unlike circuit complexity which would involve searching the entire
62

This notion was inspired by discussions during the It from Qubit annual meeting in December 2019
and the IAS It from Qubit workshop in December 2020.
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path space for potential geodesic loops.63

63

One might try to search for global obstructions by allowing upward flows from L, in addition to
downward flows in directions given by the Jacobi fields corresponding to conjugate points. However, there
are an infinite number of upward directions in the space of paths with the energy functional as a Morse
function, so it is not efficient (and indeed, not clear that it is even possible) to explore path space in this
way.
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Chapter 5

Outlook
A story has no beginning or end: arbitrarily one chooses that
moment of experience from which to look back or from which to
look ahead.
—Graham Greene, The End of the Affair

In this dissertation, we have advanced a series of contributions to the larger It from
Qubit program, focusing on the interplay between spacetime wormholes, multiparty entanglement, and quantum complexity. Unsurprisingly, with every answer comes new
questions and challenges for future exploration. Here we consider a number of ideas that
are particularly relevant to the work discussed above.
• In Ch. 3, we considered an oscillator model for the field theory dual to multiboundary
wormhole configurations. A more realistic toy model might be the SYK model. The
ground state of two SYK models coupled by a quadratic Hamiltonian has been
shown to exhibit properties expected of a traversable wormhole in AdS2 dilaton
gravity [166, 168]. It is not clear how to describe the analogous bulk geometry
dual to the ground state of three similarly coupled SYK models, or what type of
entanglement structure the ground state will possess. It may be possible that the
holographic entropy cone constrains the type of admissible couplings for multiple
SYK models [22].
• We have described in Ch. 4 how to fast-forward the free fermion Hamiltonian, as
well as a special class of integrable Hamiltonians. Applying this result in quantum
computing is of immediate interest. The most directly relevant setting is likely
simulation of an integrable quantum system, if the Hamiltonian admits a similar
geodesic loop analysis. As discussed above, many nontrivial many-body quantum
systems admit such integrable descriptions solvable by Bethe ansatz.
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• More generally, in strongly coupled condensed matter systems we might hope to use
complexity as an order parameter that distinguishes degenerate ground states of
many-body Hamiltonians. Is there any correspondence between the complexity and
existing notions such as topological order or its symmetry-protected version, which
are responsible for phenomena as diverse as superconductivity and the fractional
quantum Hall effect [244]? There has been some indication already that complexity
seems to exhibit nonanalytic behavior in the vicinity of topological phase transitions
[159], but this area remains largely unexplored. As state complexity is generally
much more difficult to compute than operator complexity, one potential angle of
attack is to study the operator complexity of adiabatic time evolution interpolating
between two Hamiltonians with ground states of interest.
• Throughout Ch. 4 we have been primarily concerned with the complexity of the
time evolution operator. To apply this formalism directly to the firewall paradox, it is of interest to instead compute the complexity of the precursor operator
W (t) = U † (t)W U (t), which is not exactly twice the complexity of time evolution.
For instance, it is expected that the early time growth of the complexity of W (t)
up to the scrambling time is exponential rather than linear, with a time scale determined by the Lyapunov exponent [162], as partial cancellations will occur between
U † (t) and U (t) until the operator is fully scrambled.
• Recent work has shown how to compute broad features of the Page curve for an
evaporating black hole in a semiclassical framework. However, many details of
the dynamics of the information thrown into a black hole remain outstanding. For
instance, a star collapsing into a black hole starts in a state that does not saturate the
Bekenstein-Hawking bound and ends in one that does. How is the information in the
initial semiclassical state dynamically compressed by the collapse process? It seems
likely that the details of this encoding process correspond closely to the decoding
process in which the interior is recovered by processing the Hawking radiation. A full
resolution of the black hole information paradox would also use the new semiclassical
formulas for von Neumann entropy in the setting of asymptotically flat or de Sitter
spacetimes relevant to astrophysical black holes.
Stemming from the discovery of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula, the last fifteen years
have seen a flurry of exciting activity at the interface of quantum gravity and quantum
information theory, rooted in understanding information processing in black holes. The
new language and tools that this effort has introduced seem to be essential to describing
the fundamental nature of reality, and it seems clear that these ideas will have a lasting
impact in the years to come not only on high energy physics but also in condensed matter
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physics and quantum computing.
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Appendix A

Perturbative Equations of Motion
In this appendix, we derive the perturbative equations of motion (2.3.5) and (2.3.6). In
general, bars will indicate background-order quantities. We begin by variation of the full
geometric equation of motion (2.3.2). Since we impose self-duality at all orders,
0 = (F + δF ) ∧ ∗(F + δF ) ∼ Fαβγδ F αβγδ ,

(A.0.1)

where the last expression is to all orders. Consequently, the variation of (2.3.2) is
1
1
δRµν − δRḡµν =
(δFµαβγδ F̄ν αβγδ + F̄µαβγδ δFν αβγδ ) .
2
4 · 4!

(A.0.2)

R̄ = 0 at background order, but it is not obvious that δR = 0 perturbatively, so we have
retained this term for now. Now we can constrain δR by tracing both sides, noting that
ḡ µν δRµν = δR − R̄µν δg µν ,
−4δR − R̄µν δg µν =

1 µν
ḡ (δFµαβγδ F̄ν αβγδ + F̄µαβγδ δFν αβγδ ) .
4 · 4!

(A.0.3)

Substituting R̄µν with its background equation of motion and rearranging for δR one
finds:


1
δR =
δ g µν Fµαβγδ Fν αβγδ = 0 .
(A.0.4)
16 · 4!

That is, δR vanishes to all orders as a consequence of the self-duality constraint. The
perturbative equation of motion for the metric is therefore simply
δRµν =

1
(δFµαβγδ F̄ν αβγδ + F̄µαβγδ δFν αβγδ ) .
4 · 4!

(A.0.5)

We now make use of the formula for δRµν in terms of the metric perturbation δgµν =
hµν , to first order in the perturbation, to arrive at (2.3.5):
1
1
δRµν = ∇λ ∇(µ hλν) − ∇µ ∂ν h − ∇λ ∇λ hµν ,
2
2
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(A.0.6)

where the covariant derivative is taken with respect to ḡ. We review the derivation of this
formula below. The Ricci tensor is
a
Rbd = Rbad
= ∂a Γabd − ∂d Γaba + Γsbd Γasa − Γsba Γasd .

(A.0.7)

Relabeling indices and varying each term independently gives a formula in terms of the
variation δΓ
δRab = ∂c δΓcab − ∂b δΓcac + δ(Γsab Γcsc ) − δ(Γsac Γcsb )

= ∂c δΓcab − ∂b δΓcac + δΓsab Γcsc + Γsab δΓcsc − δΓsac Γcsb − Γsac δΓcsb

(A.0.8)

= ∇c (δΓcab ) − ∇b (δΓcac ) .

To compute the variation of the Christoffel symbols, expand the covariant derivative of
the metric perturbations
∇a hbc = ∇a (δgbc ) = ∂a (δgbc ) − Γsab δgsc − Γsac δgbs

= δ(∂a gbc ) − δ(Γsab gsc ) + δΓsab gsc − δ(Γsac gbs ) + δΓsac gbs

= δ(∂a gbc − Γsab gsc − Γsac gbs ) + δΓsab gsc + δΓsac gbs

(A.0.9)

= δ(∇a gbc ) + δΓsab gsc + δΓsac gbs
= δΓsab gsc + δΓsac gbs ,

using metric compatibility. Now cyclically permuting and adding a convenient sign gives
∇a hbc + ∇b hca − ∇c hab = δΓsab gsc + δΓsac gbs + δΓsbc gsa + δΓsba gcs − δΓsca gsb − δΓscb gas
= 2δΓsab gsc .

(A.0.10)
Rearranging and permuting the indices gives
1
δΓabc = (∇b hac + ∇c hab − ∇a hbc ) .
2

(A.0.11)

Expanding the variation δRab with this formula, one finds
δRab = ∇c (δΓcab ) − ∇b (δΓcac )
1
1
= ∇c (∇a hcb + ∇b hca − ∇c hab ) − ∇b (∇a h + ∇c hca − ∇c hac )
2
2
1
1 2
c
= ∇c ∇(a hb) − ∇ hab − ∇a ∂b h ,
2
2

(A.0.12)

which was the claimed formula for the variation of the Ricci tensor.
Now we must consider the variation of Maxwell’s equations:

√
√
√
δ ∂µ ( −gF µνρστ ) = ∂µ (δ −g F̄ µνρστ + −ḡδF µνρστ ) .
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(A.0.13)

Recall the variation of

√

−g, from Sylvester’s formula:
√
√ h
1√
δ −g = −
−ḡḡµν δg µν = −ḡ .
2
2

(A.0.14)

√
h
∂µ ( −ḡ( F̄ µνρστ + δF µνρστ )) = 0 .
2

(A.0.15)

Therefore, we find (2.3.6):

Lastly, the perturbation to the five-form must leave it to be self-dual. However, one
must be careful because the Hodge dual involves factors of the metric that also contribute
perturbatively. Let us assume the metric is diagonal and that the only nonzero independent components of the five-form are Ft123r and Fθ1 ...θ5 . In terms of the components of
the metric and five-form the constraint can be written explicitly as
√
−gg θ1 θ1 . . . g θ5 θ5 (Fθ1 ...θ5 + δFθ1 ...θ5 )
√
= − −gg tt g 11 g 22 g 33 g rr (Ft123r + δFt123r ) .

Ft123r + δFt123r =
Fθ1 ...θ5 + δFθ1 ...θ5

(A.0.16)
(A.0.17)

Now removing the background-order equations and expanding perturbatively, we find

δFθ1 ...θ5

√

−ḡḡ θ1 θ1 . . . ḡ θ5 θ5 δFθ1 ...θ5
√
h
(A.0.18)
− −ḡ(hθ1 θ1 . . . ḡ θ5 θ5 + . . . + ḡ θ1 θ1 . . . hθ5 θ5 )F̄θ1 ...θ5 + F̄t123r
2
√
= − −ḡḡ tt ḡ 11 ḡ 22 ḡ 33 ḡ rr δFt123r
√
h
+ −ḡ(htt ḡ 11 ḡ 22 ḡ 33 ḡ rr + . . . + ḡ tt ḡ 11 ḡ 22 ḡ 33 hrr )Ft123r + F̄θ1 ...θ5 . (A.0.19)
2

δFt123r =

To proceed further, one requires more details about the background metric and five-form
of interest.
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Appendix B

Solving the Linearized Equations
In this appendix, we demonstrate the procedure to solve the perturbative equations of
motion (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) by hand in the linearized regime, region II. In this regime the
ansatz for the metric and five-form perturbations takes the form


 2
1
1 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
~
ds = L −r̃ (1 + δgt̃t̃ ) dt̃ + r̃ 1 + δgĩĩ dx̃ + 2 (1 + δgr̃r̃ ) dr̃ + (1 + δgΩΩ )dΩ5
α0
r̃
(B.0.1)

1
F = 4L4 r̃3 (1 + a(r̃)) dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
α0 2

4
3
2
+ (1 + b(r̃)) sin θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 ,
(B.0.2)

where all metric perturbations are functions only of r̃. To begin, we evaluate the selfduality constraint equations (A.0.18) and (A.0.19) on the background metric of vacuum
AdS5 × S5 . They reduce to only one independent equation,
2a − 3δgĩĩ − δgt̃t̃ + 5δgΩΩ − δgr̃r̃ = 2b ,

(B.0.3)

identical to (2.3.40). Plugging into Maxwell’s equations we also find only one independent
equation
0
0
= 0,
2a0 − 3δgĩ0ĩ − δgt̃0 t̃ + 5δgΩΩ
− δgr̃r̃

(B.0.4)

which is identical to (2.3.41). Combining Maxwell’s equations and self-duality gives b0 = 0,
meaning that the five-form charge is conserved. The independent geometric equations of
motion are

1
00
0
+ 5gΩΩ
= 0 (B.0.5)
−8(b − 2δgΩΩ ) − r̃ r̃gΩΩ
2
0
0
−16a + r̃2 δgt̃00t̃ + 3r̃δgĩ0ĩ + 6r̃δgt̃0 t̃ + 5r̃δgΩΩ
− r̃δgr̃r̃
+ 24δgĩĩ + 8δgt̃t̃ = 0 (B.0.6)
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0
0
−16a + r̃2 δgĩ00ĩ + 8r̃δgĩ0ĩ + r̃δgt̃0 t̃ + 5r̃δgΩΩ
− r̃δgr̃r̃
+ 24δgĩĩ + 8δgt̃t̃ = 0 (B.0.7)

00
−16a + 3r̃2 δgĩ00ĩ + r̃2 δgt̃00t̃ + 5r̃2 δgΩΩ
+ 9r̃δgĩ0ĩ + 3r̃δgt̃0 t̃

0
0
+5r̃δgΩΩ
− 4r̃δgr̃r̃
+ 24δgĩĩ + 8δgt̃t̃ = 0 .

(B.0.8)

Notice that the equation of motion (B.0.5) for δgΩΩ is independent of the others and may
be solved directly, yielding:
δgΩΩ =

b
+ a1 r̃4 + a2 /r̃8 ,
2

(B.0.9)

for constants a1 , a2 . Now examine the three remaining geometric equations of motion.
By taking the linear combination of (B.0.6) + 3(B.0.7) - (B.0.8), we find an equation
determining δgr̃r̃ in terms of the others:
0

0

4δgr̃r̃ = 2b + 3r̃δgĩĩ + r̃δgt̃t̃ + 20(a1 r̃4 − 3a2 /r̃8 ) .

(B.0.10)

Plugging this back into all three equations we find that all three are solved as long as:
0

0

00

00

5(δgĩĩ − δgt̃t̃ ) + r(δgĩĩ − δgt̃t̃ ) = 0 .

(B.0.11)

This is a differential equation in f (r̃) = δgĩĩ − δgt̃t̃ which is solved by f (r̃) = c2 −
where c1 , c2 are constants. Therefore we can relate δgĩĩ to δgt̃t̃ via
δgĩĩ = c2 −

c1
+ δgt̃t̃ .
4r̃4

c1
4r̃4

(B.0.12)

Plugging (B.0.12) into (B.0.10) reduces it to
δgr̃r̃ =

3 c1
a2
b
0
+ r̃δgt̃t̃ +
− 15 8 + 5a1 r̃4 .
4
2
4 r̃
r̃

(B.0.13)

We have consequently fixed the general perturbative solution in the linearized regime in
terms of one arbitrary function δgt̃t̃ and five constants a1 , a2 , c1 , c2 , b:



1 2
c1
2
2
2
2
~2
ds
=
L
−r̃
(1
+
δg
)
d
t̃
+
r̃
1
+
c
−
+
δg
2
t̃t̃
t̃t̃ dx̃
α0
4r̃4



1
b
3 c1
a2
b
a2
0
4
2
4
2
+ 2 1 + + r̃δgt̃t̃ +
− 15 8 + 5a1 r̃ dr̃ + (1 + + a1 r̃ + 8 )dΩ5
r̃
2
4 r̃4
r̃
2
r̃
(B.0.14)

 
1
3
a2
r̃
4 3
r̃ 1 + c2 − 10 8 + 2δgt̃t̃ + δgt̃0 t̃ dt̃ ∧ dx̃1 ∧ dx̃2 ∧ dx̃3 ∧ dr̃
0 2 F = 4L
2
r̃
2
α

+ (1 + b) sin4 θ1 sin3 θ2 sin2 θ3 sin θ4 dθ1 ∧ dθ2 ∧ dθ3 ∧ dθ4 ∧ dθ5 .
(B.0.15)
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To fix δgt̃t̃ and the five constants, we compare the solution to the linearized expansion
of the solution (2.3.45)-(2.3.46). A consistent solution is found by taking a1 = 4 /2,
a2 = c2 = 0, c1 = −4, b = 0, and
δgt̃t̃ = −

1
1
− (r̃)4 ,
r̃4 2

leading to the solution (2.3.36)-(2.3.37).
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(B.0.16)

Appendix C

Binding complexity for more
general states
In this appendix, we compute the binding complexity for a state with less symmetry than
that of (3.3.25). This will be an educational exercise that suggests a solution procedure
for a totally arbitrary state. Consider a wavefunction for a four-party state taking the
general Gaussian form (3.5.4) with the matrix Ω taking a block structure like


(1)
(2)
(3)
ωλ1 λ2
λ2
λ2
 (1)
(3)
(2) 
 λ2
ωλ1 λ2
λ2 


(C.0.1)
Ω =  (2)
(3)
(1)  .
λ
λ
ωλ
λ
1
 2
2
2 
(3)
(2)
(1)
λ2
λ2
λ2
ωλ1

As in (3.3.26), each entry above is an N × N matrix, where N is the number of oscillators
(i)
on each boundary. The elements λ2 are the matrices all of whose elements are couplings
(i)
(1)
similarly labeled λ2 (below, λ2 refers to the coupling, not the full matrix). The elements
ωλ1 are matrices that are ω on the diagonal and λ1 on all off-diagonals. This Ω is not
completely general: in the language of Sec. 3.5, it corresponds to the path integral on a
graph with Z2 × Z2 symmetry between the four parties.
The solution of the Euler-Arnold equation (3.3.20) is independent of the structure of
the wavefunction, so the velocity matrix V again is constant. In general, one can show
that choosing the structure of the velocity matrix V to have the same form as Ω will allow
for solution of the flow equation (3.3.30). Consequently, we choose V to take the same
form as (C.0.1) with a replacing ω, b replacing λ1 , and three cross-party velocities c1 , c2 ,
(1) (2) (3)
c3 replacing λ2 , λ2 , λ2 . Doing so, (3.3.30) splits into a 5 × 5 matrix equation:
~
dΩ
~
= M Ω,
ds
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(C.0.2)


T
~ = ω λ1 λ(1) λ(2) λ(3)
where Ω
arranges the s-dependent couplings of the matrix
2
2
2
Ω into a vector and


a
(N − 1)b
N c1
N c2
N c3


 b a + (N − 2)b

N c1
N c2
N c3


1
1
3
2

.
M = 2 c
(C.0.3)
(N − 1)c
a + (N − 1)b
Nc
Nc

 2

2
3
1
(N − 1)c
Nc
a + (N − 1)b
Nc
c

3
3
2
1
c
(N − 1)c
Nc
Nc
a + (N − 1)b
For comparison, note that the equations (3.3.31) - (3.3.33) can be written as a similar
3 × 3 matrix equation. The matrix M has five distinct eigenvalues:
κ0 = 2(a − b)

(C.0.4)

κ1 = 2(a + b(N − 1) + (c1 − c2 − c3 )N )

(C.0.5)

κ2 = 2(a + b(N − 1) + (−c1 + c2 − c3 )N )

(C.0.6)

κ3 = 2(a + b(N − 1) + (−c1 − c2 + c3 )N )

(C.0.7)

κ+ = 2(a + b(N − 1) + (c1 + c2 + c3 )N ).

(C.0.8)

Solving (C.0.2) with the usual boundary conditions of Ω(i) = diag(ω0 , ω0 , . . . , ω0 ) at s = 0
and Ω(f ) as given by (C.0.1) at s = 1, we find
ω0
(4(N − 1)eκ0 + eκ1 + eκ2 + eκ3 + eκ+ )
4N
ω0
λ1 = −
(4eκ0 − eκ1 − eκ2 − eκ3 − eκ+ )
4N
ω0 κ1
(1)
λ2 =
(e − eκ2 − eκ3 + eκ+ )
4N
ω0 κ1
(2)
λ2 = −
(e − eκ2 + eκ3 − eκ+ )
4N
ω0 κ1
(3)
(e + eκ2 − eκ3 − eκ+ ).
λ2 = −
4N
ω=

(C.0.9)
(C.0.10)
(C.0.11)
(C.0.12)
(C.0.13)

We remark that the five distinct eigenvalues of Ω are given by:
ρ 0 = ω − λ1

(C.0.14)
(1)

(2)

(3)

ρ1 = ω + (N − 1)λ1 + N (λ2 − λ2 − λ2 )

(C.0.15)

ρ2 = ω + (N − 1)λ1 +

(C.0.16)

ρ3 = ω + (N − 1)λ1 +
ρ+ = ω + (N − 1)λ1 +

(1)
(2)
(3)
N (−λ2 + λ2 − λ2 )
(1)
(2)
(3)
N (−λ2 − λ2 + λ2 )
(1)
(2)
(3)
N (λ2 + λ2 + λ2 ),

(C.0.17)
(C.0.18)

closely related to the eigenvalues of M . In the permutation-symmetric limit, ρ+ corresponds to λ+ , ρ0 corresponds to λ0 , and ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 all approach λ− . Solving the system
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(C.0.9) - (C.0.13) for the eigenvalues κ we obtain
κi = ln(

ρi
),
ω0

(C.0.19)

for all i = 0, 1, 2, 3, +. Finally, solving for the velocities a, b, ck ,
a = 4(N − 1)κ0 + κ1 + κ2 + κ3 + κ+

(C.0.20)

b = −4κ0 + κ1 + κ2 + κ3 + κ+

(C.0.21)

c1 = κ1 − κ2 − κ3 + κ+

c2 = −κ1 + κ2 − κ3 + κ+

c3 = −κ1 − κ2 + κ3 + κ+ .

(C.0.22)
(C.0.23)
(C.0.24)

Rewriting the ck that determine the binding complexity in terms of the eigenvalues ρi ,
1
ρ1 ρ+
ln
8N
ρ2 ρ3
ρ
1
2 ρ+
ln
c2 =
8N
ρ1 ρ3
ρ
1
3 ρ+
ln
.
c3 =
8N
ρ1 ρ2

c1 =

(C.0.25)
(C.0.26)
(C.0.27)

Lastly, a short combinatorial computation determines the binding complexity
Cb = 2N |c|,

(C.0.28)

p
where |c| = (c1 )2 + (c2 )2 + (c3 )2 . Notice that again the prefactor of N above cancels
the N dependence of the ck so that the binding complexity is finite in the large N limit.
Unfortunately, the binding complexity does not arrange nicely in terms of a parameter
µ as in Sec. 3.3, and it is prohibitively diffcult to evaluate the entanglement entropy associated with a single party of the state specified by (C.0.1) to obtain a complexity-entropy
scaling. Nevertheless, this computation is instructive to understand how to compute the
binding complexity for a (more) general Gaussian state. In general, we expect that if we
~ the eigenvalues ρ
arrange the couplings in Ω into a vector Ω,
~ of the matrix Ω will be some
~ In this case, choosing V to have the same
linear combination of the couplings: ρ
~ = AΩ.
matrix structure as Ω gives rise to a lower-dimensional matrix equation for the couplings
~ , and the solution
in terms of a matrix M = 2A. The eigenvalues ~κ of M will be ~κ = M V
ρj
1P
−1
~ is the vector of vefor the velocities will looks like Vi = 2 j (A )ij ln ω0 . Note that V
~ Once the velocities are obtained, it is straightforward to compute
locities analogous to Ω.
the binding complexity based on the particular combinatorics of a given setup.
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Appendix D

Wavefunctions of
permutation-symmetric graphs
In this appendix, we compute the wavefunctions of the branched graphs presented in
Fig. 3.9a, for an arbitrary number of parties m and number of oscillators per party N ,
working in the M → 0 limit for simplicity. In this limit, the propagator (3.5.2) remains
Gaussian and takes the simple form
K(x1 , x2 , β) ∝ e

1
(x2 −x1 )2
− 2β

.

(D.0.1)

Starting from the definition (3.5.3) and reading off from Fig. 3.9a where each oscillator
vertex connects to internal vertices,
Z
Y
ψ(~x) = d~y
K(v1 , v2 , β)
(D.0.2)
(v1 ,v2 ,β)∈EG



1
2
(x11 − y1 )2 + . . . + (xN
d~y dyc exp −
m − ym )
2β1


1
2
2
(y1 − yc ) + . . . + (ym − yc )
−
2β2



Z
X
X
X X
1
N
= Ñ d~y exp −
yi2 +
(xij )2 − 2
yj
xij 
2β1
i
i,j
j
i
"
!#
Z
X
X
1
× dyc exp −
myc2 − 2yc
yi +
yi2
,
2β2
= Ñ

Z

i

(D.0.3)

(D.0.4)

i

where Ñ is a normalization constant. Performing the Gaussian integral over yc , we obtain



Z
X
X
X X
1
N
ψ(~x) = Ñ 0 d~y exp −
yi2 +
(xij )2 − 2
yj
xij 
2β1
i
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i,j

j

i

1
−
2β2

X
i

1 X 2
yi )
yi2 − (
m
i

!

,

(D.0.5)

where Ñ 0 is a new normalization constant. The remaining integral (D.0.5) is also Gaussian
over the internal vertices yi , although it has a linear term. That is, it takes the form




Z
X
1
1
~ T ~y ,
ψ(~x) = Ñ 0 exp −
(xij )2  d~y exp − ~y T A~y + B
(D.0.6)
2β1
2
i,j

~ T are given by:
where the matrix A and vector B

BjT =

Aij = αδij + γ(1 − δij ),

1 X i
xj .
β1

(D.0.7)

i

That is, A takes value α on the diagonal and γ on all off-diagonals. The constants α and
γ are given in terms of β1 , β2 , m, and N by


1
1
1
N
+
1−
,
γ=−
.
(D.0.8)
α=
β1 β2
m
mβ2
The exact solution of the general Gaussian matrix integral of the form of (D.0.6) is wellknown. Evaluating it gives




X
1
1 ~ T −1 ~
00
i 2

(D.0.9)
ψ(~x) = Ñ exp −
(xj ) exp B A B ,
2β1
2
i,j

where Ñ 00 is another new normalization constant. The inverse of A has the same symmetry
as A, with A−1
ij = P δij + Q(1 − δij ) and
P =

α2

α + (m − 2)γ
,
+ (m − 2)αγ − (m − 1)γ 2

Q=

α2

−γ
.
+ (m − 2)αγ − (m − 1)γ 2

(D.0.10)

Therefore, in terms of the oscillator variables xij , the wavefunction is





X
X
X
X
X
1
1
ψ(~x) = Ñ 00 exp −
(xij )2  exp  2 P
(
xij )2 + Q
xij x`k  .
2β1
2β1
i,j

j

i

j6=k i,`

(D.0.11)

Despite the cumbersome sum notation for the general case, one can check that this is indeed Gaussian and can be written in the standard Gaussian form ψ(~x) = Ñ 00 exp(− 21 ~xT Ω~x)
with Ω in the form of (3.3.25). To be completely explicit, Ω has the general permutationsymmetric form (3.3.25) with
ω=

1
P
β1 (mN − 1) + β2 mN (N − 1)
− 2 =
β1 β1
β1 mN (β1 + N β2 )
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(D.0.12)

β1 + mN β2
P
=−
2
β1 mN (β1 + N β2 )
β1
β1
Q
λ2 = − 2 = −
.
β1 mN (β1 + N β2 )
β1

λ1 = −

(D.0.13)
(D.0.14)

in agreement with the M → 0 limit of (3.5.5) - (3.5.7). This computation was entirely in
the M → 0 limit, but the trick employed herein of rewriting the product over propagators
as matrix Gaussian integrals works very generally. For any permutation-symmetric graph
the computation goes through identically with possibly different values of α and γ, even
when M 6= 0.
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Appendix E

Two-point functions and the
super-operator
In this appendix we will write an interesting expression relating the super-operator to the
matrix of thermal two-point correlation functions at infinite temperature,
RIJ (s) = e−S Tr (TJ eisH TI e−isH ),

(E.0.1)

where TI = {Tα , Teα̇ } denotes all the generators. The direct connection between the two
comes from the fact that we can rewrite the Heisenberg operators TI (s) in terms of the
RIJ via
eisH TI e−isH = RIJ (s)TJ .
(E.0.2)
with summation on J implied here and below.
Starting with the general expression for the super-operator,


−iµtλα̇ s

Z 1
−1
X exp
1+µ
δ Ṽ α̇ (0)[H, T̃α̇ ]L
Yµ (δV (0)) =
dseiHts δVL (0) + (1 + µ)
λα̇
0
α̇



X
−iµtλα̇ s
α̇
+
exp
δ Ṽ (0)T̃α̇ e−iHts ,
1+µ
α̇

(E.0.3)

we first use the trick of Sec. 4.6 to remove the local projection in the second term via
[H, T̃α̇ ]L = [H, T̃α̇ ]−λα̇ T̃α̇ . For the resulting commutator term, we use the fact that (using
the notation adH O = [H, O])
d adxH
e
O = eadxH adH O.
dx
This identity can be derived simply by comparing the Taylor series of both sides. Recalling
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff identity exH Oe−xH = eadxH O, this new identity is useful
because it converts a commutator into a derivative that can be integrated by parts.
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Using these substitutions and evaluating the integration by parts, after a short computation one can write the super-operator as
Yµ (δV (0)) = −µ

X

+

φ(−Mα̇ t)δ Ṽ α̇ (0)eiHt T̃α̇ e−iHt

α̇

Z

0

1

dse

iHts




δVL (0) + (1 + µ)δVN L (0) e−iHts ,

(E.0.4)

µλα̇
where we have defined Mα̇ = 1+µ
and φ(x) = (exp(ix)−1)/(ix) as in Sec. 4.6. The integral
term is nearly the average of the Heisenberg operator δV (t) over the time interval 0 to
t, but with the nonlocal components given extra weight (1 + µ). This expression can
also be written in terms of the two-point functions. Rescaling s → s/t and defining the
time-averaged two-point function
Z
1 t
ds RIJ (s),
(E.0.5)
RIJ (t) =
t 0

the resulting expression for the super-operator is simply
h
i
Yµ (δV (0)) = −µφ(−Mα̇ t)δ ṼNα̇L (0)Rα̇J (t) + δVLα (0)RαJ (t) + (1 + µ)δ ṼNα̇L (0)Rα̇J (t) TJ ,
(E.0.6)
where summation on J, α, and α̇ has been left implied.
The last two terms only involve the averaged R matrix, and so have a smooth limit
for large t. The first term however involves the exact R matrix, which oscillates wildly at
late times. It would be interesting for future work to explore further connections between
the super-operator and thermal two-point functions.
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